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Lambs gambolling, birds singing and pilots fettling their gliders in
preparation for another flying season.
When the instruments and electrics have all been checked, the fallout
from the hangar roof washed off the wings and the canopy polished
to dazzling perfection, it might be as well to check the one thing that's
probably not on your checklist - your insurance policy!
So why not add it to your checklist now? Just put MV atthe top to remind
you of Mowbray Vale - the people ,or glider insurance.

Contact Carol Taylor or Stephen Hill on
Thirsk (0845) 23018 - 24hr. Ansaphone Service
Or write to:

MOWBRAYVALE INSURANCE
8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07 1HL
Telex: 587470
Represented ot Lloyds

Fax: 0845 25483
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LOTS OF FLYING

LOTS OF FUN

DUNSTABLE REGIO ALS
--JULY 23rd-3lst
A 'Nationals organisation
for 'Regionals' Pilots
Pilot operated starts (time
recording camera required)

Entry fee £100

Beautiful site at foot of Chilterns
Full Restaurant and Bar facilities
Bunkhouse, Caravan site, Local B&B,
No Hang Gliders!

Deposit £30

Entry forms from: London Gliding Club, Tring Road, Dunstable, Bedfordshire LU6 2JP. Tel. 0582 63419
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ANG·LO-POLISH SAILPLANES LTD.

IFOR SPECIALIST REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

ROGER TAKGElT

Offering outstanding workmanship. efficiency and
service -in:
All glass. carbon and kevlar repairs
Wood and Metal repairs
AII' modifications
Motor Glider engine approval
C of A Renewals
General Maintenance
(including re-finishing and wax polishing)

Sailplane Services

*
*
*
*
*
*

Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club
Nympsfleld, Nr. Stonehouse
Gloucestershire Gl1 0 3TX

Tel: Office (0453) 860861
Home (0453) 48568

(0453) 45316

NOW IN OUR 27th YEAR

THE REPAIR SPECIALISTS

WE REPAIR: GLASS LLOYD'S
APPROVED

STEEL -

ALLOY -

WOOD

TUG AIRCRAFT REPAIRS AND RE-COVERS

RAPID
SERVICE

VINTAGE AIRCRAFT REBUILDS
FULLY QUALIFIED STAFF
SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN, MARPLE, STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE SK6 7JW Tel. 061-427 2488

PETERBOROUGH SAILPLANES LIMITED
C of A INSPECTIONS
Repairs and overhauls
in all materials
. I
. I'
Spares an d materia
S price IStS
Assorted salvage available

ALLOY TRAILERS
2-3 weeks delivery
£1 ,975 (~~y~~~)
Over 50 already built. Spare wheel. ramp. fwd
door. jockey wheel. and rails. fitted as std.
(Excludes alc fittings.) DIY kits available. Phone
for info pack.

RE-FINISHES
Acrylic, gell, cellulose,
synthetic, or polyurethane on
any type or size of sailplane
Free quotations

Moving into new workshops 7th April 1988

Stirling Way, Northfields, Market Deeping. Tel: 0778·347506

I'YOUVE GOT TO HAVE STYLE'I
W~hout

doubt the most established and experienced glider trailer manufacturers in the UK. The Biggest by being the best for
Quality and Service. Over 160 built to date.
Selected for Ministry 01 Defence, RAF. Air Cadets Contract

"42 AMF Trailers at '85 Lasham Comps"

"PROBABLY THE BEST TRAILERS OF ALL TIME!"

ADD Auto Reverse and GRP, self colour mudguards now standard.
ALSO GRP Locking DV Panels, solo towing gear, tres~es and our
su perb range of finings to order.

NEWS Our continued development has now proven our new
Bonding Isealing system which means no more loose rivets.
Even less maintenance at no extra cost.

Cal/ln, ring or write for details

MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS
56
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LondDn Sllllplone Limited
GLIDER REPAIRS -SPARES -INSTRUMENTS -PARTS -MATERIALS -SERVICE
MAJOR REPAIRS: in glass and carbon fibre reinforced plastics. steel tube, and wood. Schleicher gliders a
speciality: many jigs and spares held in stock.
TOST: Wheels, Tyres (including' 400 x 4), Weak links, Release Hooks.
DOPES AND 'PAINTS: Main stockists for Neogene products.
INSTRUMENTS AND RADIOS: Winter Agents - most other makes available.
MATERIALS: For all your Repair and Re-build needs: GlI Finnish Birch Ply (thicknesses from O.a-6.0mm);
German steel tube for gliders (complete range).
INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND SERVICING
OVER-THE-COUNTER, POSTAL AND CARRIER SALES SERVICE: our Shop stocks Hundreds of items,all at
competitive prices.
Open Monday to Friday 9am to 1pm; 2pm to 5pm
Saturday
9am to 1pm; 2pm to 4pm

London Sailplanes Limited
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds LU6 2JP.

Dunstab/e (0582) 62068

PIK 30
High performance sailplane with retractable power pl:ant by Siren of France
PIK 30 15/17 metre Rotax

43hp Dual Ignition Engine

CM certificate for AiJWorthiness issued
Easy rigging

Large instrument panel

Good handling

long range, H hours flying

Comfortable Cockpit

LCO EngIne Instrument

Effective Air Brakes
Automatic propeller stop system for correct position for
retraction of engine
Manual extensionlretraction of engine for safety, 15 secs
only
Adjustable Seat Back and Rudder Pedals
Optional External Power Connection and Water Ballast
Max L/O=45 at 100 Km/H
Max Weight 460 Kilo's
,Price 262,000 French Francs

Min Sink=O.54 MI5
VNE 140 Kts.
Ex works

Delivery 6 months only

THORNE ELECTRIM
Thruxton Airfield, Thruxton, Nr Andover, Hants. SP11 8PW
Tel: (0264-77) 2089
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GLIDER INSURANCE
Hinton Hill, Aviation Limited
82-86 FENCHURCH STREET
LONDON EC3M 4BY

The Insurance is underwritten by certain underwriters at
L1oyd's and includes:• 15 % Introductory Bonus.
• A Progressive No Claims Bonus.

• No Premium Loading for Competition Flying.
For full details and immediate cover please contact:

TOM COLEMAN
01·480 5152

AprillMay 1988
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Anglia Sailplanes
STU HOY (BGA Senior Inspector)
offers C of A Inspections and
repairs for aU sailplanes and motor
gliders to keep you fllying.
Tibenham Airfield
Tibenham, Norwich, Norfolk NR16 1NT
Tel. Tivetshall (037977) 4114

~

IR'VIN

EB80: THE GLIDER PILOT PARACHUTE OF THE NINETIES
•

Competitive price includes travelling bag

•

Designed and built for long-duration comfort

•

Clean, contour-styled pack and harness giving snag-free cockpit entryegress

•

New, state-of-the-art, fast opening canopy with optional steering

For details contact:

Sales Department, IRVIN GREAT BRITAIN LIMITED
Letchworth, Herts SG6 1EU
Tel: (0462) 482000 Telex: 82198 (IRVLET G)

SUNTIGER SUNGLASSES

== OVER 1000 UK PILOTS NOW USE THEM ==
• IMPROVE V,ISIBILITY 1Nl HAZE • IMPROVE CLOUD CONTRAST •
• REDUCE GLARE AND SQUINTING • ELIMINATE HARMFUL UV RAYS •
• MAKE OTHER AIRCRAFT EASIER TO SEE •

* Ingo Renner used them at Benalla *
* Other Top Comp. pilots (including British Team members) have got Suntigers *
We can supply glasses or c1ip-ons. For ful1her details write to:
Suntiger (Europe), ~ Hampton Close, London SW20 ORV. 01·947 4870 or
Alan Purnell,9 Knoll Road, Fleet, :Hants. GU13 8PR. (0252) 615365

TYPE APPROVED HANDHELD TRANSCEIVERS
Narco HT830 ird VOR
STS AV7600VOR

£325.00
£295.00
£345.00
£365.00
£355.00

ICOM' ICA-2
ICOM ICA·2Q incl. VOR
KING KX99 incl. VOR

Most~andheld spares and accessories stocked. Also - Flying Clothing; Nato Style
Jumpers, shirts, gloves, jackets'elc plus maps" flight cases ando/her equipment. All
prices exclude VAT, Postage & Packaging.

For all your pilots

equipment needs write to:

FLlTE-lINES

MARKETING
P.O. Box 488,
Bristol B599 1HS
or Call 0272-710043
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IJ.-21 vario
(58mm or 80mm)
Pressure transducer

technology
Electronically gust
filtered

2 speed response
Altitude compensated
No Radio Frequency
Interference

*

*

NEW
Aviation'Action Videos - 90 Titles covering Air. Landand Sea action WW1&11
to wesent day air shows. litles such as "Drop Zone Normandy'· (Glid'er operations on D-Day)
and "The Mosquito Story" & "The History of the RAF" - send for Catalogue. Terrific
winter watching.

* NEW *

80rge1t Instruments Vario/Glide Computer Systems

This well established range of Glider Audio Vario and Computer Systems are now available in
this country exclusively from us. If you are upgrading to an e.lectric Vario or need a full system
~ease write or call for information before making any deciSion.

Bargel. Instruments
821 Variometer
824 S.C/AvrgrlNetto/Audio

£220.00'
£335.00

8-24 Full time
digital averager
Full time speed
command
4 tone clear audio
Feeds netto signal to
8·21 in cruise

826 Audio Unit
£55.00
825 Final Glide/Nav Computer. .£415.00
8·25 Final
Glide/Navigation
Computer
Easy to use
Programmable before

flight
May be altered in

flight
Large. clear displays

SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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CAMBRIDGE

CAV

M-NAV

Vario
Averager
Audio

Vario/Nav System
Four function audio
Speed Command
Final Glide Computer

snav
Vario/Nav system
Graphic final glide display
Programmable Tasks
and statistics

Quality instruments for the discriminating soaring pilot All Cambridge products carry a 2-year warranty

CAMBRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS
WARREN-SUGARBUSH AlRPORT
RR BOX I09A WARREN. VERMONT 05676
PHONE: (802)496-7755 TELEX: 9103500471

RD Aviation Ltd
Unit 23, Bankside, Kidlington,
Oxon. OX5 1JE

~ ~:~~41

The New Dimona H36 Mk. 2 Is Here!
Demonstrations a pleasure
Sales - Service - Spares

April/May 1988
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PLATYPUS

P

Jatypus: What are the main ingredients in
breaking world records?

IN PURSUIT·OF
WORLD RECORDS
Hans-Werner Grosse talks to Platypus in Alice Springs,
Australia, December 1987.

~-'"

Ingredients in breaking world records.
Hans-Werner Grosse: First, of course, you need
a good glider. Secondly, you need a lot of
experience. Then you need to look over the globe
for regions of good heating. Using the Met information of different countries yOll look for a
"boundary" between tropical air and semi-arid
regions. (Tropical air itself is useless; you don't
want thunderstorms every aftemoon.) Don't put
all you r faith in the official weather statistics, however: before making a costly .expeditiol1l to a far
continent with you r own glider you had better visit
the region and find out about the local soaring
.weather for yourself.
For long triangles you need big plains rather
than mixtures Ofhigh mountains and plains; discontinuities of surface features are only
partially beneficial.
Plat: Many of us dream about crossing France,by
the Massif Central and flying on into the Alps.
HWG.: You must arrive at the mountains at the
correct time: a's difficult 90409 frcm the plain to
the mOUlltains. You might have done reG0rds that
way 00 years ago but not now. Tlhe exception is
the Appalachian "tramlines" In the USA, but that
is no1 fbl' me. The only decision you have to make.
is Whether you fly three metres or 15 metres over
the trees. There's very little cl'lolce.
Plat: Haven't they run out of space In the
Appalachians as the New Zealanders' seem to
have done?
HWG: No. They coul'd increase the triangular2
distance considerably. Five pilots did 1360km
triangles on one day, which shows that more
is possible.
The speed along the ridge can be increased by
using massive amounts of waterballast, since
cir€ling performance only matters for a short
distance. However, one pilot Ilas been killed
flying overweight, trying to see how mucn he
could carry.

The 500km "sprint"
Plat: Whal speeds are achievable wilh

present·
gliders on lasks up to SOOkms?
HWG: The current records are too low, since.
such small distances are only attempted on the

(fay

'Many world records, especially O/R distance, were
achieved in New Zealand wave in the 1960s
zOne TP has 10 be well away from the, ridge, requiring a
dash in ordinary thermals to' and from the ridge.
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,second-best days. Wilo/s confined to British
soaring conditions are allowed 10 takes couple of
minutes off while they bang their heads against
the nearest wall or just cry quietly into their
beer .. . )

Massive amounts of waterbalJast.
If you are prepared to waste a good day (I mean
a day when you could have done 1000kms or
more) you might get 170 to 180km/h. On a really
good day in this region there will be two or three
hours in the middle when you can average more
than 170km/h, which would take you round a
SOOkm "sprint" for the world record.
Speeds achieved in flights in South Africa
benefit from the high plains and consequent high
cloudbases. Your True Airspeed increases relative to Indicated Airspeed by about 5% for every
1000m, and that is equivalent to extra ballast.
Currently, however, taking everything into consideration A1ice Springs is the best location as far
as I am concerned.
Plat: What about wave?
HWG: We haven't seen ~eally fast 'triangles in
wave yet. Wave is best for OIRs, and maybe for
distance recofds - early morning and late evening, witt\ thermals in the middle.
Plat: New Zealand ran out of land.
HWO: The usable parts of American mountain
ranges for wave may also be limited, because 01
the discontinuity between the airmasses north
and south of the jetstrearn. ThaI could limit the
distances achieveable in pure wave flight.
Plat: Jus/in Wills says Ihat the pure distance
flighl is not given ,the respecl il deserves: it is seen
as an easy downwind dash, whereas it requires a
great deal of planning - as well as luck with the

weather. He is thinking, especIally .of the problems of organising a flight that starts in, say,
Yorkshire, and takes you across the Channel with
the opportunity to do a big distance on the
other side.
HWG: I don't know whether it deserves respect
as SUCh, but it definitely Is an enjoyable experi·
ence. 'tes, he has there the special problem of
crossing the Channel at the right lime and with
enough height, not jusl to reach the French coast
but to ,be certain of penetrating the dead zone
caused by the sea breeze (which as you know
becomes worse as the day progresses) and
reaching good soarin,g conditions.
PJat: And there -are special UKairspace problems for a Channel dash, too. But looking at the
question of good soaring conditions, how often
do you get wealher of .the kind Ihat enabled you to
get 1460km in 19727
HWG: The flight ,in the ASW·12 from LObeck to
Biarritz was done in weather that I have never witnessed since that day - which explains why it is
still the world record in spite of techniceJ
improvements in gliders and weather forecasting. Imagine a great "bubble" of cold air sweeping in from northern Sweden, ideal for soaring,
that had passed over us' in the night; I ran into the

Reach the French coast.
rear of it at exactly the ,right time in the morning
over the Rhine, and ran out of the Iront of it south
01 Bordeaux late in the afternoon. With today's
gliders in the same weather you'd exceed that
distance, naturally.
Plat: But you'd 'fUn Ihrough Ihebubble quicker
and maybe hot go any further al Ihe end of Ihe
day.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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HWG: Yes, but you'd have a better chance of
catching it from behind at the beginning of the
day.
Plat: Are you saying that such an airmass is'
limited in size?
HWG: Yes, it always seems so - at least the most
l:leneficial pal"l or it Is.
Plat: What sort of dimensions?
HWG: 800 to 1000km is a goodsize airmass and it's moving, downwind quite fast, of course,
which adds some hundreds of extra kilometres.
PIal: What about straight-out distance record
possibilities in .other pans of the world?
HWG: Some people in the USA describe flights
of 2000km, star1ing, .in wave, as possible.

Taken by surprise.

You too could break records,
If only .•.

Hans·Werner Grosse photographed by
Platypus.
Plat: Yes, starting very early in a high wave and
doing a long downwind glide to reach the thermals just as they are starting. AI the World
Champs in 19$5 at South Cemey I met one of /he
American support team, BriNingham, who told
me of a heroic;; attemp.t which took /hem (I think il
was a two-seater) about 300km from the top of a
big wave, with the help of a strong tailwind; only
snag was, there weren't any thermals at the end'
et it so they just ran into the ground before lunch
time. The great wave day and the great thermal
day don't necessarily plug into each other neatly
- though Nick Goodhart got 8 (Completely
unplanned) wave to 10000h at the other .end ,of
/he day on his goal flight 10 Pot1moak in

,,959 3 .

Plat: If you couldn't fly for some reason could you
coach other poople to break records?
HWG: Not everyone could be coached; you
would have to be successful in eompetitioos first.
You have to be prepared to speculate and d~ive
yourself forward. Il's,getting the balance,between
daredevilry and hesitation. You must be able to
imagine the "energy-track" through the be~ air
that. will be your flight path. I think one could train
people to be better. But what you earl achieve
is limited.
PIal: If you took the Top Ten from each Class in
the World Championships and.set up a competition at Alice Springs, could you get records oul of
such a meeting?
HWG: Yes! However, some competition pilots
win just by their skill In gaggle flying- and by more
daring linal glides. But t.he record-sefter'needs 10
sense where the invisible streets of ,lift are - without depending on, other gliders 10 mar'/( them.
Ingo Aenner, for instance, could definitely break
all records here as soon as the right conditions
came along. Some other top pilots might Just kill
themselves by misjudgment: landing out in t.his
region can be fatall - it's simply not on.

.

HWG: Another problem is that the direction of the
tailwind component is often inconsistent,
because of the discrepanGY between upper and
lower level winds. In fact consistent winds over
2000km are unlikely. Obviously if the wind curves
a lot you get less benefit from it in terms of
free kilometres.

"A gift from heaven"
Tine 6iarr,itz flight. was a "gift from heaven". 11\\
southem Germany you couldn't have soared, at
all - it was overcast. There was no special pilot.
skill involved.
Plat: But you showed me the weather maps for
the period up to and including that day; you
obviously expected good conditions.
HWG: You must prepare - you Ihave to be ready
and not be taken by surprise. The approaching
airmass was quite easy to forecast
'This sun stands as a UK goal distance record.
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instruments make flights easier, but. pilots have
won competitions with elementary instruments.
I wouldn't like to fly now without my Schumann
vario and Schumann box for total energy compensation. Il's a mechanical vario and shows me
a reliable picture of t.he value of thermals; it's
American and the weaker US dollar makes it
cheaper now, by t.he way.
Plat: Why isn't an electrical vario beNer?
HWG: I don't know why, but the $chumann vario
works. I 'use the electrical for the audio, for the
computer and for final glides.
Plat: Have YOU ever flown gliders in England?
HWG: No, only Tiger Moths, when, I came over to
Southend and bought one after the war. (HWG
subsequently told 'Us how he came to be shot
down in his Ju 88 torpedo-bomber in World War
11, but that was in the Mediterranean.)

Closed-circuit championships are

a dead end.

Plat: Aren't you interested in Championship flying anymore?

Crossing frontiers.
HWG: Closed-circuit speed tasks, which is what
Championships consist of ent.irely these days,
are a dead end. They are not. meaningful tests of
pilots, they only improve cer1ain skills. Most of it is
tactical point-snatching.
sadly, free distance isn't practical nowadays think of ~m retrieves! However, Maurie
Bradney at Waiketie is testing a modern form of
eat's cradle, which uses multiple TPs which the
pilot does not have t.o declare in advance.
Out.landings are avoided, as much as possible
but the ability t.o use t.he whole day is t.ested. This
has real possibilities. (See OCtober issue,
p237, ED.)
'qui.t. Comps years ago.and never regretted it I
lost. interest. when I1 found Ihat myexperience was
110t broadened, new insights not gained. lihe t.op
pilots felt frustrated after Benalla. Yes, there were
big distances flown at high speeds, but It became
a t.readmill. There was no chance 10 show t.ruly
superior ability. Pilots should go t.o t.he briefings
with an ability t.o"mderstand weather, they should
studY those temperature Iracesand make t.heir
plans. It should be as in chess, where the
superior brain has the superior chance of
winning.

What it's really about
Plat: What do you have to say about gadgetry
and -instruments?
HWG: The Biarritz flight. was done without. waterballast. and with primitive instruments: the vario
had a leaky t.otal energy. Certainly good

Just. as you can be t.ooobsessed with the competition treadmill, you can also be too obsessed
with breaking records. The experience is everything; the beauty of it - different scenery, flying
over water, crossing frontiers, soaring from one
country to another. Maybe 1miss out from time to
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lime on days when I could have had an enjoyable
flight, but have not flown because it wasn't a
record-breaking day. That's wrong'.
Just fly cross-country, fly long distances whenever you can. It becomes a way of life.
Tom Bradbury comments: HWG is right wl1ef1
he, says 5% increase of speed for every 1{)OOm:
th.is is true at ,an ,altitude of l000m but is an
underestimate higher up. lhis shows up
noticeably only on record wave flights. At
11 700m the TAS Is 1.95 times the IASwhere the
5% rule would make it 1.60. (But then so far no
one has done any cross-countries at that
height.)
If you want tQ compare true and indicated airspeeds the formala is:
Ralio of IAS to TAS= square root of the ratios of
the densities.
for example: sea level standard atmosphere is
1.22495kg/m 3 • At 600mb where the standard
temperature is -12.3°C the density is 0.80131.
The ratio of densities is 1.52868 (square root =
1.2364). So the TAS at 600mb (indicated altitude
138(111) is 1.236 times the IAS.
Here is a table to showing TAS/IAS

mbar

ft,
500
(18289) 1.331
(4781) 1.073 400
(23574) 1.434
700
(9882) 1.162 300
(30065) 1.639
600
(13801) 1.236 250
(33999) 1.760
200
(38662) 1:95O(i,e.l00IAS=195TAS)
If one niesi'n a warm climate, say with a freezing 'level at 600mb, the density is less and the
ralio then is 1.265 instead of 1.236. (Not a lot
ill it.)
Stop press: Since this piece was written,
Hans-Werner ha$ broken four two-seater
world records starting, from AJice Springs in
the first half of Janwary with his wife Karin as
P2. See p90.
r.I
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Platypus, Why Didn't you Tell Us?
IBil1 of the Platypus has electroreceptors. The
Australians say that platypi are found commonly
in muddy streams 8I'ld dive mostly with their
eyes, ears and nose shut. Extract from alechnical
journal sent by a Dutch reader,. Bruno
Zyp.
. ... ,
.;:~

NEW SAILPLANES

Kiwi with the engine in the operating
position.
Kiwi
The Kiwi, designed by Martin Hansen lor Valentin,. isan all purpose aircraft which should go into
production later his year. You can either have it
as a l' 5m Standard Class sailplane and later convert.it to a self-launching flilotor glider or choose
to have the two strokelretractable TOP engine fitted immediately. Steve White (Nine Four Aviation
Lt<;l), is the UI< agent.
In facl Steve says that it is very flexible. If there
is a launch available Kiwi can be flown as a pure
glider or transformed into a motor glider within
the lew minutes it takes to bolt on the engine.
~t was test flown by G. Marzinzik for Aerokurier
who 'have given \IS permission to take extracts
from their article. It should suit pilots with varied .
experience and has a good performance. Even in
weak lift the motor glider feels happy with its
favourably 10w-wing,loading of 31.5kg/m 2 and its

special silencer made powered flying agreeably
quiet.
11 climbs at all average of 1.5m/sec taking
about 12min to gain 3281 ft and cruises at
80kfll1h using, 9.50 litreslhr. The best glide angle
01 the Kiwi as a pure glider is 1:37 and with1he
engine retracted 1:35.
It was found to be sale and stable, giving the
iimpressiorl of a "thoroughly harmless and responsive aircraft."
The two-part double trapeze wing was given
the Wortmann FX61-163 profile already proven
in the ASW·15 and ASW- 19 with carbon fibre
used in the spars for weight saving and increased
strength. The Kiwi is given a dent in the fuselage
to half hide the engine and has a comfortable and
well designed cockpit.

OG-3oo
The single-seater DG-300 Club Elan, developed
especially for use in clubs, had its maiden night

Below: OG-300
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Dive mostly with their eyes shut.
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Playpus was asked about his bill and said
indignantly he never sends one - his services to
S&G are gratis. (Besides they wouldn't pay his bill
if he sent one!)
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The Stemme 5·10 on a cross-country.
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on January 1'0. With, docile stalling characteristics, it is intended for the inexper,ienced pilot as
well as being a good cross-cQtmtry glider.
The present delivery time Is the end of 1'988.

00-600
In December while testing the DG-600 for flutter,
Wilhelm Dirks, the designer, increased the speed
to 300km/h (160kt) When a piece of the left wing
broke away. The glider was forced into a steep
turn from which he couldn'", recover. Wilhelm
parachuted to safety but the DG-600 was
destroyed.
Bob MeLean, the UK agent, went to the factory
in January and found they were modifying the
00-600, making, the fuselage 25% stronger in the
pitching plane, by the addition of a few glass
ravings in the spine and 'keel areas of the
fuselage shell, and 10% stronger in the torsional
rigidity sense by usingl an inner skin of the same
strength of carbon cloth as the outer laminate,
instead of the usual thinner laminate.
This should give a theoretical safe speed of
360km/l'l instead of the 300km/h (VDF) which has
to be demonstrated for normal certification to
JAR 22, the Common Market design criteria.

carriage this giv6$ a clean profile with a
calculated glide angle of 51: 1.
11 has already been flown at Mannheim by
British pilot Roger Dickson who was impressed
with Its performance and handling. The stall was
at about 4Okt, and even with pronounced rudder
there was no marked tendency to spin.
"With the propeller stowed the aircraft
becomes a very fine sailplane and with a circling
speed of 48-5OI<t the manoeuvrability was very
good iAdeed and far more reminiscent of a 15m
than a 23m sailplane," he added.
Roger found the glider had excellent penetralion, light and very positive controls, powerful airbrakes and a comfortable cockpit with superb
leg room.
The S-lO is being given a 90hp Umbach
engine instead of the original SOhp and a new
propeller optimised for take-oft and climb. These
changes will answer the only criticism Roger
made: in his ,report about the lack of power on
take off and should give a 50% improvement.
As soon as possible we will have flight tests on
the Kiwi, the Stemrne 8-10 and the Standard
Class high pel10rmance t8-7 which the UK
agent, Martyn Wells, hopes will be in this country
by early spring.

Discus K

T

In November at Hahnweide, W. Germany, Klaus
:Holig/:laus rolled out his Discus K - K stands for
Kunstflug (aerObatiCS). The wing is. basically the
same as for the normal Discus except that, outboard of the ailerons, it has special 820rnm tips
with 5° of anhedral replacing the conventional
tips. The total 'span has been ,reduced to 13.7m
and the lips /:lave a different sweep back with the
profile changed to improve inverted flight
characteristics.
The Discus K is aimed at clubs who want an
aerobatic trainer as well as a Standard Class
machine without having to buy two aircraft. Translated by les Fellows from Der Ad/er.

a

Stemme 5·10
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This two-seater side-by-side 23m motor glider
will be here by the eartysummer with Mike Jefferyes and Hermann Somlllersell as the UK
agents. (See also S&G, June 1'986" p131 The
engine does nof fold oot into the airsteam but is
mounted centrally in the fuselage behind the
seats and drives forward through a carbon shaft
to a folding propeller in, the nose. When tile
engine is stopped tile propeller blades ford
a,wards by spring loading and, once aligned. are
fully enclosed Inside the retracting nose-cone.
Together with the fully retracting twin under1

April/May 1988

The L.S·7 after her maiden night.

).

Make sure of getting your
copy of S&G by taking out
a subscription. Details on
p83.

NORMAN IS NEW PRESIDENT
Norman H. Ellison, who was for quite a few years
at Slingsby's & Torva in Yorkshire, and was the
author of British Glider & Sailplanes 19221970, has just been elected president of the Boeing Employees Soaring ClUb, Seallle, in
Washington State, for 1988 and 1989.
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WILLlAM MALPAS

Ttle

editor !:las noticed that while there are substantial texts on how to exploit the Alps in German, French and ,Italian, almost nothing exists in
English. 'Most British pilots who fly in the Alps are
self-taught and therefore obliged tQ advance very
cautiously; It shows in the way we fly, cQmpared
with (!:le apparently devil-may-care approach of
our French, German and Swiss friends. This is
only an illusiOl<, however: they are just as
cautious as we are, but they have an enormous
body of experience on which 10 base their
decision-making. This, experience is lodged with
their instructors rich ill Alpine. hoors and in the
written word in magazines and books,
This short series of articles aims to help
redress lhe balance in favour of British pilots.

LOW-DOWNON
THEALPS
Most British pilots who glide in the Alps are self-taught and
in the first of his articles on mountain fly,ing William, who
now lives in France, gives advice find ilnformation to help
those flying abroad exploit the conditions

PAR.T I - PARADISE REV'ISITED
Why go? The firsl Question Is: why go all that
way? What is so special abOut the Alps? As we
know ,from our own experiences in the UK j even a
small range. of ,hills can act as a barrier to the
mQvementol air masses and the fronts
associated with their boundaries. The Alps
present a formidable wall right across Europe
pnd I1ave a ,permanent effect on the routes taken
by all anticyclones and depressions. AJrmasses
cannot pass or only succeed in doing so after a
delay, and when they do pass, they are forced
upwards. Tllis uplift results in substantial
modifications for the better in the characteristics
of the airmass.

Jean - Claude Penaud photographed the lenticular over Mt Rose.

2

six distinct zones, each with its ,own micro
climate. These barriers. coincide approximately
with national frontiers, so we can give to the
zones· the names of the countries separated by
them.

Passage or a warm front.
The fast moving cold front is stopped in its
tracks and ·often deposits substantial: precipitation on the ramparts of the Alps, so that when It
passes the wall (up to 4000rn high), it arrives
the other side much drier. It also arrives much
warmer, due to the compressing downward
movement on the other side (the well known fohn
effect). The slower moving warm front may also
arrive on the other side eventually and when it
does, the airmass will also be drier than
before.
Anticyclonic airmasses on the plains surrounding the Alps are also blocked by the Alpine
barrier. In short, the Alps form a massive barrier
between the Mediterranean climate to the south
and the rigours of the central European climate to
the north. Within the area of the Alps themselves
are mini climatic barriers that divide the area into
66

Passage of a cold front.

In 1975/761 wrote In S&G. December·J'anuary
issue, p264} about "Les Enfants du Paradis",
referring particularly to the southern Alps in
France. 01 the six zones this is probably the mosl
reliable for the visitor with limited holiday lime, but
each zone has its peculiar advantages and disadvantages. They all have in common pure dry
air, Sloping rocks, lots of sunshine and p1enty.of
lift of all types, so that each of the six zones ,is a
paradise ·for the glidef pilot. Local, soaring and
cross-country flights are possible alii the year
round and long distance flights are almost daily
events from May to September. The real
challenge is the cross-country flight which
encompasses mOl"e than one zone. The newcomerto the Alps may, by chance, hit on a short
period when such flights are easy, but in general
they are difficult and besl left to the more
experienced.
Close to rock faces. A word of warning to the
newcomer: the British pilot has a number of problems to overcome. The obvious ones are the
cost and time to get there, the language, the different practices, and so on. But there is another
less obvious problem: the pilot will be spending
many hours very close to massive rock faces
(how close we will discuss later) and the effect on
many is FEAR! This is not confined. to new'
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day the 35-40° slopes are at the best angle to the
sun's rays.

PAR,T 11 - THERMODYNAMIC LIFT

Length of the slope. Alpine thermals tend to
hug the slopes, so that they are heated progressively as they rise in proximity to the warm
rocks. ThiS has !WC) important results. First, the
longer the sloping rock face from valley floor to
summit, the stronger will be the thermal at the top.
secondly, the strength 0f the thermal will tend to
increase as it rises, because the temperature difference between the Mate4 air close to the
mountain side and the valley ai r at the same level
will increase as we go up.

Plainsmen who have already flown in the Alps
will know that unfamiliar faclors must be taken
into account in searching for thermic lift and one
of the most obvious of these is the daily variations
in valley winds. This article glosses over the subject by presenting a simple diagram and noting
that it is well covered by Wally Wallington in
Meteorology for Glider Pilots, and, in any case,
the same effects tend to occur in a small way in
valleys anywhere. I would like to go straight on to
review other lactors affecting thermic lift in the
Alps. They are numerous but quite logical and
can be discussed separately. The trick is to
weigh the influence of each lactor, sometimes
conflicting with each other, and to draw up
quickly a balance of probabilities in favour of
which route to take. (Just like on the plains, :but
the lactors are different and 50 too is the nature 01
the lift.)

\

B

There may be similar facilities in other countries,
but I do not have details.

~
\

Profile of the mountain side. Mountain B is
more favourable than mountain A.
corners: long experience attenuates the effect,
but for some it never quite disappears. Perhaps
this is a good thing, because a great respect for
the mountains is essential.
My own experience may be of comfort to
others: I find that on mountains I already know (ie,
have soared more than once) the fear diminishes
progressively, but sometimes, when I approach a
large mountain for the first time, it comes back
especially if my first approach is to the flank of the
mountain rather than over the top. Most pilots find
that the rewards are well worth the effort required
to overcome the natural reluctance to approach a
huge mountainside.

Position of the sun. In the morning east facing
slopes are favoured and progressively, as the
earth rotates, so the best slopes will be found facing south. and then west.
Angle of the slope. The mostlavourable angle is
90° to the sun, so that morning and evening the
steep slopes will work best, whereas around mid-

Ready-made solution. Fortunately there is a
ready-made solution for the newcomer which
goes a long way towards overcoming these problems and, at the same time, gives him immediate
access to the vast pool of existing experience. I
strongly recommend that he applies for a course
at the French National Centre at St Auban. There
he wAI spend two weeks flying, at first with a very
experienced Alpine instructor in a Janus, and
later in a single-seater glider under the "eye" 01
the same instructor. (Details are given in the box.)

State of the alrmass. All UK pilots know that air
carrying mist and dust often seen over flat country in urban and industrial areas, especially in
anticyclonic conditions, is very effective in reducing heating. Such air or stable maritime air from
the Mediterranean Or the Adriatio can ibe sucked
In by the wind blowing up the valleys towards the
high mountains. Fortunately, it can often be seen
coming and can be avoided.
Percentage heat absorbed. The energy
transmitted by radiation from the sun is not all
stored by the surface. A significant part is reflected. Wally Wallington tells us that 40-90% will be
reflected by snow, whereas only 10-15% will be
reflected by darker surfaces such as wet soil or
pine forest. Limestone granite and other rocks

French National Centre at St Auban
- courses last for two weeks
- they aim to teach mountain flying and cross-country techniques
- minimum requirements -100hrs and checked out for cross-country flying by your eFI
For details of aates, accommodation and charges write to the Centre National de Formation
A~ronautique. 04600 St Auban sur Durance, France.
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Valley and mountain wind circulation.

Sunny side or windy side.
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Humidity of soil. Some Alpine slopes are
covered with soil and the humidity of the soil will
affect its heat capacity. The higher the humidity
the better its capacity to store heat because of its
improved conductivity, even allowing for some
heat loss by evaporation of the water. Thermals
will tend to start later over damp soil, but once
started they will be more reliable, particularly during periods of cloud shadow. On the other hand,
dry soil will give thermals earlier in the day.
Type of trees. Evergreens are rnuch more
favourable than deciduous trees. The logic is
as follows:
1. They are more open to the sun's rays, so the
heat penetrates easily down to the soil.
2. The soil is damp and has a higher heat
capacity.
3. Their albedo is less than that of the broad leaf
deciduous trees.
4. There is considerably less loss of heat by
evaporation of water vapour from leaves.
All this adds up to much more reliable thermal
production from pine forests than from
deciduous forests and when both types are
working, the thermal strength will be greater over
pine-covered slopes.

Tricky for a
number of reasons

_
_

The southern edge of the Alps in the region of
Varese is tricky for a number of reasons, including the presence of deciduous forests.
Make for the high ground, young man! How
many times on the plains have we peered at the
ground to determine where the higher ground
lies. The same applies (in spades) in the Alps.
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found in the Alps are intermediate in this respect,
with 15-30% reflected.
The high reflectivity (albedo) of snow explains
partly why distance flying in the high mountains
in the northerly zones is best between May and
September, because during that period only the
peaks higher than 2200m are snowcovered. The
snowline will be higher in the southern zones and
the good season longer.
Type of rock. To simplify Alpine geology, there
are two categories of rock for the soaring pilot,
the "good" and the "less good." The good are
stratified rocks which have become distorted and
eroded, often consisting of slate, shale and
gneiss. They maybe recognised by their gentler
slopes littered with. debris, their rounded peaks
and enough soil cover lower down to encourage
vegetation. They include <;artain limestones.
which are soft and friable, such as are found in
the Dachstein near Zell-am-See and Nieder
Oblarn.
The less good rocks are harder and smoother,
composed. of granite or hard calcareous
deposits. They are recognised by their steep,
bare escarpments and lack of vegetation. Typical
examples are the granite mountains of Savoy, the
Bernese Oberland and the imposing vertical rock
face of the Dolomites.
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The area where the photograph on p66 was
taken is marked on the map.
Other things being equal, the higher valleys and
higher mountains will give better lift. The air is
cleaner and drier, the insolation stronger, the
thermals stronger and cloudbase higher over
higher mountains.
Profile of the mountain side. A regular
unbroken mountainside is better than one with a
number of projecting ledges or other irregularities
tending to push the rising air away from the
mountainside. Although this "maverick" air
usually rejoins the upward current close to the
face higher up, it has lost time when it would
otherwise have been close to the mountainside
and warmed by it. This phenomenon can make a
significant difference to the strength of the
thermal at the top of the mountain and to the
height of cloud base.
Position of the mountain side. Quite apart from
the position relative to the sun, the position of a
rock face relative to the main valley system can
have a substantial effect. In general, other things
being equal, a face in a secondary valley will be
better than one in a wide main valley. One exception would be the face well placed in a sharp
bend in the main valley, and the spectacular
example known to many British pilots is the
magnificent face of the Eygliers standing
alongside the airfield of St Crepin on the southern
Alps. There the valley wind, constrained by a
narrow venturl as it blows. up the valley or the
Durance river, hits the face of the Eygliers at right
angles. Pilots can arrive at this privileged spot
very low and will soon be climbing, slowly at first
In what is probably mainly dynamic lift and later
in strong thermodynamic lift, to 3000m. If, by
some miracle, the Eygliers doesn'·t work, there is
St Crepin to land on.
Normally, however, tne faces giving directly on
to the main valley will be more difficult to work low
down than faces in secondary valleys, because
the main valley airflow, up to heights of 1000m
agl, will interfere with the healing of the rock faces
and the air itself will be more stable.
Sunny side or windy side. Soaring over gently
rolling country we often favour the sunny banks
facing the wind. For the same reasons, in the Alps
there is no problem when presented with a mountain side facing both ,the windi and the sun. What
should we do, however, if presented with the

2iI0

300km.~-------41

choice between the wind on one side of the ridge
and the sun on the other? The natural tendency
for a pilot brought up on ridge soaring willl:>e to
go for the windy side. He will usually be rnistaken
- the golden rule in1heAlps is lo'go for the sun (or
if you prefer, go for the wind shadow thermal). It
the wind is strong, the thermal may be very turbu·
lent, may be detachedi from the slope before it
reaches the top, will drift rapidly downwind and
will ,be surrounded by l1eavy sink.
A word about the wind in the Alps during the
afternoon of a good summer day: there are
usually two - the valley wind (or anabatic wind, or
Hangaufwinde),which f1ows'up the valley, operating,up to heights 01, say; 1000m above the valley
floor; and quite separately; the gradient wind
which is blowing over the lops 01 the
mountains.
Wen,reasoned choiCe. So far I have 'reviewed
the principal factors in developing, thermal lift in
the Alps, often referred tO'8S "thermodynamic" lift
10 distinguish it from purely dynamic lift (orhilllift).
Thermodynamic lift is the type we use more than
any other .in the Alps durng the summer.

In practice decisions

are often simple

_
_

The number of factors is large and their
appreciation complex. Fortunately, in practice
decisions are often simple. Sometimes there is
only one way to go - only one mountain on our
route. We must make the best use of what is there
before deciding that we are high enough to press
on to the next. Sometimes we stumble on lift and
in gratitude concentrate on working it without
wondering why it is there. However, often a clear
choice must be made. A well-reasoned choice
may decide whether we arrive at our destination;
it will certainly make a difference in whether we
get there sooner rather than later.
In another article I propose to touch on
dynamic lift and wave (only briefly, because
excellent English texts already exist) and on confluence and restitution in the Alps.
Then I will discuss how all these phenomena
are exploited by experienced Alpine pilots. Many
of them have contributed over the years to the
ideas summarised in these articles, particulany
Jochen van Kalckreuth to the theory and Roger
Biagi to the practice.
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TRAILER
STABILliJY
Recently in S&G there have been several
reports and leners concerning trailer instability. It
is my belief that the problem is caused by the
mostly German "fad" of putting the wing root first
in the trailer. It-appears that the general ,principles
of stability of trailers is not as well known as it
should be.
One of the factors involved is the relative
weights of the two parts of the combination. For
example a lorry towing an open K-6 trailer is
unlikely to be affected in any way by the trailer. It
can be seen that the reverse is true of a Mini towing a two-seater.
The total weight is less important than its distribution. This affects the leverage the trailer can
exert onl the car. This is governed by the distance
the trailer wheels and the rear of the trailer are
away lrom the cars back wheels. This means that
a car with an overhanging boot is a less stable
towing vehicle than a car with a wheel at each
corner. The difference Is sufficient to make one
car safe with a particular trailer and the other
unsafe.
Trailers tend to follow a vehicle with a slight
snaking motion. The front attached to the car
moves very linle but the back of the trailer is free
in space and can move. At a certain speed a particular combination reaches a resonant freQuencyand if the trailer rear has enough leverage
WeT the car the results can be disastrous.
The remedy is simple, if the oscillation Is not
severe a proprietary stabiliser will often suffice. A
better answer is to move the axle rearwards. This
reduces the momentum the rear can accumulate
and dramatically changes the resonant IreQuency no maner what is towing the trailer.
Hie calculation is simple. Determine the C of'O
of the major components by w.eighing each end,
(bathroom scales). A Kestrel has a total wing
weight of 180kgat 6.35m from the tip and a
169kg fusalage at 4m from the tail. Put the tip in
first; this also allows wheels at both ends which is
a real 'boon. The fusalage is short so push it 1m
further \!JP the trailer and the C of G will be right at
the centre. The moments from the front bulkhead
are as follows:
Wings 180X6.35= 1143kg.m.
Fuselage 169x5=845kg.m.
Total 1988, divided by total weight of 349kg Is
5.696m Of 5.7m.
A 1Om trailer with a fin box and sloped front will
balance 6.1am from the front and the pivoting
weight is about 200kQ'. Place the axle at 5.7m
and the aircraft has no effect on the empty or
loaded towbar weight which will be:
.57X2 (1.14m) X300=34kg.
10
If you have a hydraulic damped overrun brake
on a trailer as above your biggesl problerm will be
forgetting it is there. Exactly the same
April/May 1988

Clilris' previous work, "The Quiet Challenge".
The first day Chris aimed to put some good tow
footage "in, the can". His father, "Woody" Woods,
new his Cessna lowplane over from Carefree,
Arizona, and the film crew lifted its tail on to a 50
gallon barrel to install a special tail mount.
"Wood'is" Cessna then joined the, regular tugs
and inbetween tows lenses were cleaned, films
reloaded and ropes checked.

A new Chris WOOds.' film

I

nVite the neighbours and put the dog outside.
I\'s timeio watch the latest, and perhaps best, film
about soaring. "Running on Empty" is Chris
Woods' most reCent offering concerning our
sport. The 25 minute film gives soaring
enthusiasts all they could hope for ... not only is
this a great soaring film, it is something to make
friends and neighbours go "Ohh and Ahh."
Last May Chris had everything he needed at
Estrella Sailport, Arizona, ta ,produce his film World Class sailplanes, World Class pilots, a
World Class location and World Class weather.
The setting, the 2nd Hitacni Masters of Soaring,
gave a dramatic story-line. Actor and soaring
enthusiast Cliff Robertson volunteered to be
the narrator.

Mobile home protected
eqUipment from the ravages
of desert temperatures
The project was the idea of the Soaring Society
of America al:ld Hitachi with added funding by
private sou rces within the S$A. Chris, whose new
production company was Denali Productions,
operated two film crewS. His el'aborate equipment was stored in a 25ft mobile hOlTle, to protect
it from the ravages 01 desert temperatures. The
home also served as ·a studio for interviews with
pilots and crews. The first hand Interviews and
comments by the pilots set this film apart from
mathematics apply in proportion to a 15m aircraft
trailer. If you try the figures I have given on root
first Kestrel with the fuselage as far to the rear as
possible then the best you can get is the wheel
just forward or near to the trailer centre, nose
weight empty nil and loaded 35kg.
Clamshelltrailers follow this method and have
to be operated with great care to avoid aircraft
damage. They are unsociable in their rigging
habits and, most important, are potentially
unstable due to the excessive overhang and
large fin box. If you are lumbered with an unstable
trailer use the above information to recalculate
the axle position. If the wings cannot be reversed,
try moving the spare wheel to under the trailer
rear and any other items it is possible to stow
there. Don't forget that removing from the front
and placing at the rear has double the effect. A
move of only 4in rearward by the axle can be
enough to stabilise a trailer.

a

Chris Woods (right) with Cliff Robertson.

One day was spent filming tMe finishers as they
made high speed final glides, Viewers have a
sense of being right on course and to achieve this
Chris was helped by long-time Arizona soaring
pilot, Paul Dickerson. A specially designed film
camera mount,a lightweight camera, some
remote triggering cord and! the judicious application of duct tape changed agarden variety Ventus
into a camera platform capable of joining the
cOlllpetllors in mid-flight.
Towards the end of the contest Chris filmed
from a Ihelicopter; the back door removed to
make way for a sophisticated camera mounting
mechanism. Chris sal with his feet and arms
extended outside the helicolJler.
Trislil ()urbin, veteran soaring writer, helped
with the final scripting and editing and Cliff
Robertsoo, an accomplished writer, reworked
the scripl into his own words f<;>r the narrative. Not
noted for showing sigrlificant emotion during a
project, Chris began to feel this was
something special.
The film, which brings the special message of
soaring to, the public who may never have had the
oppOrtunity 10 view the sport, is to be shown in
America this March and is now on sale by the
BGA at £19.99 including pap.

a

WINCHING WIRE
• Available in stranded cable 4mm,
4.5mm and 5mm diameter
• High tensile galvanised steel
• Special coated wire for use on
runway
• Tost release hooks and weak links
and splicing ferrules available
• Also cable parachutes and shock
absorber ropes
BEST PRICES for gliding clubs supplied by glider pilot

DAVID GARRARD
Bridge Works, Gt Barford, Bedford
Tal: 0234 870401
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ALAN DIBDIN

HaVing spent the last couple of years of
spare time building various vario systems I
thought it might be useful to write down the
results
Back to basics. All vario systems, with the
exception 0fabsolute altitude systems (see later),
,operate by utilising a thermally insulated: bottle of
air as a reference and sensin9 the flow of air out
-of the bottle for climb, or flow Into the bottle for
descenl. The bottle is normally known as the
capacity and' is often a vacuum flask to obtain the
best possible thermal insulation.
Current Systems. Any effor1. to build a better
var.io system will naturally start with a review of
what is currently available ill' the market place.

1. Mechanical systems'
These systems all operate on the principle of
restricting the flow of air into or out of the capacity
and then measuring the pressl,lre drop across the
restriction, They all have the obvious advantage
of fleediflg flO pvwer supply. However, since the
on'ly way 10 generate a usable pressure difference across the restriction is to make the restriction a severe one, Ulis linevitably leads to a
'long, response time (of the order of four seconds
to give hall the true reading). There also seems to
lbe a problemalloW.climb rates in turbulent air
which manifests itself as a drastic over-reading at
climb rates of a knol or so. We: l1ave no sensible
'explanation for this effect excepl it may be a comIbinatioo of pilot over-optimism and the fact that at
'least Qne widely used mechanical vario is only
guaranteed to come back to within 1kt of zero
when the climb rate is in faclzero.

2. Electrical systems
These fall into three categories:
a) Thermistor systems. These operate by the
air passing in or out of the instrument flowing past
a pair of heated thermistors (see Fig 1). The first
thermistors

"'"

: : t:::l-..~==~
;

... 10 venturi

10 capacity ~

Fig 1
thermistOl' to meet theair is cooled by the airflow,
the second is also cooled but not by as much as
the first one since the air has been warmed by
,passing over the first thermistor. The resulting
temperature ,difference between the thermistors
Is therefore a function of the flow rate of the air
past the thermistors and thus a function of the
climb or descent rate.
The good feature of these systems is that they
~ be made extremely fast since there is practically no restrictioo needed in the airflow. Their
major failing is that the output is generated as a
temperature difference between the thermistors
thus, 'unless the two thermistors are extremely
well matChed., ambient temperature changes will
cause zero drift (remember the ambient temperature can go from +20°C to -25°C in a climb
from the surface to 15 OOOft. There also seems to
be some evideflce that the thermistors age over a
period of years so that the initial matching of the
thermistors.may change with time. Some experts
also cast doubt on the instrument's effectiveness
for small climb/descent rates around zero. The
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VAROMETERS

EXPLAINED
Alan, an electronics engineer, passes on his experience of
experimenting with and building variometers
completely temperature stable and their
apparent drift is made worse by only using a
small part of their output range.

Alan, an electronics engm.er, IIas been gliding slnca 1968
",es a Dart 17 and Is CFI of 'lie Cambridge University GC. '

doubt centres around the fact that the air is
heated as it passes the thermistors, therefore if
the glider is alternatively climbing and descending gently (in turbulent zero sink for example)
lumps of pre-warmed air will be blown back and
forth across the tbermistors. It is somewhat
unclear whatthe instrument will read under these
circu mstances.
b) Absolute altitude systems. These operate
by using what is in effect an electric altimeter and
sampling its output every second or so. The
altitude is then stored and subtracted from the
next sample. Since the sample rate is constant
the difference in altitude gives the climb rate
directly.
In principle this seems a near ideal system, in
practice we have yet to see one work correctly.
The main problem seems to be that the electric
altimeter is very prone to vibration and shocks. As
an example:- suppose the output of the altimeter
is 0 to full scale output for a 0 to 40 OOOft altitude
change, the sample interval is 1f2sec to give a
reasonable response time.
Now a 1kt climb ~ 100fVmin
= 100/60ft/sec
~ 100/(60 X 2)ft in V2Sec
thus we are trying to measure
100/(60X2)ft on a 40 OOOft altimeter.
So you end up trying to measure altitude
changes of less than a foot on· a 40 OOOft
altimeter; not a straightforward thing to measure.
To the best of our kowledge there are no longer
any varios in current production using this
system.
c) Pressure transducer systems. In many
ways they are similar to mechanical vario systems except that the measuring of the pressure
drop across the restrictor is done with an electronic pressure transducer. Since the pressure
drop is now only being sensed and does not have
to drive the meter itself, the restriction can be
made much less severe with a much improved
response time.
The only failing of most of the systems on the
market at present is that they use standard
pressure transducers which have a much larger
pressure range than is required for this application. The result is that the output of the transducer
needs a lot of electrical amplification which
introduces the possibility of zero drift in the
amplifier system which cannot be easily compensated out. The tranducers themselves are not

DeSigning. a better vario
Having looked at what is currently around I laid
down some ,general design goals in what I feel
are of decreasing importance.
1. Highest possible zero stability.
2. Fast response time.
3. Switchab1e ranges to allow wide range
Qperation.
4. Linear and temperature stable calibration.
5. Low power consumption.
6. Small physical size.
7. Low weight.
8. Ability to add an audio.
9. Ability to add a second meter such that each
pilot has complete control over his display in
terms of range and damping.
10. Ability ,to add an averager.
Having surveyed the current systems I dis·
missed the mechanical systems due to the res·
pOnse time limitations and also the requirements
fOf watchmaking engineering facilities. I also dismissed; the absolute altitude systems since I
could see no way of eliminating the se:nsivityof
the altimeter to shock and g effects.
This left me with thermistor or pressure
transducer systems, so chose to go down the
pressure transducer path since this seemed to
offer the most development scope.
In order to meet requirement 3 and 9 it is
essential that the basic vario has a single wide
range high speed output with the range selection
and damping being done in a separate panel
mounted control head. This also leads to the
possibility of the main measuring system being
remotely mounted from the display and control
head. This possibility also eases requirement

6.
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11'1 order to overcome the limitations of commercial pressure transducers I have develo~d
my own sensitive pressure transducer using an
aluminium foil diaphragm, the position of which is
sensed by the capacitance between itself and
two nearby metallic plates (see Fig 2). This system works well,lts only major limitation :OOing its
sensitivity ,depends on the tension of the
<iliaphragm. I, then went a stage further and made
the transducer a force balance transducer. This
operates as follows (Fig 3):-

~"l--+VOlts~
,~-volts
I

I

4~ L_~ .'--_:

~ AC driving

L, f-

voltage

=-::J

t'T~:rvJ

Fig 3
As the glider starts to climb or descend a
pressure difference develops across the restriclor which starts to deflect Ihe diaphragm giving
a signal from amplifier A This signal Is then
fed back in the form of a DC voltage to the
diaphragm. This DC voltage changes the
electrostatic forces between the diaphragm and
the metal plates in a sense which forces the
diaphragm back to its original position. This
version of the transducer is lilOW faster since
nothing moves in the transducer and its sensitivity is 'no longer dependent on Ihe stiffness of
the diaphragm.
This system works very well and meets most of
the design goals f 'set mysell. It does however
have a limitation which I believe applies to most
other systems. This limitation is that whilst the
zero stability is fine at any defined temperature,
the zero wanders off while the temperature is
changing. Some of this effect is due ,to the air in
the capacity slowly changing its temperature, but
a more significant problem is that there are
temperature gradients across the transducer.
This problem is not simple to cure by compensation schemes since neither the direction of the
temperature gradient nor its magnitude are easily
predictable. This may be caused in service by, lor
example, the sun shining on one end of the vario.
This seems to be a fairly major limitation of
standard systems.
I overcame this by ,incorporating an automatic
zeroing system within the vario. This operates by
disconnecting the vario from the aircraft pressure
supplies every 20sec, an internal error amplifier
then forces the vario back to zero ready for the
ne",t 20sec of measurernents. This process takes
about 'hsec during which time the vario is Midi at
its last reading. In practice the V2sec holds are
not noticeable.
I have now ended up with a vario system with
the following characteristics:
Zero stability
approx + 0.1 kt over
+20° to -20°C temp range.
Calibration
approx -I- - 5% at 20°C
calibration does not change
by more than 10% over
to -20°C temp range.
Response time
'hsec increasing to 10sec
April/May 1988

by panel mounted damping control.
Ranges
The meter has the following
switchable ranges
+-2kt
+- 5kt
+- 10kt
+- 20kt
Power consumption approx 30mA from a 12v
supply

Choo~ing a 'Jario
I suggest.You use the genera/limitations listed
in the survey of types listed in this article as a
startil'l9 poinl for what to expect of the various
verb types. You may also wish to consider the
design goals listed previously as a starting point
for your requirements. Having formed a short list
of possible varios make every effort to obtain proper specificationsior each instrument. Take note
of what is not in the specification as well as what
is specified. There is a fair chance thal if a
parameter such as zero drift is not specified It
may well not be Ihat particular instrument's
strong point!
Having done a completely unscientific surveYit
'seems'that most people are now l:lsing either 5Ah
lead acid or various sizes of ni-cad as the glider
electrical supply. I1 you l:lse rechargeable
batteries do not worry too much about the power
consumption. I' would strongly 'recommend, thal
instruments with long scale meters (250-27,0°
total meter travell-are chosen rather than digital or
short scale (98 ° meter travel) meters. I advise this
asmuch Oll flight safety grounds as anything else
since it is much easier to read a long scale
meter.
I also feel that the size 01 the system (provided
most of it can be remote mounted) is not detrimental; you may spend an extra eight hours fitting a multi box system but hopefully will spend
much more than eight hours flying behind a
better vario.

battery or similar temporary power source. Allow
the system to stabilise at room temperature
(generally around 20°C). Leave the static/venturi
pipe open to atmospheric and note the zero value
displayed. Put the entire system into the domestic freezer and record the displayed vario reading
every 15min or so, This will soon show up any
zero drift problems (most domestic freezers
seem to run at -20°C).
2. Build a vario calibrator (see below). Adjust the
valves to obtain a gentle climb on the vario and
maintain the climb for 1min. Stop the climb and
measure the difference in height of the water in
the manometer columns. The actual distance
climbed is 11ft for every 0.367mm of water level
difference in the manometer. This may be compared with the climb rate indicated on the vario
and thus will show up any calibration errors.

Vario calibrator

(i)
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~~
plasttc padding or similar
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Installations
This is generally straightforward. A few points
to note for success are:1. If it is a multi box system try not to mount the
boxes where the sun can shine on them.
2. Take note of any instructions about mounting
restrictions. This may affect Ihe units sensitivity to

g.
3. If the unit uses a bottle keep, the tube between
lhe bottle and the measuring system as short as
possible (I recommetld 1ft maximum) since this
pipe is part of the capacity. It will have a smalll
effect on the calibration but a much larger effect
on the zero stability with temperature, since it willl
allow heat to leak in Of oul of the capacity. If you
must mount the bottle away from the measuring
system then insulate the pipe between the two
(use the plastic "snakes" sold for ifilsulating water
pipes).
4. Make sure you have no leaks in the
plumbing.

CheCking an existin.g vario
If you have an existing vario and wish to check
its pertormance there are two tests which are
easy 10 per1orm:1. Remove ,the system from the glider and wire it
up on a piece of plywood or similar; attach a dry

Fig 4

See Fig 4 for details. Obtain a length of 4in
drainpipe. These normally come in 4ft lengths
with a rubber seal at one end. Cut off the end with
the rubber seal and fit a piece of formica laced
chipboard over the end. Seal the cui end of the
pipe in a similar manner. Obtain two model aircraft engine needle valves and fit one near each
end of the drainpipe. Glue two small pieces of
rigid pipe to connect 5mm plastic tubing near the
open end of the drainpipe (allow room to fit the
piece of pipe with the rubber seal over the top of
the main tube). Fit 8ft of plastic tube to one o~ the
rigid pipes and tape to the side of the plastic pipe
inl the form of a manometer. Half fill; the
manometer tube with water. Three'quarters fill
the drainpipe with water and fit the cut off piece of
drainpipe as a, lid. Fit a length of plastic pipe
between the remaining 5mm pipe on the drainpipe and the vario static/venturi connection. By
opening the lowest needle Ilalve with the top
valve closed the vario will apparently climb. By
closing the bottom valve and opening the tor
valve the vario will descend,
i:I
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J. C. RIDDELL

The

new two drum winch is a well researched
design that benefits from the experience of thirty
years of winch building at SlItton Bank. Designed
and built by members at the site over a period of
years, it is now launching our K-21 two-seater up
to 150011 on the 1OOOm of the long runway in no
wind conditions. The initial acceleration has been
improved now that cable weak link's break out
load have been upgraded.
The winch is powered by a six cylinder Gardner diesel engine that drives the drums through a
fluid flywheel and Wilson epicyclic gear box.
Such arrangement was used widely on buses
when the engine and transmission started out in
life. It was built into a single drum winch and later
mounted on an AUStin :FGK 100 chassis cab.
It was DavidC:haplair'l who suggested the inline
drive arrangement and asked me to design and
draw it oull0 drive two cable drums. However,
the Austin 'chassis was too small to accept two
drums and was replaced by a bus chassis. The
Gardner engine was mounted on a subframe that
transferred ,easily to the new chassis. Chris
Wilson extended the frame over the rear wheels
to accept the cable drum supports.
Although there was not a 'lot of room fOf the
cable drums - their centre height above the frame
was determined by the centre line of the Wilson
gearbox - ,nevertheless the 130mm wide drums
were abl'e to accept 1000m of 5mm stranded
cable. The inline drive layout ha merit because
the transmission losses associated with right
angle drives and differential' gears were
absent.
The drive passed through the forward drum
and this was mounted on a thickwall tube that
supported the drive shaft bearings at each ena.
The thickwall tube was itself mounted on
bearings and had the cable drum directly close to
the dog clutch between the drums.

Smaller self-aligning
plummer blocks
could be used
The dog clutch moves between the driving
flanges of the drums on a splined section of the
drive shaft. The extreme end of the drive shaft
was turned to accept a small pilot bearing in the
driven end of the aft drum. As the aft drum did not
need to have a drive shaft passing through it, it
could be mounted on a much lighter tube. This
allowed smaller self-aligning plummer blocks to
be used.
An arrangement of this sort requires careful
alignment of the drive shafts and cable drums.
The plummer block mounts were set up in the
time honoured tradition of making them short and
then packing them up until they were both inline
and rotated freely. Micrometer clocks were used
to check alignment. This process was time
consuming and uncomfortable in an unheated
workshop.
Designed in this way stresses were low and so
commercial grade mild steel was used widely.
Only the drive shaft required higher tensile steel
for the stress analysis showed that the steel
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NEW WINCH
AT sunON BANK
Chris write$ about the winch he has designed for Yorkshire
GC which he says matches the Van Gelder performance

Chris took this photograph of the winch showing the engine, transmission and drums driven
from the central dog clutch. You can also see the transmission brake.
would be required to car,ry higher shear loads
than mild steel could support. A standard Hardy
Spicer drive shaft coup'led the drive shaft to the
gearbox. Experience in changing the dog clutch
suggested that a transmission bral<e was necessary, and one from a Bedford commercial vehicle
was fitted.
Drum braking had been a difficulty on previous
winch designs for the rear axles used were fitted
with servo brakes and rarely did the winch have
an oil or air pressure source to actuate them.
Cable and long levers, although widely used,
were no substitute. Fortunately the Gardner
engine came equipped with an air pump and
sizeable reservoir. It was not a difficult decision to
fit Twiflex air operated disc brakes.
The snag with air brakes is they are either on or
oH. It was not easy to set an intermediate pressure to provide sufficient drag on the cable drums
when drawing out the cable. I therefore built a two
pressure pneumatic control system from
Martonair assemblies using a pressure reducing
valve and cam operation on the selector valves,
one for each drum.
The two circuits were built into a Sarel
Enclosure, better known in electronic circles but
sufficiently large to allow pressure gauges and
switches to be mounted on the lid. The brake
levers were fitted either side and the hydraulic
throttle control was placed in the centre. This
arrangement makes it difficult for careless operation to overload the system and should increase
reliability in operation.

Pneumatics also operated the gearbox drive,
and a small electric solenoid valve opened and
shut the supply to take up the drive. Thecat:lle
was first I'ed to the drum through the swivel pulley
assembly of my design that had been used for
several years on the previous winch with GOI1siderable success. Adrian Hatton made up a pair
of spring loaded cable cutters 10 .fit behind the
lead on pulleys. No cable spreader gear is
fitted.
The selection of the size of cable drum is a sensitive process and therein lieS the success of the
winch. The difficulty Is that t.he winch is not the
only source of power during a winch launch; the
other is the wind. As the sailplane rises, an
increasing proportion of the flow over the wings
is provided by the local wind. This is one of the
reasons why the winch engine speed has to be
reduced in the later stages of the launch. The
winch is therefore more a constant torque than' a
constant speed: device. It is not possible 10
optimise the winch for all conditions.
A well designed winch drum will do some of
this on its own, as the drum diameter increases
as the cable is wound on. As the radius is
increased, the cable tension is reduced by an
equivalent amount. Hence a large internal
diameter for the drum will show this effect less
than one with a smaller diameter. The lpopularity
of a large diesel engine comes from its capacity
to give a substantially constant tor€lueover the
operating speed range.
However, the practice of fitting large diameter
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drums had one practical disadvantage that the
inertia of the system was increased substantially.
In Ihis design a smaller intemal diameter drum of
SOIl1e 500rnm was chosen, and it was spun
-rather faster than usual to give a maximum cable
speed of 55k1. The operating cable speed! on the
launch is usually between 35 and 401<1. This
reduction in system inertia has helped to improve
the sailplane's take-off performance 00 the wire.
One lasttask remained, The winch was not giving enough power when first tried, Stewart
Heaton, who had done a first class Job ono setting
up the engine and throttle control, called in
Gardner's service engineer who gave us about
200hp, from 'the unit. With engine and auxilliary
power losses, we believe we are getting about
180hp on the wire and that is giviRgl up the height
we need to encourage use of the winch on light
windl days.
In addition to those mentioned, the thanks of
the club are due to David Hayes, who did much
detaill work, to Tony Kane, who required the
engine electrics, to Colin Almack, who provided
the cab woodwork, and to many others who
painted, aided and abetted the others from time
to time.
One final point. In the recent debate nothing
has been said about the effect of the position of
the hook on the sailplane's winch capability. The
Gof G hook position as fitted to the K-21 will give
a very hrgh launch. The pegasus position is
further forward>and as I found, in that position it is
not possible tQ climb as high in the Pegasus
under the same conditions as the heavier K-21.
So don't automatically blame the winch if you are
not getting as high as you think you should.
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YOUOQ woman lies on her back, hooking
the winch cable on to the belly hook of a Bocian,
"Brakes closed and loc1<ed?" Inside the glider"
R2, a gangling youth gingerly feels the lever, and
is reminded from behind to look at the airbrake
paddles and check the leveris locked in poSition,
Another girl Is pulling a glider back to the launch
point with the tractor, concentrating hard as she
has ooly just learnt to drive it.
Apparently a normal Wednesday club evening,
but none of' the young people have any previous
connections with gliding, They are part of the
Duke 01 Edinburgh's Award Scheme, a nationwide programme of different activities which
must ,be followed for between six and 18 months,
leading to the award at Bronze, Silver 01' Gold
standard. The scheme aims to offer youngsters
aged between 14 and 25 the chance to explore
their surrou/ildings and their own interests, and
abilities with the help of adults, who ,give their
time. voluntarily.

Alms to encourage
young people to
explo,re new purSUits
Award Scheme participants must fulfil certain
requirements in three sections: service to the
community, physical activity, and skills and
everyone must also undertake an expedition,
graded according to the level of the award being
attempted. On completion of eactf section, the
participant is assessed, not so much for the level
of attainment, as for evidence of progress and
sustained effort, The skills seotion, which
includes gliding, aims to encourage young
people to take up and explore new pursuits, and
especially to lead to contact with experienced
adults, ideally through membership of a club.
Although some secondary schools. run the
award scheme groups, our youngsters came
from a Job Training Unit, a Scout group and a
Church Girls' Brigade diviSion. They met each
Wednesday at the award headquarters, and a
rota of parents, scheme leaders and occasionally
club members ferried them thirty miles or so to
Coventry GC. Indeed most 01 the ,adults who
brought them had a tria'llesson themselves when
they saw gliding from close quarters!
Each evening there was at least one, and
sometimes two, instructors dedicated to the
scheme, but except on very busy evenings the
young people shared the. training gliders with

club members and they joined in with all the normat launch point jobs. To ensure as many people
as posSible could fly each evening, all pre-solo
students were limited to two sequential winch
launches.
The course started at the beginning of May
until the end of September, with a session on the
principles of flight, glider Inspection and ground
handling. None went solo but alllhad progressed
to flying the aircraft ground to ground without
assistance, and could cope with stalls and
incipient spins. They showed considerable
interest and enthusiasm throughout the five
months.
Club joining fees were met by specific
donations to the award scheme by Rotary Clu bs,
and several industrial companies sponsored individual youngsters. The participants themselves
each contributed £1 weekly towards transport,
and they paid half their own flying fees (approximately t3.50 each evening), The balance was
met by an award scheme fund set up within the
gliding club and administered by the manager, IQ
which sympathetic club members contributed
(usually £5-10).
Many club pilots were keen to encourage
these young people, although a few were initially
concerned at the thought of inner city youths
tearing about the airfield uncontrollably. In the
event, the three who came fitted in well with the
regular Wednesday evening winchers, who in
turn enjoyed the enthusiasm they brought. A
BBC local radio presenter (Radio WM) even
arrived one evening to record interviews with the
youngsters and the organisers,
Following last year's course, a number of
others are interested in trying gliding this summer
and we hope the course will continue, It has not
been a difficult project for the club to organise,
nor a tedious burden on the instructors involved.
Young people from our inner cities may not be
successful in other aspects of their lives but
learning a different and respected skill, like gliding, allows them to prove they can undertake
something unusual and begin to master it.
Perhaps it also gives them a touch of glamour. It
is just this self-confidence which may help them
achieve a satisfying and useful job in the future
and help them see a little bit more than the
depressed inner city.
If other clubs are interested in offering similar
facilities for the Duke of Edinburgh's Award,
please contact Nick Gair, (operations officer)
Central Office, Duke of Edinburgh's Award
Scheme, 5 Prince of Wales Terrace, Kensington,
London. For details of the gliding scheme, contact Harry Middleton (manager), at the Coventry
GC, Husbands Sosworth, Leicestershire.
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JOHN GIBSON

The problems found in lateral statiOn keeping
are less dramatic than those discussed in Part 1
of this article. Nevertheless the task call cause
significant difficulties for inexperienced pilots.
The tendency to drift to the inside of the tug al the
start of the tu m is well known. Less noticeable on
a short rope, it requires very' positive svoidance
on long ropes. A simple analysis shows how the
rope length affects the turn and the entry to it.

I LOOK IT
IEROTOWING Part 2

Straight Flight
The basics of keeping position in straight tows
are worth reviewing because on long ropes the
contact between tug and glider is less direct and
a more positive pilot effort is needed. Methods
have been argued about endlessly over the years
but the best is whatever seems easy and natural
to the pilot.
The four basic techniques, though with an
infinite variety of combinations, which will bring a
glider from one side of the tug back to the centre
line are:
• Matching the glider bank angle to the tug's.
• Co-ordinated S-turn.
• Wings level ruddered skid.
• Crossed control slip.
The first has been widely used for some years.
l1he small lateral pull from the rope gently ushers
the tug back Into place and keeps it reasonably
well centred. There is.a sma'" steering input from
the rope, but there is more to this than meets the
eye. The widespread uSe of military gliders by
Germany lin Ihe lasl war inspired analysis of
towed stability. The best hook position was fOund
to be below and a little forward of the C of G.
Although a l10se hook' tend's to steer the glider
more strongly towards the tug, it also produces a
heading instability in the form of a slow diverging
oscillation if no pilot control inputs are made.
A more rapid reaction may sometimes be
required, eg from deliberate offsets in training or
check flights, or after coming out of a turn as
noted below. On long ropes it once seemed
natural to perform co-ordinated turns to recentre. All too often, overshooting the centre line
led to a weaving oscillation identical in principle
to the pitch PlO discussed in Part 1. Bank angle
produces the lateral 9 to drive the PlO. The
natural use of small angles keeps the pilot gain, in
this case the lateral g/unitlateral offset, to a low
value and therefore the PlO remains slow and
unlikely to diverge. The long known cure for this
is of course to get the glider turning back to the
tug heading before crossing the centre line. If it is
pointed continuously at the tug it will settle into
place without overshoot, just as in height control
by pitch attitude aiming.
The wings level ruddered skid has been much
favoured. lis effect depends on the lateral drag of
the glider and the balance of rudder against the
pull of the rope. Stopping at the centre line merely
requires the rudder to be centred and .overshoot
PlO cannot occur. H is an obvious choice to avoid
catching a wingtip in the take-off transition with
glider airborne and tug still on the ground, though
in a crosswind it strictly turns into a nonskidding drift.
The crossedCQOtrols slip, banking towards the
tug but keeping the glider pointing forwards by
outside rudder, Is a more efficient way of producing side force and is equally effective with any
glider. It is also easy to stop at the centre line.
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John concludes the article published in the last issue, p10
Turning Flight
While it is fairly obvious that the glider should
be pointing to the outside if it is to stay behind the
tug in a turn, just how to get into this position in
the transition is not much discussed in the
literature.
The mechanics of the towed turn can be
visualised very easily by a sketch such as Fig. 5
showing, three ,basic tracks. There isan inner with
the glider flying at lower speed, pointing at the tug
along the rope which trails inwards from the tug;
a middle track 01 the same diameter and speed
as the tug's with the rope at an equal angle from
both, and the correct outer track at a higher
speed with the 'rOpe straight behind the tug and
the ,glider pointing, outwards ,from the tug.
Tile starting, point is when the tug banks,
assumed instantaneous to simplify the analysis.
It is oblliO\Js that if the glider also banks at this
point it will perform the sallile tum displaced by
one rope length, so that after changing heading
by 90° it would be alongside the tug, or ahead of
it after 180°. Clearly this is the basis for any tendency to go inside the tug's turn.
It tums out that for any tug speed and bank
angle, the glider's turn entry can be uniquely described in "rope length time units", real time being
about 1see/1 00ft of rope. Starting at zero time
with the same bank as the tug, the glider heads
off to the inside of the tum at A. Checked to point
at the tug, it finishes up on the inner track. Starting
after a one rope delay with the same bank as the
tug, the glider follows the tug round the middle
track at S, with no loss of speed but pulling the
tug tail sideways.
Flying straight on, the glider crosses the outer
track again at two ropes but in the wrong direction. To keep the rope straight behind the tug, the
glider can S-tum outwards on to the correct track
at zero time at C. More easily, if the glider starts to
turn at 1.25 ropes at D, it will arrive smoothly near
the correct track after three ropes. These times
would be 5 and 12see on a 400ft rope, but only
1.25 and 3sec on a 100ft rope. The nominal bank
angle to sustain the outer track is only a deg ree or
SO more than the tug's. As it must be reduced a
little to compensate fOf' the tow (ope ,pulling the
glider inwards, the bank angle is the same in
practice.
While the glider flies straight on, the rope first
increasingly trails to the inside from the tug, then
at the one rope position it starts to swing back
beind the tug. After this point both the rope offset
angle at the glider and the glider speed will
increase very rapidly, so the delay should not be
ol/erdone. As a guide to where the tug should
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finally appear in the turn, it will be close to the
right offset at the 1.25-rope point.
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Fig 6 shows Ihese characteristics for the case
of a OOkt tow on a 200ft rope, with the tug starting
a 20° banked turn at zero time. The glider is
assume<ol to maintain a straight track regan;lIess
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A LOOK AT AEROTOWING (PART 2)

cA the lateral pull from the :rope. During traverse of

simply using less bank at first, Increasing it 10
match the tug when the rope has swung nearly
back behind It. When there is plenty of spee(!
margin, banking too much loo soon is merely a
nUisance requiring a bit of repositioning. iIf' the
glider 'is heavily loaded and not much above its
stall speed, getting to the inside of the turn could
be veti unpleasant.

the first rope 'length, the glider speed reduces by
'1.kl. This loss does not exceed 1,kt even on a
400ft rope. Mer one rope the speed is .a1ways
higher than the lug's. The rapid divergence soon
after the 1.25 position al 2.5sec is obvious. Ona
400ft rope the angle offsets from the tug Bnd
glider are doubled but because the rope lengths
take twice as long to be traversed the rates of
angular offset are the same.

... ...
1'UQ

M

GLIDER

IDe9I

Safety Summary
In most,circumstances Ihere Is not much risk to
the lug from problems with lateral, positioning of
the-9lider. The two obvious cases, where steering
the tug is dangerous are on take-off if there are
Obstacles to one side. and during an,y altempt to
use ,hill lift while below the top. In ,a 20kt wind ,the

TUG GLIDER GLIDER ROPE
IWllUS RADIUS SPEED ANGLE
(Deg)
(Ftl
IFtl
1Kt!

200ft rope

10.00
10.06
ts.20
'1.00
20.00 i20.47
25.00
25.ft
300ft rope

1810.95 1821.9.
1191.72 1206.31
8n.32 _83
684.78 713.39

10.00
11.00
20.00
25.00

,.,0.95 t83s.63 6OJl2
11111.72 1228.10 61.87
rn.32 927.20 63.41
184.71 747.62 65.51

10.13
15.45
21.04
26.98

&0.36

&.30

6o.a4

9.53
12.84
11.2&

&1.54

62.51

GEL COAT
DURABILITY

.041
14.13'
11.88
23'"

<100ft rope

10.00
11.00
2D.00
21.00

lG.24
11.71
21.80
28.37

1810.95 1854.60
1191.72 1257.oe
rn.32 164.21
684.78 713.05

11.45

12.46

63.29

18.ss

&s.M

14.51

69AI

30.21

I

A review by Doug, chairman
of the BGA Technical
Committee

I

Fig 7. Geometry of turns.
Fig 7 is a table of steady turn characteristics at
00k1 for a range of tug bank angles and rope
lengths, with the glider on the outer track and the
rope straight behind the tug. It is obvious that
there is no unique aiming point at which to,direct
tfIe glider nose such as the tug winglip. The rope
offset angle from the glider increases in proportion to the tug bank angle and to the rope length,
S<> to restrict it to a comfortable limit the tug maximum bank angle should be inversely proportional to the rope len,gth.
'f'hermal turns can be made more manageable
if the tug shares the rope offset angle with the
glider. lithe glider flies 00 the tug track. both have
Ilalf of the offset shown in Fig 7. On lhe inner
glider track the glider loses slightly more speed
than the Increases, in Fig 7 and the tug has slightry
greater rope, offsets.
Coming out of the IUrA, similar considerations
apply. The glider clearly has to, continue turning
until it ,has the same heading as the tug. It will
come out behind the tug when on the same track,
but will 'be outside it on the outer track by the difference between their turn radii. The table shows
that this offset can be well beyood the lug wingtip
and increases as the square of rope 'length for a
given 'banked turn, bU1 the angular offset is proportional to ~ope length.IJ the bank is reduced for
longer rope lengths as, discussed earlier., the
angular offset after the turn will be the same.
It is not suggested Ihat stopwatch precision
should be used for timing the turn entry in practice. The tug will almost certainly make It impossible by rolling .gently into the tYrn, aflYway. The
above analysis shows that a delay 'is desirable'
before the ,glider follows suit,. but only on very
long ropes is tl1is enough to consider counting it
off. Normally this delay could be Iranslated into
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n the June 1983 issue of S&G, p 113, I wrote
an article, "What is a gel ooat?", highlighting the
importance of polishing with pure wax, explaining the brittle nature of gel coats and concluding
by suggesting: a StJrvey of gel coal defects. In
retrospect this was to some extent prophetic in
the light of recent articles published in the USA,
Australia and the UK. (See S&G, June 1985,
p148; October 1986, 1'226; February 1987, p17.
and' Augusl1987, pl94.)
Considerable attention has also been given to
the subject in Australia where the rate and
incidence of gel coat deteriOration has been more
extensive tnan in the more temperate climates.

Comprehensive ....
compendium
of information

_
_
_

Copies of the airworthiness advice notice

GFAlfJlN 69th Issue, 23.6.87, defining quality
assurance procedures for re-gel coating; an
article in Australian Gliding In September 1986 on
the importance of polishing and application procedures and a technical article written by Noel
Roediger for ,Ihe GFA on the procedure fOf re-gel
coating, are available Irom the BGA. Coupled
with the features in s&G, they form a fairly
comprehensive compendium 01 information.
The evidence' 10 date indicates that the earlier
generation of GRP sailplanes which embodied
Schwabalal gel coat are less susceptible to brittle
fracture paths than the Vorgalet gel coat used
more extensively from the mid 19705.
As yet no perfect finish tlas been developed
and a compatible finish with the sailplanefabrication method Is limited in scope. It is likely there

glider in the proper formation will be one third of
the rope length nearer the hill than the tug. A nervous glider pilot edging away could well cause
the tug to drift into the hill, and any emergency
requiring a rapid tum off the hill puts both aircraft
at risk.
Tug pilots should consider carefully just how
tight it is reasonable to tum, taking into account
the length of the rope, the experience of the glider
pilot, the tow speed and the wing loading of the
glider. It is their responsibility not 10 put the glider
in a difficull situation.
Longer ropes make life harder for the glider
pilot in turns, but the beneficial consequences for
safety in pitch. outweigh, an,y such minor
difficulties.

a

will be greater emphasis on paint type finishes
such as ,acrylic or polyurethane which in recent
years have dominated aircraft and car finishes.
One of their main advantages is that they have a
higher degree of ftexibility so are able to absorb
the strains experienced by the structure. In addition the higher flexibility enables the paint finish
to cater for the effects of varying temperature
more readily than traditional polyester gel coats.
The various articles mentioned cover the
majority of defects which have so far arisen. Care
and maintenance of the finish is essential.
Regular polishing with bees wax to alleviate the
hygroscopic nature of gel coats will reduce the
risk of large numbers of small water blisters
occurring
due
to
the
absorption
of
condensation.
However, wax polishing is not a panacea to
prevent all defects. To date no preventative action
has been established which will alter the brittle
nature of gel coats. In the light of the interest, and
in some cases concem, by owners/operators, it
would be helpful if manufacturers gave their
views and their options for the future.

a

DOUG JONES
GLIDING FOR THE YOUNG
The German Aero Club's youth organisation is
again running subsidised courses, consisting
mainly of gliding, for 16 to 25 year-olds from all
over Europe. They are held at Hirzenhain near to
Marburg. If interested, write to S&G enclosing a
sae for more details.

REGIONAL
COMPETITION
Apply to Coventry Gliding Club for the
best regional competition of the year.
May 28th-June 5th 1988

Entry fee: £100

T. L. CLOWES (Insurance Brokers)
have agreed 10 sponsor each entrant
with one free aerolow
Apply lor entry lorm to:

COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB
Husbands Bosworth Airfield, LutleIWorth
Leicestershire LE17 6JJ
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BERNARD UNDERWOOD

I

'm in that strange position where I've, got
Bronze C, heard all the lectures twice, read the
books over and over and am struggling to prove
to the instructors that I can find thermals and stay
with them. Up to this point In my Silver C
challenge I'd been told whenever I'd hinted at
going cross-country, "You're not ready yet", as if I
didn't know my limitations, I rww know what new
wine feels like when some old sage takes a sip
and firmly replaces the cork.
Many times ,I had wondered about flying from
my familiar and secure site. Now it may be possible! The long awaited permission had been
granted and I was virtually on the, line in the club
L-Spatz.lt was a bit like standing on the river
bank ready 10 Jump into the cold water - I wanted
to but wasn't sure. Going solo Is considered to be
the big step, but to me this appeared even bigger
and far more dangerous,
I zipped up the winch launch as clean as a
whistle and at 1200ft flew straight 'into 11ft and
straight oul of it. I w.as back alii fhe deck in four
minutes. In hindsight I feel the reason for returning so soon was because I was keyed up.

"It wasn't easy
cutting the

psychological strings
On the next launch I was away at 1100ft,
climbing slowly and watching the field shrink. It
was time to make that final decision - to go crosscountry. It wasn't easy cutting the psychological
strings. I can hardly say I was navigating, just
staying up. As the lift disappeared at 3000ft I
turned my nose north-west, Rutland's large
expanse of water was no more than a flat
puddle.
My real headache was thermalling. My grip on
the stick was like steel. I found an odd bump and

BOOK
REVIEW
Instant Weather Forecasting by Alan Watts.
Published by Adlard Coles Ltd, 1968, re-issued
as a paperBack, 1985, and priced at £3.95
This book was originally published nearly 20
years ago and has since been updated and reissued In paperback. The book is in two sections.
It starts with an explanation of how to use the
book and goes on to provide a glossary of Met
terms which the reader will meet later on.
The main part consists of 24 colour pictures of
the sky, each one chosen to show signs of
deteriorating, improving or unchanging weather.
The reader Is expected to find which picture best
resembles the present sky and then look at the
text on the opposite page to see if certain "Major
Clues" are present. These clues are rather a
mixed batch of items which are not necessarily
visible in the picture but should be noticeable to
anyone who has been out in the open and watch76

BWE
SILVER
When Bernard went to Welland GC last September 13 he
hoped for two or three circuits and a little thermalling

turned In zero sink, my right wing flicked up and I
pushed back. The flight was on. I tightened the
turn, found a firm 2kt and waited. My head was
screwing round more than the aircraft. If there's a
fine line between genius and insanity how fine is
the line between danger and pleasure?
,I saw the ",ario showing twodown.llookedoutside - not a whisper of cumulus, all blue. A super
view but I was going, down. SOllle half listened to
lectures came ~ushing In as I relaxed a little. I
noted I had slipped to 2700 and relaxed some
more. Blue thermels - what was it that John
Willlamson wrote in S&G. Something like "11 you
Can't see clouds suitable for therm ailing, head in
the direction you want to go and wait for lift." So
just press, on, At 2600ft I pulled back and found
three 'up. I1 was !heading for Stamford.
11 was just beyond Stamferd I met my downfall.l,
was losl and going down fast. At 1500tl and
lotally dispirited I picked a field and turned on to
base leg at 1100ft. My wing flicked up, I
straightened oul a little but I was .still being
pushed qver. My scratching- I/ario swung into
acceptable action and soon I was rocketing
around in a thermal at 50kt with 4kt lift.
At over 3000ft I couldn't find a familiar

landrnark and the folded piece of the map I was
trying to use was of ,ground already covered.
Then followed an hila~ious activity - refolding the
map. The L-Spatz has a stick trim and it's
impossible to set It to fly hands off, so with my left
hand, teeth and knees I struggled.
Meanwhile I had drifted down to 20001I and
signals for field landings had started, while I'tried
to follow the road. At 1700ft the road had
changed to a dyke and on the horizon was something I should have recognised in the first place,
The Wash.
I was now convinced I had Silver distance and
flying straight and level I found Boston. On this
glorious day fashioned for pilots I wished you
could have all been with me to rejoice in that
wonderful moment of triumph. The cross-country
bug bit deep and this was one of my finest
moments. I offered a small prayer to God and
thanked Him wondrously. But He must have considerd me a true sinner, for at this moment I
remembered I had forgotten to switch on the
barograph.
(Bernard covered 74km and discovered later that
he had switched on his barograph so wasableto
claim his Silver C.)

Ing the sky for some lime. 11 these clues are
present then one reads the Major Inference,
which provides a very brief summary of the
weather, and the Explanation which covers
various features of the picture.
Rather more than half the page is filled with a
list of items which can be combined to produce a
forecast. These are wind, visibility, precipitation,
cloud, temperature and pressure. For each
element there are columns for the trend, normal
change (and how long it will take), what there is a
risk of and finally a column headed "Possibly".
The reader has to observe quite a lot of details
before arriving at an "instant forecast" which (the
author hopes) should prove largely correct on
75% of occasions. This may be so since the
columns for the normal change, the risk of something worse (or the possibility of it turning out
rather better), combine to cover most kinds of
weather.
Since there are only 24 pictures of rather
mixed quality to scan through one cannot expect
to find a good match for every occasion. The
problem is increased because the direction of
vi.ewing and the way the clouds were moving is
seldom mentioned. As a result one feels inclined
to argue about the interpretation of several
pictures and dispute the "instant forecast".

Does this little book offer value for money? For
£3.95 you cannot really expect reliable instant
forecasts but you do get a lot of condensed
weather information based on years of practical
experience. It is probably more suited to yachtsmen or people who keep their feet on the ground
than to pilots but most readers will find useful
features.
TOM BRADBURY

a

Book now lor SPRING and AUTUMN WAVE at AOSrA "
ITALIAN ALPS. British registered single and two-seal
gliders (Italian licence nol requlred~ Suitable all pilots,
beginners to experts. Facility IQI' private owners. Budget
flights to nearest airpO<1 and accommodation arranged. 31
new Diamond Heights in Spring 1986. 11 during 8 days in
Spring 1987. Ideal "different" holiday, Ski as wen as
glide.
De'ails from
Nlgel Palmer, 10 Bradley Close, Longlevens,
Gloucester Gl2 9LJl 'RI/: (0452) 414558
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MIKE CUMING

RDRlEVlNG

MARY
Or how to find a Granny
glider pilot

This story is unusual in that it is about Mary,
rather than by her. Every last detail is dutifully
recorded, as Mary"s readership lr1as come to
expect. Not all of the dramatis personae are
actually named explicitly, however, owing to the
number of threats reportedlyreeeived from
pOtential litigants ill the past.
The scenario is a promising but not wonderful
day in early August, during which our Mary
decides to have yet another crack at 300km - this
time O/R Shobdon, in a Pegasus. She is of
course fl.ying from Booksr, and so a mere 300km
declaration does nol al once, aroose any surprise.
Unknown to me, this ,particular Friday had been
forecast by ;lhe sages as long ago as the previous
weekend and so - adhering to the principles ,Ihat
a) walls have ears as far as good forecasts go,
and b) sellile people will believe anything - the airfield was more than adequately pOpulated at an
early hour. Indeed il transpired that Mary herself
had been the first and keenest pilot, arriving, at

4am.

It allows her to
slumber on having bagged
the glider for the day
As an aside, I can reveal at this point that
occupying the entire rear two-thirds of Mary's
shooting-brake (where lhe tools, crates of beer
etc ought to be) is a large mattress. Not, I hasten
to add,for that purpose which the quick-wilted
and salacious will already suspect, but to allow
Mary to slumber on after having bagged her
glider for the day~ SO she claims. As a further
aside, I can also reveal that sleeping in your car
after bag,ging a glider ca" damage your car,
owing to the fervour of the SAS-style alarm calls
Ireely given by those other pilots who arrive just
too late to get a single-seater. There are only ten
single-seater gliders in the Booker fleet, and this
meant that I1 (a habitual late riser) and 'one other
sucker spel111he day wedged into the Janus.
The soaring was, as always, good fun; and we
meandered in the general direction, of Shobdon
well laden with sandwiches, beer, chocolate, etc
- but sadly in possession 01 only half a map
(owing to its impromptu use as a sick bag the
week before!). The day duly clouded over, leaving
Mary pressing 0111 determinedly to make the
AprilIMay 1988

furthest possibleoutlanding, and the Janus's
crew struggling to get home, having undeterminedly decided 10 turn back near Pershore. I
would like to say we reached Booker only after an
epic struggle with steadily weakening, thermalsbut in fact we cruised home effortlessly under the
overcast, courtesy of the excellent - if deafening
-Ia~nmower engine SO thoUghtfully provided by
Messrs Schempp-Hirtn. Just as well it always
starts, too - since a) Ihe Irailer had disappeared
and b) the occupant Of the rear seat (no names,
no pack-drill) guiltily revealed himself to be
Mary's crew as SOOI1 as he realised that we may
in fact have had to land' out.
By the time we Ifeached Booker I had a suspicion 01 what was to follow, and sought to distance
myself rapidly from the evolving "where's the
trailer keys" situation. This suspicion strengthened when Mr No-names, No Pack-Drill began to
look a bit lost, then made it clear that he'd (lever
driven a trailer before, and finally added that he
wasn't sure that he and Mary (strong lungs, weak
arms) could cope with derigging her glider.

Mike, an aeronautleal' engineer, flies
for fun at Booker
and started gliding
with the Air Cadets.

Withoul wishing to plug the Pegasus too hard
(and, particularly, without wishing to go on this
retrieve) I gave the opinion that a dog and a
midget amputee could jointly derig a Pegasus in
90 seconds. Too late, and I felt that sinking feeling
which (to cut a long story short) shortly saw me
pulling out of Wycombe Air Park in Mary's car,
desti ned for some unmarked-on-any·map s,pot in
the Malverns.
It was already some hours since Mary had
phoned in, and Mr NN, NP-O dearly lelt some
pangs of conscience as we rattled off westwards:
the Malverl1s looked very dark and empty by
9.3Opm however, and I demanded a full tank of
petrol and beer·and sandwiches before venturing
into such obvious bandit country only to face
Mary's anticipated wrath. Needless to say, it was
consequently lale before we got even to the
general area - still hoping foolishly to find the
glider before it got really dark.
Inquiries soon revealed that the place-notmarked-on-any-map was unknown, but there
was a parish with a similar spelling some miles
further on: or, rather, three such parishes. Did we
want the Upper, the lower or the Little? We tried
the nearest 01 the three parishes (notice the
repeated use of this word, folks, designed to give
you the impression of wide open spaces with
sparse habitation) and were toloj by a man - who
later tu rned out to be a compulsive liar - that there
were several farms of the name we soughl in the
Upper Village alone. The Upper Village, in the
form of a mentally retarded drunk, duly denied
this and 'sent us "down the valley" where there
"might be. _." etc. By now, however, I was warming 10 the scent: "'ve been on retrieves like this
before. So, ignoring proteslations along the lines

of "but the man said ..." I pressed on down the
widening valley, confident of Mary's healthy fear
of slopes. Having recently had a wizard prang
myself in a small field, I now pride myself on a
newly-acquired (and as yet largely untested)
ability to nose out sheer acreage, and stuck to the
"main" road, ignoring protestations such as "il
wasn't more than a mile", "he said we couldn't
miss it" and such drivel.

Peered at a large
white item
nailed to a gate
Suddenly we stopped (actually the brakes on
Mary's car don't permit sudden stops; in truth we
squealed to a hall and then backed up a bit~ and
peered at a large white item nailed to a gate. The
name of the farm? Not quite, it was in fact a large
arrow on a bit 01 cardboard, bearing the legend
(in childish·crayon script) "Granny glider pilot this
way". A mile and a hall, ,and about a dozen signs,
later (at every turning, and a couple on the
straight which just said "keep golng, crew") we
saw what turned out to be the last of a fleet of
scratch-trained child cyclist bill-posters jus! stopping at a farmhouse which bore the legend
"Glider pilot in here". We :knocked - alert to the
fact that we hadn't made good ,time, and ready for
recriminations - and the farmer said "Good Lord,
you're bang on time. I didn't believe her when she
said you'd be here at 10.30!" I was amazed: we
hadn't left Booker until at least three hours after
she rang in, and we'd scarcely had a rapid trip.
"Just what sort of retrieves have you been
involved in, Mary?" I demanded, once we had
prised her away from the remains of what turned
out to be dinner, half a dozen kids and some
assorted cats, dogs and hamsters.
Following a short - but nonetheless t,ricky - trip
across seventeen fields, involving sellile of those
interesting, double-S shaped gates with a ditch
on either side, we once again validated the concept of derig,ging a pegasus in the dark with a
minimal crew (Mary being ,usefully - and fully employed during this by fishing stray children,
dogs, hamsters etc out o.f Ihe trailer). And we
repaired in good heart to the farmhouse for a
snack, only 10 discover thal Mary had meanwhile
negotiated the purchase of some kittenS! Mercifully they proved too young to travel, and we
hastened to clear off before Mary bought up any
more of the farmer's livestock. Even so - just as
we left - she had an ugly idea. "say, Mike, ill flew
the Super Cub into that field to pick 'up the kittens,
would you come and help out?" , was aghast,lbut
I kept a straight face and gravely replied that I
thought ,the noise would be too much for young
cats; perhaps the Robin , .? ~I knew she wasn't
checked oullor 'the Robin.
I don't know il the farmer ever took up Mary's
offer of "a flip" - after all, he'd seel) her grOtlndloop down a 1 in 5 slope ...
This episode is essentially fictitious, and the
characters bear only coincidental resemblance
to any ILiving person. The name, Mary Meagher,
for the principal, character was drawn at random
from the Oxford telephone directory, (Mike,
you're a coward! Eo.)

a
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LEMMY TANNER

The

recent introduction of the UK CrossCountry Diploma took many of' us by surprise.
(See the last issue, p34.) There had been: no correspondence concerning the gap, between Silver
C and Gold C. The assumption is that there is not
enough challenge between the Silver ·distance
and the 300km Gold distance, andl1hat 300km is
difficult for those people with either limited lime or
no access to high performance gliders. Tlnere are
actually two assumptions here; one is that. a
challenge is needed and the other that high performance gliders are not available IQ makes long
flight. The BGA News suggested that acquisition
of a Silver C often signalled the end Of a crosscountry career when it shOl.lld mark the
beginning.
This set me thinking as I was nol convinced
that these suppositions were true. It was time to
look at the records and see what Iilad Ihappened
over the last twenty or thirty years. There were
one or two surprises. In searching through old
S&Gs it was clear that the gliding movement had
followed this path :before. Annl Welch, in 1964,
had described club operations as a "treadmill on
which less than 5% Of new members reached
Silver C". The rest gave tiP before or soon after
solo because of th.e frustration of trying to get
airborne in too few gliders. lihe gap between C
and Silver C was too great and the training was
not effective enough to ensure that new members
were guided through to Silver C.
Shortly after this the Bronze C was implemented. At about the same lime there was correspondence from several people suggesting that the
gaj) between Silver C and Gold C was too great
and that there ought to be an intermediate badge.
These proposals did flat then meet with great
enthusiasm and it was alleged tnal any private
owner wno did not have a Gold C must be a clot!
There have alsQbeen a 'few voices from the
wilderness crying about the near impossibility of
achieving much with club gliders when the
launch lists were oversubscriDed.
So, how have we been doing over the
years?
In 1956 about 30 clubs operated 177 gliders
which' included Just 31 two-seaters, 99000
launches prodl,Jced 1'5 700hrs. Inis works out at
560 launches and: '88hrs/glider. Of the 2300
members 69 achieved Silver C and three Gold C.
Thus one club member out of 33 gained a
Silver C.
Ten years later the number of clubs was 52
(reporting) operating 420 gliders by 5585 members. 200 000 launches achieved 38 OOOhrs giving 476 launches and 9Ohrs/glider. Silver C
statistics are questionnable for 1966 but are in
the region of one for every 50 members. Gold C
were five.
Twenty years later (remember the summer of
1976?) some 70 clubs were operating 1030
gliders by 8500 members. 327 000 launches
produced 106 OOOhrs or 317 launches and
102hrs/glider. Silver Cs were 360 and Gold Cs
set a record of 971 (still unequalled). The Silver C
club member ratio was 1:24.
Thirty years on in 1986, there are 82 clubs
operating 1613 gliders by 8300 members. There.
were 349 000 launches and 124 OOOhrs, giving
216 launches and 77hrs/glider. Silver Cs were at
220 and Gold Cs 56. Silver C member ratio
1:37.
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Lemmy and Alistair Forrest are claiming the first UK Diplomas
with flights from Aboyne on January 1, and in this article he
questions whether this new badge is the real answer in
generating interest in cross-country flying
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This then is the first surprise. We are as bad
now at getting members to Silver C standard as
we were thirty years ago, despite the tremendous
increase in glider performance.
Significantly the ratio of Silver C to Gold C has
improved over the years from 23:1 to about
4:1.
This latter improvement of achieved Gold Cs
also shows up in the certificate issue numbers; in
1976 total Silver C issues were 421 0 and Gold C
issues 493 (8:1). In 1986 they were 7345 and
1171' respectively (6.2:1).
I draw the conclusion that more pilots are
going on to Gold C from Silver C than ever before.
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This should flat really be st,lrprising since the
number of privately owned gliders has risen by
800% in twenly years and the ~erf()(m8l1Ce has
also increased significantly.
Is there then a problem? The answer is
definitely YES! Look at the number of Silver C
issues. This has remained almost static over the
last 15 years, at an average of 280/year. EveliY
other statistic except two shows (by varring
amounts) an increase.
This is the second surprise. The two that don't
are club members and club single'seater
gliders!
Thirty years ago there were about 100 club
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single-seater gliders serving 2300 members.
About 200 of these members were private
owners whict:l left the rest to share the 100
gliders. (I assu me that there is an average of foor I
pilots/private glider.) One club single-seater
glider for fiNery 21 members.
Twenty years agO there were 1 ~ 7 ,club singleseaters to serve 5500 members. Of these about
450 were private owners so the remaining 5050
had to share the 117 gliders. One glider for every
43 members.
Ten years ago on the same basis there were
5600 members sharing 130 gliders or 43
members/glider.
Today the ratio Is slightly better for there are
100 single-seater gliders spread round 82 clubs,
and the private owner population is still growing.
Also since club membership is down over the lasl
,ten years the genuine club pilot is marginally better 0ff than he or she was ten years ago at 26
members/glider. However, the ratio of singleseaters/duh is down to two from a high point of
3.3 thirty years ago.
So, the third surprise is that we have a worse
member glider ratio than we did thirty years ago.
Is it any surprise then that members are not staying and Silver C numbers are stalic?

FRENCH

i·What he or she
needs is
more single-seaters. "
I very much fear that the introduction of a new
badge is not going to improve the lot of the club
pilot. What he or she needs is more singleseaters. What is also apparent from the comparison of hours flown with cross-country
kilometres is that the two graphs are almost identical. It is arouably the increase in private gliders
....nich acoounts for this. Certainly the peaks show
up the good soaring years!
If this is so then it is clear that the club glider is
not being used for cross-country flying but for
local soaring. It is my personal belief that this is
indeed so, partly because demand for the glider
prevents a pilot from going away for more than an
hour at a lime and partly because many of the
pilots who are local soaring are quite content to
do local soaring and no more. And why not? For
many pilots, going away from the airfield is to
local soaring what big game fishing is to dangling
a line in the local pond! OK for some!
What Is needed is a big increase in the nu mber
ot club owned single-seater gliders that are
cheap to purohase and operate and are good for
local soaring. Perhaps the Sports Council could
be persuaded to make a large Iloan to the BGA to
finance the re-opening of a production line for
about 30 or 40 club sing'le-seater gliders, eg
SportVega (or better K-8!) and for clubs to realise
that they flave a responsibility 'to provide the
single-seater gliders, for the members they take
for training.
We nave come full circle and are running harder and harder in order to stand still.
(Thelaunches, hours, members and gliders are
taken from civilian clubs only. Up to 1975 the
Silver and Gold figures are civilian, after that date
they are totals issued by the BGA.)
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COMPETIONS
How about flying in a French contest this summer? You have
the choice of nearly 40.

I

have been living In France for most of the last
twenty years and I have noticed that while the
number Of visltil'lQ Britist:l glider pilots has
increased several fold during the period, very few
participate in french competitions. This is in
marked contrast to visiting pilots from other European countries, notably Belgium, HOlland, Germany and Switzerland, who have been
competing in large and increasing numbers
since the early days of the Angers and Vinon
competitions.
It is worth asking the question "What are the
attractions of French competitions?"
The attractions are threefold: they are of wide
variety; on average the weather is better than in
the UK and there is such a large number of competitions they are rarely over-subscribed - with
the result that organisers are usually happy to
accept foreign visitors.
Consider the number and variety during the
1987 season, which is typical of recent years:
Three Nationals (one for each Class).
Vinon Mountain Flying (four separate Olasses).
Two International Comps (Issoudun and Bailleau,
each in two Classes with about 50% foreign
participation).
Fourteen Regionals.
Eight local competitions.
Trans-European (10th year).
Young pilots (for those under 25).
Vieux Criques (for those over 50).
Two-seater Championship (Poitiers),
Plaimont (one week in the Alps and one week in
flat country).
European Club Class Championship.
Military competition.
That makes nearly forty competitions for a
country which has about the same number of
gliders as the UK!
Amd quality? I have participated, in one
capacity or another, in nearly every type of competition listed above and I can vouch for the
general excellence of organisation and last, but
not least, the never-failing courteous welcome for
foreign visitors. I am also pleased to report that
French task-setters are gradually moving away
from the treadmill of eternal speed triangles
towards some of the popular allernatives that are
flOW the vogue.
Apart from the Trans-European, in which my
partner normally flies, my current favourites are
the Plaimont and the Vi el,l x Criques. The Plaimont
is a very relaxed and friendly affair taking place
during, the Ilast week ()f July and first week of
August. The mountain week is confined to the
lower valley of the Durance, where there is no

shortage of airfields and landing areas. Its distinguishing characteristic is its itinerant nature,
which means that its trappings are few. It is competitive without being fierce (if you are lost you
can always find someone on the frequency who
is prepared to help) and it is run by an absolute
minimum of organisers, who also manage to fly
the tasks. (Phototime camera is a "must".)
"Vieux Criques" is difficult to translate,
because the French cannot agree among themselves as to what it means. One theory is that it
means an old piece of furniture that creaks! Since
we are all either over 50 years of age or have a
gliding qualification for at least 25 years, some of
us do creak a bit. However, the task-selter is a
young man given to organising National Championships and he does not spare the whip. He
sets tasks which he would also set for young
pundits, but since they are not there to show up
our deficiencies, we can take our time.
This year I was one of two foreign pilots and
more would be very welcome. It takes place at
Brienne le Chateau during the second half of
August - very handy for the Channel ports and at
a season when the surrounding countryside is
one vast stubble field (sometimes with stubble
fires for good measure). Camping on the airfield
is excellent, champagne vineyards are nearby,
and the ancient city of Troyes is just waiting to
be explored.
If anyone is interested in flying a competition in
France, I may be able to help. Write to me at Le
Thoureil, 49350 Gennes, France, or telephone
41.57.94.73. If you prefer '10 write directly to the
Federation Francaise de Vol a Voile, the address
is FFW, 29 Rue de Sevres, 75006 Paris.

TRANS-EUROPEAN 1988
The Trans-European Rally is open to all pilots,
French or otherwise, having experience of crosscountry flying both over flat country and in mountains. It is a 2200km race across Europe. Pilots
try to cover the longest possible distance each
day exploiting to the full the meteorological
conditions.
The circuit has not yet been finalised but Patrick Stouffs has offered to organise the departure
on July 2 from St Hubert in Belgium. The first TP
will be in the region of Salzburg, the second in the
French Alps and the third in the Massif Central.
The finish' on July 1 will probably be near
Paris.
For further information and entry forms write to
AVAT, 10 Ave de la Grande Oree, 49240 Avrille,
France.
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DEREK PIGGOn

am often asked to give advice to pilots contemplating buying their first glider. Obviously the
amount of money available is the main consideration for many people.
Should they buy a cheap low perlormance
machine which they could afford by themselves,
or should they form a syndicate with one or more
other members?
A number of people I know have bought a
Tutor, T-31 or similar machine and only later have
realised its limitations. If they have already been
flying K-13s and K-8s or better, they soon find
that it becomes a bore to keep making circuit
flights while their friends are up soaring most of
the day. The occasional climb to 3000 or 4000ft,
though eXhilarating and something to boast
about, is a freezing experience that soon tires.
Most of these gliders spend almost all their days
sitting in their trailers or at the back of the
hangar.
Even if you are not interested in competitive flying there is no doubt that you will almost certainly
find a share in a better machine more satisfying
than owning a low perlormance glider by
oneself.

If flying from a smaller
rough site it's wise
to own an older, slower
machine for a season
Back in 1981 (June p120, August p160 and
October p224), I wrote a "Which Glider" series
on the older wood and metal gliders suitable for
the average Bronze C pilot and there are still
many of these types available at surprisingly low
prices. Flying from a small or very rough gliding
site J still consider it is a wise move to own one of
those older and slower machines for a season or
so before going for glass.
This time I am going to review the glass
machines which I think are suitable for that stanPIK 208

WHICH
GLIDER?
Part 1

dard of pilot. Of course they will cost more, but
the pleasure of owning a share in a beautiful
machine with much higher perlormance is
undeniable.
If you haven't seriously considered private
ownership you may not realise what a good
investment a glider will be. History shows that
their value is held or even increased year by year.
Unfortunately a number of this class of glider get
written off or badly damaged every season. This
means that there is always a ready market for
them and even after a few years you will not be
landed with an unsaleable machine.
It is never a good idea to analyse the cost of
your flying too accurately. But being realistic,
unless your syndicate can use your machine for
at least 100hrs a year, the cost/hr will be far
higher than the cost of paying normal club fees
for using a club glider. The attraction of private
ownership is that you can always fly on those
very few days when the conditions are good, and
that you do not need to be at the gliding site at
dawn to get your name on the list.
The major costs involved are the loss of interest
on your capital, the insurance premium necessary to protect your investment and the cost of
the annual C or A inspection. Insurance rates for a
Bronze C pilot are likely to be about 8% of the
value. The cost of the annual inspection for the C
of A depends on the condition of the glider, but
you could save a lot of money by helping with the
inspection rather than having it all done
professionally.
If you cannot afford the glider you really would
like, it is always worth considering enrolling
another syndicate member. If you choose carefully you might find someone who doesn't fly
much, or who only wants to fly on days when you
cannot get to the gliding site.

Some years ago Derek wrote a series
wooden glider. Since then there have
at the glass-fibre gliders suitable for 1
be published in the June issue.
In suggesting that the average Bronze C stage
of pilot should be able to manage these gliders
without any serious problems I am assuming that
they can get at least a few launches in a glass
two-seater to become accustomed to the more
critical speed control and lighter elevator f0rces
of the modern machines. In any case you si'lould
always consult your CFI to see that he agrees
with your choice.
I am not considering any of the flapped 15
metre gliders which might need a pilot of more
experience to exploit their potential.
I have divided them into three categories:
The older glass-fibre machines.
Modern "Club" Class gliders.
High perlormance Standard Class gliders still
in production.
Astir CS

SportVega

Std Cirrus

Std Cirrus

!rles of articles to help the relatively inexperienced pilot choose a
ave been many requests from readers for him to take a similar look
or the first time owner. This he does in three articles, the second to

The earlier glass-fibre machines I have chosen
10 review include the ASW-15, Open Cirrus, Std
Cirrus, Club lIbelle, Astir CS and Sport Vega. All
01 them were designed with large safety factors
because of the then new materials. As a r.esult
they are all very strong and unlikely to suffer
fatigue problems in the future. However, buyers
should be super cautious about checking the
surface finish and the cockpit limitations as most
01 these gliders are likely to be at least ten years
old. Refinishing a glass machine is a very time
consuming and expensive business.
1have also included notes on the Ubelle and
Phoebus C and PIK·20B which are, in my
opinion, only suitable for pilots who have crosscountfy experience including a few field
landings.

ASW·15
In good condition this has a very high performance, claimed 38:1 at about 5Okl. It has quite
powerful top and bottom surface airbrakes making it relatively easy for field landings. Unfortunately it has an almost unique problem of a
definite swing on take-off caused by the offset
tow hook. Par1icularly in a crosswind it is importantto start the take-off run with full rudder and to
have the wingtip runner on the downwind
wingtip. The worst situation is aerotowing in a
light, following, crosswind from a hard surface or
runway, with the crosswind helping the swing
from the off set hook.
The tail skid offers little or no resistance to
swinging and it is easy to swing badly or groundloop. At other times it is no problem but on all
modem machines with a forward main wheel, it is
sensible to start the take-off nun with the lelt hand
on the release toggle so that the cable can be
released if a wing drops. Compared with the
glass two-seaters the aileron forces of the ASW15 are incredibly light and seem to snatch slightly
in rough air. The elevator is also light, but alter
one or two flights these features will not cause
any difficulties.

Early versions of the Std Cirrus were rather'
under braked and might be a problem for early
field landings. The later Cirrus 75 has an
improved wing and better airbrakes and a few
Std Cirrus have been modified to have a double
area airbrake blade similar to the Pirat. This
appears to be a very worthwhile modification as it
improves the power of the airbrakes
considerably.
The all moving stabiliser and spring trimming
make it sensitive if not twitchy at higher speeds.
With the C of G near the alt limit, inexperienced
pilots may run into pitching problems, so to
improve the stability the initial flights should be
made with extra ballast in the cockpit to bring the
C of G well forward. Pilots should be carefully
briefed to avoid over-controlling, particularly just
alter take-off on aerotow.
In all other respects the Std Cirrus is a nice
machine with good handling and stalling and a
competitive performance. But it is only for the
very competent Bronze C pilot and is perhaps a
better second glass machine.

Hornet
The Hornet is a 15m Standard Class machine
filled with trailing edge airbrakes. For some
reason it did not sell well in England but is very
popular in Australia and many other countries. It
has good handling and flying characteristics.
The trailing edge airbrakes are powerful
enough but increase the lilt slightly when they are
opened. This makes the Hornet less forgiving
than other types with normal airbrakes. Reducing
the selling during the hold off to float a little
further up the field can result in landing even
shorter as the extra lilt is lost by closing the
airbrakes.
Apart from this it is a very nice glider with a
good performance.

Club Libelle
The Club Libelle, like the Hornet, was made by
GlassflQgel, one of the finest manufacturers of
glass-fibre machines.
Experience has shown that the Club Libelle is
suitable for a first glass machine. Frankly I was
Std libelle, Photos: Robert Bryce-Smith

Open Cirrus
This is a 17 metre machine with good handling,
large cockpit and acceptable airbrakes. It is
totally outclassed now as an Open Class machine
as it has to compete with the Nimbus 3s.
However, for Regionals it is competitive with an
over 40:1 best gliding angle In good condition.
Being a bigger span, the Cirr,us does not have
quite the rate of roll of a 15m glider, but it has
good handling, is docile and is very suitable as a
first glass machine.

WHICH GLIDER?

surprised that it did not cause problems as
beneath its docile stall is hidden a fairly s:>tonounced wing drop whiCh may have been the cause of
severaf serious stalling accidents. With a claimed
performance a believable 35:1, our Club tibelle
has made mallY fine flights in the hands of our
Iml)erial College pilots and, to my kno.....ledge,
has never beell damaged by inexperienced
.pilots. However, like the Hornet, it has trailing
edge airbrakes which increase the lift slightly
making closing the airbrakes at low speed near
the ground a "no, no."

Astir CS and variants
This is a well proven, easy to fly machine suitable for the average pilot. The earliest version has
a larger cockpit than the pointed nose Astir 77
and very much better lateral handling. Why this is
I am uncertain but they do seem to have a little
more sweep back on the later ones and this may
increase the lateral stability and so reduce the
power of the ailerons. Fly before buy, I always
say.
Production aircraft use a large number of alloy
castings for the various fittings. In particular the
main fuselage load carrying frame is a casting
and these seem to break rather too easily in a
heavy landing. If you are buying an Astir, get this
frame checked for damage by a competent
inspector before you hand over the money. Some
of the early production machines had wooden
main frames which are not so easily damaged.

Sport Vega
This was designed as a club version of the
. original flapped 15m Vega. Lateral control during
the ground run was improved by reducing the
ground incidence of the wing and the combined
cruise flaps and airbrakes were replaced by a
plain trailing edge airbrake.
The Sport Vega is the only glider with trailing
edge airbrakes I have flown on which the airbrakes do not increase the lift or reduce the stalling speed slightly. This seemed ideal and it was
after several years of intensive operating with a
number of these aircraft that we came to the con-

c1usion that the trailing edge airbrake is less
forgiving than other type of brakes. If ballooning
occurs during a hold off so that the glider is desperalely snort 01 flying speed, closing (he airbrakes does little to help the situation. Whereas
when a normal airbrake is closed the lift is
increased reducing the stalling speed as well as
reducing [he drag, the trailing edge airbrake only
reduces the drag.
So although giving a powerful braking effect
on an approach, this type do not give such a
safety margin in this kind of situation. Moreover
making a spot landing requires additional skill to
jUdge just how far the glider will float. With normal
airbrakes, opening the final part of the airbrake
results in an immediate sink and touchdown.
With the trailing edge type it will go on floating
some distance.
Early machines certainly suffered from poor
inspection standards but modifications have
turned it into a very acceptable first glass
machine which is quick and easy to rig.
Now for some gliders which I would not recommend for inexperienced pilots.

Libelle
The beauty 'of the libelle is the lightweight of
the wings and the ease of'rigging and derigging.
Truly a "ladies' favourite". However, lit is not for
you unless you, have already made a few field
landings and are an above average pilot. An
extra 5kt on the aproach and you will be in the far
hedge or the next field. It also suffers a serious
loss of performance and buffets badly unless it is
flown accurately.
It is not so directionally stable as later machines
and this makes the use of the rudder more critical
than on most other types. It is essential to be able
to sideslip quickly and accurately while using full
airbrake on the final approach as it is inevitable
that the occasional approach will end up a little
high or fast.
In the air it is docile and pleasant to fly but the
poor airbrakes make it unsuitable for any inexperienced pilot.
Tall pilots may be able to get in, but if you have

broad shoulders this may not be a comfortable
glider for you.

Phoebus C
The Phoebus C is another early 17m glass
machine of slightly better peformance than the
Open Cirrus. However, the airbrakes are very
ineffective making, it unsuitable for inexperienced
pilots. The construction is largely of glass and
Balsa wood andl With ageing the Balsa tends to
spOil the su rface, sniloothness. The cockpit is also
rather small.

The PIK·20B
This is a flapped 15m Standard Class machine
which at firsl sight looks a good buy. Instead ef
airbrakes it uses a.plain flap for approach control.
Although these flaps are very effective their operation Is different from normal airbrakes. This
makes it likely that a pilo! will instinctively make a
wrong move with disastrous results.
I would never recommend any glider which is
fitted with flaps only for approach control. Airbrakes are so much more forgiving and make
approaches so much easier than flaps.
In the next issue I will comment on the Club
Class 15m machines: The DG-100, ASK-23,
Grob 102', SZO Junior and IS-29D Club.
I try to fly at least one flight in every type of
glider. However, there are still quite a number of
15m types which I have not yet flown· and will riot
be able to comment on. For example, the DG·
300, LS-6, Phoebus A&B and Speed Astir.

a

S&G CLASSICS
After the reprint of the article by Bill Crease in the
first of the S&G Classics series, last issue, p20,
several readers wanted to know if Bill is still gliding. But sadly he had to give up through
arthritis.
Bill, who has retired to west Somerset, left the
Clwyds in 1960 to become a lecturer in engineering, flew until 1973 at Lasham and some times
Cambridge and is hoping that one day he will
equal Doc Slater's record of being the oldest
holder of an A certificate (No. 635, he thinks).

Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing. • •
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Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS

USA
Simon Mackintosh writes
about the Black Hills Soaring
Association where a vintage
aircraft plays a major part
Their field is an old Second World War train-

Ing camp in South Dakota on the edge of the
Black Hills. It is an all Schweizer fleet, Iwo 2-33s,

a 1-26 and a

1-34, with some privately owned
S1andard Class glass-fibre gliders and, unusually
for an American club, a winch instead of a tug.
What makes the club particularly interesting is
that their cornbined clubhouse, hangar and
operations post is an old Oouglas C24
Globemaster. This 1950s vintage aircraft was
bought in the late 1960s by several members
interested in aircraft preservatioo. They restored
Rin three years to flying condition and then fitted
~ out for club use.
At the beginning of each flying day the aircraft
is taxied ov1 to the downwind end of the active
runway, parked facing into wind and the forward
loading doors are opened. Their winch is a -retrieve system and the retrieve cable is attached to
the loading winch at the front of t/he cargo

hold.
Theclub fleet is removed through the rear load-

ing lift. The log keeper/signaller and retrieve
winch operator occupy the pilot's and co-pilot's
seat and they are ready to begin launching, often
within 30min of the first persoo arriving.
The Globemaster is flown several times a year.
Though it would obviously be impossible to
aerotow behind such a monster, they can
actually launch the 1-26 out DJ the cargo hold
while airborne. They place the glider on the rear
loading lift attached by a short cable to the tow
hook, 1hen lower the lift into the slipstream at
which point the pilot pulls the release.
The first time, for some inexplicable reason,
they launched the glider nose down, Launching
tail first was more successful, though considered
only suitable for experienced pilots. N~wadays it
is farely done dtlring normal club operations due
to the horrendous cost of !'he launch, but it is an
integral ,part of the display the Globemaster puts
on at several airshowseaCh year.
The Globemaster makes a few low passes,
climbs to 6000ft aQI and launches the 1/26 which
does an aerobatic display and lands. lhen the
aircraft follows IUP with. a limited aerobatic display. Its flight engineer, who was once in a Bceing 707 that was 'Iooped over downtown Seattle,
claims to be the only man alive to have drunk a
bottle of beer while at the top of a loop in an exUSAF four engined transpor;jaircraft.
I must confess I halle never seen this aircraft
myself. The day I tu rned 'up it had been flown out
10 another field 'for its annual C of A which comes
due on April 1 each year.
la
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TWO-WAY RADIO
1R7603 Air Set

TR7804 Vehicle Set

Each set fitted with all four gliding channels
130.4,130.125,130.1 and 129.9.
'Volmet' 128.6 optional on chamel4.

* Full power transmitter with excellent
speech Quality.
* Highly sensitive and selective receiver
works both distant and close range.
* Extreme'ly rugged and reliable.
* Full back-up service and spares available.
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C's of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC

* CM and NATS approved.

All radios supplied absolutely complete with
easy fit connectors and all fittings.
Details information, prices and full Technical
Specifications FREE from
GEORGE STOREY

Tel. 0932784422

H.T. Communications, P.D. Box 4
SUNBURY ON THAMES, Middlesax, lW16 7TA

WRrTE OR PHONE:

KEN BLAKE
BUXTON 4365
SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.
HOLMFIELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS.

Sailplane & Gliding
The magazine can be obtained from most Gliding Clubs in Gt.
Britain, alternatively send £11.40 postage included for an
annual, subscription to the British Gliding Association, Kimberley House, Vaughall Way, Leicester.
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gold-bloCked with the title on the spine are only available from the BGA.
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and REPAIRS
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By L. GLOVER senior inspector

Husbands Bosworth Airlield, Near Rugby
Tel. Market Harborough 880375
Lu1terworth 57544

11 Magpie ;s pressing on
down-under If
, COME AND JOIN THE IIENALLA BONANZA'
Soaring and alJ.jnirio courses for all-comer$. Vou provide tha
body - we prOloltde the rest: Fully eqLlipped aircraft full
briefings; lead-follow and two-seAl instruction whers n:eces-

sary. We l'\Ien pro"'ide the 5urviIJal kit! Superb modem elu'bnoose and bar. Ctub-slyfe accommodation and: patt-c8tering.

AU year round but prime soaring ieason is October-March.
Bonanza new. flash: thr.e 1000km Diplomas and
numerous 750. 500. 300s in December/January
1988. Book your holld.y e.rly! W. Ih.n be busy next
lummerl
Write for full derails to:
John Williamson, Gliding Club of Victoria, PO Box 46.
BENALLA Victoria 3672, Australia. TeI: STO from England:
010-61-57-621058 (but
lorgel the lime warpl We are

to

don·'

hours ahead of you.)

Special-rare travel and details of a/rBmalive
Aussie hol;days from:
TRAVEL BAG, 12 High Street, ALTON, Hants. GU34 18N

Telo 0420·82133

~ WESTLEY AIRCRAFT}
CRANFIELD AIRFIELD
The complete glide, service under one roof

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Glass-fibre repairs in carbon, kevlar, glass. 10 all
types of sailplane in our environmentally controlled workshop.
Repairs to steel tUbe. wood and metal sail·
planes.

On-site TIG. argon arc and gas welding to CM
standards in all materials.
Bring your tug aircraft and motor gliders to uS for
service or repai,.
We can manufacture any components in our
machine shop, full tuming, milling, and sheet
metal facilities.
Complete re-fabric and re-spray facilities.
BOA, PFA, CAA Approval.
C of A to all types.

CRANFIELD AIRFIELD
Wharley End, Cranfleld, Beds MK43 OAL
Tel (0234) 751807 (works)

OVERSEAS AGENTS

CANADA
T. R. Beasley, Soaring Supplies, PO Box 4851, SI. Laurent, p.a. Canada, H4L
4Z5.
SOUTH AFRICA
Peter Eich, PO Box 82707, Southdale 2135, Johannesburg, Transvaal.
HOLLAND
Aeropress (Riet Ceelen) P Stockmanslaan 53, 5652 RB Eindhoven
USA and all other Countries
Payable in either Sterling £11.40 or US $19.00 (or $29.00 by Air Mail) but International Money Orders preferred, direct to the British Gliding Association.
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ANNUAL RECORDS
Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Straight Distance
Goal Distance
Goal & Return Distance
Triangular Distance

100km Triangle
300km Triangle
SOOkm Triangle
750km Trianglel000km Triangle
12SOkm Triangle

12894m
14938m
1460.8km
1254.26km
1646.68km
1362.68km

195.3Okm/h
169.49km/h
164.11km/h
158.40km/h
145.32km/h
133.24km/h

Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Straight Distance
Goal Distance
Goal & Return Distance
Triangular Elistance
l00km Triangle
300km Triangle
5QOkm Triangle
750km Triangle
l000km Triangle
12SOkm Triangle

11680m
13489m
993.76km
993.76km
1052.74km
1379.35km
177.26km/h
158.47km/h
155.14km/h
141.8Okm/h
129.54km/h
143.46km/h

Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Straight Distance
Goal Distance
Goal & Return Distance
Triangular Distance
100km Triangle
300km Triangle
500km Triangle
750km Triangle

9119m
12637m
949.7km
748.37km
1126.68km
847.27km
139.45km/h
138.71km/h
133.14km/h
110.53km/h

Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Straight Distance
Goal Distance
Goal & Return Distance
100km Triangle
300km Triangle
SOOkm Triangle

8430m
10809m
864.85km
864.86km
649.63km
126.28km/h
123.33km/h
95.72km/h

Height Gain
Absolute Almude
Straight Distance
Goal Distance
Goal & Return Distance
Triangular Distance
300km Goal and Return
500km Goal and Return
l000km Goal and Return
l00km Triangle
300km Triangle
SOOkm Triangle
750km Triangle
12SOkm Triangle

10985m
11 soom
949.7km
859.20km
1127.68km
1362.68km
153.3km/h
152.7km/h
105.79km/h
143.3km/h
146.8kmlh
141.3kmlh
109.8km/h
109.01km/h

Height Gain
Absolute Height
Straight Distance
Goal Distance
Goal & Return Distance
Triangular Distance
300km Goal and Return
500km Goal end Return
100km Triangle
300km Triangle
SOOkm Triangle
750km Triangle

9836m
10807m
472.43km
472.43km
692.02km
825km
118.75km/h
113.08kmlh
137.22km/h
138.37km/h
108km/h
114.18km/h

Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Straight Distance
Goal Distance
Goal & Return Distance
Triangular Distance
300km Goal and Return
rookm Goal and Return
l00km Triangle
300km Triangle
500km TrianQle
7SOkm Triangle

9119m
10550m
949.7km
528km
545km
814.01 km
107.5km/h
102.6kmlh
110.8km/h
125.87km/h
120.69km/h
110.53km/h

INTERNATIONAL GLIDING RECORDS (as et 4.2.88)
SINGLE-SEATERS
P. F. Bikle, USA
R. R. Harris, USA
H-W Grosse, W. Germany
B. L. Drake, D. N. Speight, S. H. Georgeson, New Zealand
T. L. Knauff, USA
T. L. Knauff (Nimbus 3), L. R. McMaster, J. C. seymour
K-H. Striedieck, (USA) (ASW-20B);
R. L. Robertson, Gt Britain (in USA)
I. Renner, Australia
J. P. Castel, France (in South Africa)
J. P. Castel, France (in South Africa)
H. W. Grosse, W. Germany (in Australia)
H-W. Grosse, W. Germany (in Australia)
H·W. Grosse, W. Germany) (in Australia)
MULTI-SEATERS
S. Josefczak and J. Tarczon, Poland
L. Edgar and H. Klietorth, USA
S. H. GeorgesOll and Helen Georgeson, New Zealand
S. H. Georgeson and Helen Georgeson, New Zealand
1:. MOner and K. senne, W. Germany (in Australia)
H-W. Grosse and H. Kohimeyer, W. Germany tin Australia)
E. Sommer and I. Andersen, W. Germany (in USA)
H-W. Grosse and W. Grosse, W. Germany (in Australia)
H-W. Grosse and H. lKohimeyer, W. Germally (in Australia)
H-W. Grosse and H. Kohimeyer, W. Germany (in AlJstraiia)
I1·W. Grosse and H. 1K0himeyer, W. Germany (in Australia)
H-W. Grosse and H. Kohimeyer, W. GermallY (in Australia)
SINGLE-SEATERS (WOMEN)
Anne Burns, Gt Britain (in South Africa)
Sabrina Jackintell, USA
Karla Karel, Gt Britain (in Australia)
Joann $haw, USA
Doris Grove, USA
Joann $haw, USA
Susan Martin, Australia
Inge MOller, W. Germany (in SW Africa)
Susan Martill, Australia
Pamela Hawkins, Gt Britain (in Australia)
MUm· SEATERS /WOMEN)
Adela Dankowska and M. Mateliska, Poland
Mary Nutt and H. Duncan, USA
Taliana Pavlova and L. Filomechkina, USSR
Isabella Gorokhova and Z. Koslova, USSR
Tamara Sviridova and V. Toporova, USSR
Adela Dankowska and E. Grzelak, Poland
Inge MOller and C MOller, W. Germany (in SW Africa)
Daina Vilne and V. Toporova, USSR
BRITISH NAll0NAL RECORDS (as at 4.2.88)
SINGLE-SEATERS
D. Benton
H. C. N. Goodhart (in USA)
Karla Karel (ill Australia)
M. T. A. Sands (in USA)
M. T. A. Sands (in USA)
R. L. Robertson (in USA)
M. T. A. Sallds (in USA)
M. R. Carlton (in South Africa)
M. T. A. Sands (in USA)
E. P. Hodge (iro Rhodesia)
E. Pearson (in South Africa)
B. J. G. Pearson (in South Africa)
M. R. Carlton (in South Africa)
R. L. Robertson (in USA)
MULTI-SEATERS
T. J. Wills and B. Iggulden (in New Zeafand)
T. J. Wills and B.. Iggulden (in New Zealand)
M. 1=1. Carlton and M. French (in South Atrica)
M. R. Carlton and M. French (in South Africa)
M. A. Carlton, and G. Greaves (in South Africa)
B. T. Spreckley and P. Jones (in Australia)
B. T. Spreckley and Gillian Spreckley (in Australia)
M. R. Carlton and C. Greaves (in South Africa)
M. R. Carlton and Leonie Lawson (in South Africa)
B. T. Spreckley and P. Jones (in, Australia)
M, R. Carlton and C. Greaves (in South Africa)
B. T. Spreckley and P. Jones (im Australia)
SINGLE-SEATERS (WOMEN)
Anne Burns (in South Africa)
Anne eums (in South Africa)
Karla Karel ,(in Australia)
Ann Welch (in IPoland)
Anne Burns (in South Africa)
Karla Karel (in Austraila)
Kana Karel (in SOuth Africa)
.Karla Karel (in Rhodesia)
Karla Karel (in Rhodesia)
Karla Karel (in Australia)
Karla Karel (in Australia)
Pamela Hawkins (in Australia)

{

25.2.1961
17.2.1986
25.4.1972
14.1.1978
25.4.1983

SGS 1-23E
Grob- 102
ASW-12
Nimbus 2
Nimbus 3

Ventus A
Nimbus 3
Nimbus 3
Nimbus 3
ASW·22
ASW-17
ASW-17

}

2.5.1986
14.1,2.1982
15.11.986
10.12.1900
8.1.1985
3.1.1979
9.12.1980

Bocian
Pratt Read
Janus C
Janus C
Janus C
ASH 25
Janus C
ASH 25
ASH 25
ASH 25
SB-l0
ASH 25

5.11.1966
1'9'.3.1952
31.10.1982
31.10.1982
26.12.1983
110.1.1987
26.1.1984
21.1.1987
9.1.1987
26.12.1986
21.12.1979
10.1.1987

Skylark 3B
Astir CS
LS-3
Nimbus 2
Nimbus 2
Nimbus 2
LS-3
Ventus B
LS-3
ASW·17

13.1.1961
14.2.1979
20.1.1980
17.8.1983
28.9.1981
5.8.1984
2.2.1979
8.12.1984
29.1.1979
17.11.1984

Bocian
SGS 2-32
Blanik
Blanik
LAK 12DP
Halny
Janus C
LAK 12DP

17.10.1967
5.3.1975
3.6.1967
3.6.1967
24.5.1986
1.8.1978
7.12.1984
16.5.1986

Nimbus 2
SGS 1-23
LS-3
Nimbus 3
Nimbus 3
Ventus A
Kestrel 19
ASW-17
Nimbus 3
Std Cirrus
Nimbus 2
ASW-20
Kestrel 19
Vent US A

18.4.1980
12.5.1955
20.1.1980
23.4.1986
7.5.1985
2.5.1986
10.5.1983
24.12.1980
7.5.1985
30.10.1976
30.11.1976
28.12.1982
5.1.1975
2.5.1986

Twin Astir
Twin Astir
Calif A-21
Calif A-21
Calif A-21
Nimbus 3DT
Nimbus 3DT
Celif A·21
Calif A-21
Nimbus 3DT
Cali! A-21
Nimbus 3DT

13.1.1982
13.1.1982
18.12.1979
18.12.1979
23.12.1978
7.2.1987
5.2.1987
23.12.1978
27.12.1978
6.2.1987
21.12.1978
7.2.1987

Skylark 3B
Skylark 3B
LS-3
Jaskolka
Std Austria
LS-3
ASW-15B
ASW·15B
ASW-15B
LS-3
LS-3
ASW-17

13.1.1961
13.1.1961
20.1.1980
20.6.1961
6.1.1966
9.1.1980
1.1.197~

16.10.1975
2.11.1975
12.2.1980
20.2.1980
17.11.1984

- Subject 10 homologation
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UNITED KINGDOM RECORDS (as at 4.2.88)
SINGLE·SEATERS
Nimbus 2
Height Gain
10065m
D. Benton
Nimbus 2
Absolute' Almude
ll001m
D. Benton
Straight Distance
827.9km
T. J. Wills
LS-6
I-J. C. N. Goodhart Skylark 3
Goal Distance
579.36km
Goal & Return
Distance
Kestrel 19
801.3km
C. Garton
Triangular Distance
Jantar 2A
770.5km
C. C. Rollings
ASW·22
:mkm Goal & Return
114.5kmlh D.S. Wall
93km/h
M. B. Jefferyes
DG·202
SOOkm Goal &Return
123.2km/h R. Jones
Nimbus 3
l00km Triangle
200km Triangle
Nimbus 3
108.6km/h R. Jones
300km Triangle
117.14km/h R. Jones
Nimbus 3
400km Triangle
Nimbus 3
114.3km/h R. Jones
500km Triangle
106.9km/h R. Jones
Nimbus 3
600km Triangle
88.8km/h C. Garton
l:<estrel19
750km Triangle
Jantar 2A
77.98km/h C. C. Rollings
lS-4
100km Goal
150km/h
T. J. Wills
20Qkm Goal
127.1km/h A. H. Warminger Vega
:mkmGoaI
132.8km/h A. H. Warminger Keslrel19
400km Goal
73.8km/h T. J. Wills
Std lLibelle
500km Goal
9O.7km/h H.C. N.Goodhart Skylark 3

MULTI-SEATERS
18.4.1980
18.4.1980
29.5.1986
10.5.1959
22.7.1976
28.5.1985
18.8.1983
12.5.1984
13.8.1983
14.8.1983
28.5.1985
1.8.1984
31.5.1975
10.6.1976
28.5.1985
12.5.1984
12.5.1984
24.4.1976
7.6.1976
10.5.1959

Strai\1ll Distance
500IIm Goal &fleturn
10011m Triangle
200Im Triangle
300Im Triangle
<lOOkm Triangle
SOOkm Triangle
200km Goal

15m CLASS
827.9km
T. J. Wills
79.1km/h J. D. Benoist
119.7km/h T. H. Wiils
l04.34km/h T. J. Wills
105.99km/h A. J. Davis
95.88km/h D. S. Watt
9O.18km/h D. S. Watt
127.1km/h A. H. Warminger

LS-6
ASW-20
LS-4
LS·6
Discus
ASW-20FL
ASW-20B
Vega

29.5.1986
9.4.1983
18.4.1981
31.8.1986
5.8.1987
29.5.1985
16.5.1986
12.5.1984

S\lail1lt Distance
100km Triangle
200km Triangle
300km Triangle
400lIm Triangle
lOO11m Goal
DllIm Goal
400lIm Goal

STANDARD CLASS
718km
T.J. Wills
119.7km/h T. J. Wills
104.87km/h D. R. Campbell
105.99km/h A. J. Davis
91.7km/h S. J. Redman
150km/h
T. J. Wills
131.1km/h T. J. Wills
73.8km/h T. J. Wills

Std Libelle
LS-4
Discus B
Discus
Std Cirrus
LS-4
Sld Libelle
Std Libelle

1.8.1976
18.4.1981
9.9.1986
5.8.1987
31.5.1975
12.5.1984
24.4.1976
7.6.1976

1. Goal & Return
2. Distance
3. Triangular Distance
4. Distance

UK 750km DIPLOMA
801.3km
C. Garton
761km
D.S. Watt
770.5km
C. C. Rollings
827.9km
T.J. Wills

Kestrel 19
ASW·20l
Jantar 2A
LS·6

22.7.1976
9.5.1980
28.5.1985
29.5.86

Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Straight Distance
Goal Distance
Goal & Return Distance
Triangular Distance
100km Triangle
300km Triangle
500km Triangle
750km Triangle"
1000km Triangle
Height Gain'
Ab60Iute Almude'
S1raight Distance
Goal Distance
Goal & Return 0 istance
Triangular Distance
l00km Triangle
300km Triangle
500km Trial19le
750km Triangle
1000km Triangle

9935m
10408m
663.68km
655.07km
1008.89km
1089.98km
170.8km/h
165.51 km/h
158.82km/h
162.29km/h
139.96km/h
5650m

8000m
952.53km
646.42km
617.95km
1095.69km
135.51km/h
152.53km/h
140.95km/h
119.83km/h
129.98km/h

M. B. Jefferyes and L. Sommersell
Height Gain
7985m
M. B. Jefferyes and L. Sommersell
Absolute Altitude
9OO9m
Straight Distance
421.5km
J. S. Fielden and Valerie Fielden
Goal Distance
421.5km
J. S. Fielden and Valerie Fielden
Goal & Return
M. B. Jeffereys and P. McElarney
Oistance
429.6km
81.91 km/h J. R. Jeffries and N. Foster
300km Goal & Return
l00km Triangle
106.25km/h J. R. Jeffries and N. Foster
l00km Triangle
106.25km/h J. Edyvean and R. J. Crouch
200km Triangle
96.5km/h R. Jones and M. Hackell
85.87km/h B. Fitchett and A. Miller
300km Triangle
400km Triangle
86.6km/h D. S. Watt and I. Hargrove
SOOkm Triangle
88.4km/h J. R. Jeffries and Gillian Case
l00km Goal
120.87km/h M. B. Jefferyes and J. Fricker
200km Goal
113.3km/h R. Miller and B. Tapson
300km Goal
107.4km/h P. R. Pentecost and
A. H. Pentecost
SINGLE-SEATERS (WOMEN)
Height Gain
7833m
Alison Jordan
Absolute Altitude
Alison Jordan
8701m
Anne Burns
454km
Straight Distance
Anne Burns
309km
Goal Distance
Goal & Return
334.2km
Ruth Housden
Distance
Anne Burns
300km Goal & Return
6Okm/h
Anne Burns
l00km Triangle
8Okm/h
200km Triangle
69.3km/h Anne Burns
300km Triangle
76.8km/h Jane Randle
400km Triangle
60.6km/h Anne Burns
SOOkm Triangle
76.1km/h Anne Burns
l00km Goal
89.3km/h Vivien Haley
200km Goal
85.5km/h Anne Burns
300km Goal
63.9km/h Anne Burns

Silene
30.9.1987
Silene
30.9.1987
Bergfalke 3 14.8.1970
Bergfalke 3 14.8.1970
Silene
Calif A·21
CalifA·21
Janus C
Janus C
Janus
Janus C
Calif A-21
Silene
Janus C

7.7.1985
17.8.1975
17.8.1975
9.91986
10.8.1984
9.5.1979
1.8.1984
31.5.1975
27.7.1986
11.5.1984

Janus C

7.5.1984

Astir CS
8.10.1978
Astir CS
8.10.1978
Skylark 3B 10.5.1959
Skylark 3B 12.4.1958
Li bel le
29.5.1982
Nimbus 2
25.7.1975
Cirrus
14.6.1970
Std Austria 22.8.1964
Kestrel 19 18.8.1976
SHK
5.8.1967
31.5.1975
Nimbus 2
Pirat
4.5.1986
Olympia 419 2.6.1963
Skylark 3B 12.4.1958

MOTOR GLIDERS (+Also British National Record; tBritish National Record only)
SINGLE·SEATERS
10.1.1983
B. J. Wilson (in Australia)
PIK·20E
652.7km
Straight Distancet
415.1km
B. J. Wilson (in Australia)
PIK·20E
11.1.1983
Goal Distancet
Goal & Return
DG-400
6.7.1986
510.45km
T. J. Wills (in Norway)
Distancet
11.8.1984
l00km Triangle+
PIK·20E
76.5km/h I. W. Strachan
SF-27M
23.8.1976
200km Triangle
48.2km/h I. W. Strachan
PIK-20E
19.8.1984
300km Triangle+
83.1km/h I. W. Strachan
PIK-20E
22.5.1980
71.75km/h B. J. Wilson (in Finland)
SOOkm Trianglet
16.7.1971
l00km Goal
85.7km/h I. W. Strachan
SF'27m
6.7.1986
93.09km/h T. J. Wills (in Norway)
DG·4oo
500km Goal & Return
MULTI-SEATERS (tAlso 6RITISH NATIONAL RECORD)
SF-28A
22.10.1982
4355m
R. I. LlQyd and J. Fox
Height Gaint
SF-28A
27.6.1976
35.6km/h P. T. .Ross and H. 'Daniels
l00km Trianglet
SF-28A
22.8.1976
100km Goal
76.2km/h P. T. Ross and K Winfield
SF-28A
18.7.1976
200km Goal
66.3km/h P. T. 'Ross and P. Fletcher
78.45km/h B. T. Spreckley and O. Pugh
Janus CM 16.5.1986
500km Triangle

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR GUDERS (as at 4.2.88)
SINGLE·SEATERS
M.D.Stevenson.USA
G. Cichon. W. Germany
D. Aitken, USA
F. F. Ott. W. Germany (in USA)
F. Rueb. W. Germany (in South Africa)
F. Rueb, W. Germany (in South Africa)
F. Rueb W. Germany (in South Africa)
B. BOnzli, Switzeriand (in South Africa)
F. Rueb, W. Germany (in South Africa)
B. Banzli, Switzerland (in South Africa)
B. BOnzli, Switzerland (in South Africa)
MULTI-SEATERS
H. KOhler, W. Germany and J·C. Batault (in USA)
H. KOhler, W. Germany and J·C. Batault (in USA)
W. Binder and K. Heimann. W. Germany
G. Jacobs and G. Hattel, W. Germany
L. de Preter (Belgium) and D. Sohn (W. Germany) (in South Africa)
E. Maller and W. Binder, W. Germany (in Australia)
W. Binder and M. Heide, W. Germany (in Spain)
W. Binder and K. Senne, W. Germany (in Australia)
E. Maller and K. Senne, W. Germany (in Australia)
W. Binder and M. Heide. W. Germany (in Spain)
E. Maller and W. Binder, W. Germany (in Australia)

DG-400
Nimbus 2M
PIK 20E
Nimbus 2M
Nimbus 3MR
Nimbus 3MR
DG-400
Nimbus 3MR
DG-400
DG-400

25.10.1985
27.5.1979
25.6.1987
8.5.1987
7.1.1981
16.1.1987
3.1.1987
22.12.1984
9.1.1987
12.12.1985
28.12.1984

Taifun 17E
Taifun 17E
Janus M
SF-25E
Janus CM
ASH 25M
ASH 25MB
ASH 25MB
ASH 25MB
ASH 25MB
ASH 25MB

28.4.1986
28.4.1986
16.5.1980
28.4.1976
29.12.1981
27.12.1986
13.7.1986
2.1.1987
9.1.1987
11.7.1986
27.12.1986

??

" Subject to homologation
New records have to exceed the old ones by: Distance 10km. Heights 3%. Closed circun speeds 2km/h. Goal speeds 5km/h.
For records, no side of a triangle may have a length less than 28% ofthe total distance ot the course, except that for triangles of 750km or more for International and British
Records, or of 500km or more for UK Local Records, no side may have.a length less than 25% 01' greater than 45% of the total distance.
Conversion Factors: Multiply km or km/h by 0.621 to get statute miles or mph. Multiply km by 0.54 to get nautical miles or kts. Multiply metres by 3.28 to get feet.

April/May 1988

(See also p90.)
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BGA &GENERAL NEWS
Compiled by JOHN SHIPLEY,

BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY

BGA NATIONAL COACH
It Is possible that the BGA may need to
employ a National Coach. If you haven't
already applied and would like to, then
please do so immediately to the BGA
office.

Chairman, BGA Safety Panel

;::;:.
PHASE OF FUGHT - OFF CIRCUIT (Include. fteld landing.)
2200
M
6.9.87
Dallachy
138 Astir CS

40

N

60

1330

before landing when full airbrake was extended
causing a hard landing on lhe mainwheel which
cracked the main bulkhead.

BRITISH OWNED GLIDERS
The following is the current list kept by Dick
Stratlon, BGA technical officer, of the 1645
British gliders with Cs of A.
ASW-15
17

11
4

19

19

20
20BL
22
Acro (Twin G103A)
Astir CS
Club 3
Speed
Twin
BerglaJke 2
3

4

51
2
4
1
55
4
3
12
6
1

2

BG-l35
Blanik L-13
Bocian 10
lE
Cadet 2 (Tutor)
3 (Tandem Tutor)
Calif A-21
Capstan (T-49)
Carman (JP-15-38)
Centrair 101 (Pegasus)
Cirrus
Std
Cobra (SlO 38)
Condor (ManueQ
Dart 15
17R
00-100
101

200
202-17
300
Oiamant18
Discus
B
EoN Baby
Falcon 3
Fauvel
Fauvette
Foka 4
5
Gnat (Manuel)
Goevier
Grasshopper (T -38)
Grunau Baby 28 & C
3

Gull 1
Harbinger
Hornet
HOtter (H1 7)
Iris (0-77)
15-28B2

290
30

2
38
5
13
2
13
1

32

M-100-5

3
6

2
19
12
36

200
Minirnoa
Monerai
MOSQUito

12
1
13
29
t4
14

9
4
6
4
7
1
2
1
1
6
3

1
1
1
1

7
1
1
1

2
1
1
7

C

3
1
8
1

2

Jaskolka
2
Javelol (Super)
1
2 (Super)
1
K-2 & 2B (RhOnschwalbe) 14

3

2

4 (RhOnlerche)

4

6
BCR
6E
7

86

1
68
53
52

9.8.87
1810

147

Pirat

1552

WO

5.9.87

53

N

8

The pilot anempted 10 soar in weak 11ft and drifted
downwind ollhe field. He decided to retum to lhe
site but. in sink. he found lhe headwtnd was loo
slrong and chose a liefd, fI appeared that he
might hit the downwind fence so he decided to
land short in a com field which damaged lhe

29

M

59

On a Silver distance attempt Ihe pil04 had 10 land.
A tleld was selected but he could not reach it due

glider.
Sheffield

1500

to 8-101<t sink. A landing was made in anolher
tiek1 but this was unsuitable and the glider
crashed in a small Quarry, wrecking the forward
tusetage. Conditions were nOl suitable tor lhis
lIight. but was cleared by instructor in charge.
149

pegasus

M

30.9.87
1400

Dakley

45

N

100

1
11

16

1

2

2

a

S

2
2

LS-3

2172

1

2
1

2

Oub
Sld

Blanrk

4
59

(King)
Kranich
L-5patz
U~~

142

6

4

6

2B
Std
Janus B

61
56
11
1
13

5
49
10
25

9
2

Jantar

8B
13
18
1aX (DIY)
21
23
Kestrel 17
19
20
22
!<H-1 (Holmes)
Kite 1

Aboyne

43

N

86

ment may have been due to time spent at
altitude.

2B
;l
3T
Mini (15m)
Olympia 1
2 and 2B
401
419
460 & 483
465
(Melse)
Petrel
Plloebus C
PIK 208
200
Pilatus 8-4
Pirat (SlO-30)
Prefect
Primary (SG-38)
P\JchaCz (SlO 5<r3)
Rheinland
RhOnbussard
RhOnspe<ber
Sagitta

SB-58
SB-SE
Schneider (SG-38)
Scud 3
SF-26A
27A
34

SHK-1
SIE-3
Silene

2
3
4
Specht 138
Std Austria
Swallow
SlO-51 (Junior)
T-21

M

19.8.87

Cllrltoo

58

N

25

N

2025

P2

1620
+19Opwr

ground damaging lhe trailing edge of the let!

wing. (Nole Ihe lime 01 the l\ight Eo).
Kestrel 19

1857

S

19.9.87
1100

Aboyne

42

N

595

On base leg Ihe pilot found the wind 10 be
stronger than thOUght. so had to angle the leg
towards the airli~d. Arriving low but last over lhe
Slrip he sefecled nap during his linsl turn. Our1ng
this he allowed the left winglip 10 hit the ground
and the ~ider was spun around 60° before dropping level on 10 the ground breaking lhe

150

K-7

3281

M

14.8.87
1700

Nympsfield

32

N

18.5

Aher an hour flight the pilot retumed to find that

13

a
1
3

fuselage.
the wind had veered increased lurbuletlce. After
a good circuil he encountered heavy turbulence
and wind gradient on finals and did no! reduce
airbrake sufficienlly 10 prevent 8 hard. nose skid

38
1

,

firsl landing. The glider balloon back up 10 20ft

1
6

a
14

29
42

8
1

4
1

2
1
1
1

1
1
1

3
4
2
15
3

1
27
32
32
1

3
30
2
54

PI reports Ihat his pupil was slow ., completing
the ~nal tum and the landing had to be made
sJighlly downhill. The g~der ~er ran into rough

146

37

3

Skylarl< 1

K-13

3
6
2

1

Sky

141

4
2
24

After a wave flight the pilot went too lar downwind
on his base leg and, realising lhat he was
undershooting, put landing "ap away and increased speed. He misiudged his pull up over

some trees and was not abie 10 reach the s1rip but
hil Ihe slope leading up 10 it Poor height judg-

3

Moswey
MU 130
Nimbus 2

On a short cmss-country lhe Ihermals started to
decay. It was decided 10 land in a stubble area 0'
a nearby air1ield. He landed noonaJly. slighlly out
01 wind due 10 heavy vehicles. but during lhe
landing run l11e U/C conapsed. The area was
crossed by 6in ruls caused by vehicles. Some

sign oIlaligue damage 10 u/c reported.
PHASE OF FUGHT - ON APPROACH
140 K.estrel
1797
S
6.9.87
1527

3
1
21
(Glastlugel 304) 2

On a closed circurt cross-country night the pilot
found that he was unable 1o relum 10 the site. A
fietd was selected and a landing direclly into a
strong wind was anempled. The approach was
made at 5C>55kt with half airbrake until just

and was then landed normally.

S

= serious:

W/O

42 (Eagle 2 & 3)
53 & TS-53

55 (RegaO
Vasama
Vega
Ventus

= write oM; M = minor; N = nil.
4
4
1
1
51
17

Wassmer (Bijave)
26P
Weihe
YS-55 (Consort)
Zugvogel

2
1

2
3
3

YOUTH IN THE AIR YEAR
The Royal Aero Club launched Youth in the Air
Year at the Royal Aeronautical Society in February when their president, HRH The Duke of
York, announced that 14 to 21 year-olds could
compete for a new award, the President's
RoIex trophy, and prizes.
The Duke explained that the idea for the
trophy really came about because he noticed it
was usually the older people who won aviation
awards and felt there should be something to
encourage the young to become air minded.
HRH also showed concern about the current
shortage of airline pilots. A point he' discussed
later when he met members of the aviation
press.

Youngsters are asked for ideas and
initiatives to further their own or other people's
involvement in air awareness and this could be
any air related activity from aeromodelling to
flying. Prince Andrew has promised to watch
the scheme's progress. Entries, which may be
from groups or individuals, must be in by
January 1989 and this is to become an annual
award_
Youth in the Air Year is being supported by
more than 40 air-associated groups, clubs and
associations and as well as working for the
award young people will be encouraged to
take part in air activities and helped in finding
career opportunities in aviation.

BABY WINDSOCKS
Alice Anson. whose husband Colin flies at
Dunstable. has been making miniature
windsocks for the Vintage Glider Club which
have been so well received she is offering
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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them to the .general gliding fraternity with profits to the VGC. They are extremely realistic,
look great on cars, caravans, awnings, tents
and, Of course"glider trailers.
In orange, they are approx 16cm long, ready
for hanging and cost £1 including pap
(Europe £1.50, USA £1.75) from Alice Anson,
22 Elm Avenue, Watford, Herts WD1 4BE.

AIR LEAGUE SCHOLARSHIPS
If you are over 17 and under 22 and like the
Idea of power flying you may be interested in
applying for an Air League Educational Trust
Flying Scholarship which gives 15hrs Instruction, For more details and an application form,
which must be returned by July 29, write to
the Secretary, The Air League Education Trust,
Grey Tiles, Kingston Hill, Kingston-uponThames, KT2 RW.

NEW EQUIPMENT
New on the market is an air mobile transceiver
manufacttJred by Sky Hawk Systems. It took
18 months to develop the Sky Hawk I single
channel 2w nominal output transceiver which
is housed in an ABS shatterproof case. It
comes complete with an integral speaker and
hand held microphone. An 80hm ear socket
aI10ws the unit to be tucked away out of sight
and the boom mic and headphones with VOX
give a complete hands off operation.
The unit is crystal controlled for good temperature stability, is 5X2X3in and weighs 21bs
complete with NICADS.
This spring sees the launch of a multi channel version of the single channel unit with auto
SQUelch.
The single channel set is £167 plus pap,
More details from Alec Janaway, Sky Hawk
Systems, 10 Laburnum Road, WellinQton TA21
BEL. TeI 082347 4109.

GLIDING
CERTIFICATES

GOLD BADGE
No.
1241
1242
1243

The new UK CrQSS-Country Diploma came into
operation on January 1 and before noon on
that very day Alistai( Forrest
Deeside GC
had qualified for both parts! He completed a
105km triangle from Aboyne in the BGA's
ASW-19 at a handicapped speed of 76km!h.
Alistair doesn't yet have Gold distance, and his
achievement epitomises the spirit and objectives of the Oiploma Lemmy Tanner, who does
have an three Diamonds, took off shortly afterwards at Aboyne In his Vega to complete a different triangle and became the second
'Diploma holder. (See the last issue, p51.)
A new edition of the BGA ~Not.s for Official
Observers will be published in April, and
commensurate with this 008 will be invited to
re-register with the BGA. Detailed arrangements
will be mailed shortly to all clubs and OOs
individually, Please respond promptly to
ensure your continuation as an 00.
Gordon Camp, FAI certificates officer

0'

GOLD HEIGHT
Name
Thomson, A. D.
Reasbeck, p,
Clarke, C. J.
Gardner, T. R.
Barker, K, D.
Caswell, T. J,
Palerson, I. W,
Royds, L J.
Scott, K.

Name
Roberts, 0, G,
Langrick, 0, J.

Club
Cotswold
Coventry

1987
25,10
20,12

Club
Der1ly & Lanes
Fulmar

1987
5,8
6,8

Name
Aoberts, 0, G.
McQueen, B.
Langrick, 0, J,

Club
Cotswold
Deeside
Coventry

1987
25,10
21,11
20,12

Club
Avon
Booker
Colswold
Colswold
Bristol & Glos
Shropshire
Midland
Welland

1987
26,9
9,10
25,10
28,10
28,10
20,11
21.11
20,11
20,12

Club
Derby & Lanes
Fulmar

1987
5,8
6.8

Club
Portsmouth Naval
Lasham

1987
8,10
13,7
21,11
13,9

SILVER BADGE
No.

Name

7616
7617
7618
7619

Hale, R. J,
Jobar, A. S.
Baker, I. C,
Docherty, J, C,

Cambridge Univ

Midland

JSW SOARING
is still at 1 The Jollies
Crondall, Farnham, Surrey
CALCULATORS
Aquarius (double weight) " " , . " " £12,00
Gemini (resolver)
£12,00
Limited stock of old models,
, , , . , £6,50
Clear plastic protective wallets, , . , , , .. , 50p

DOLPHIN KtTS complete
Single weight ", .. , .. ,
" £35.00
Double weight, .. " "'.',.,,, " " . £55.00

DIAMOND HEIGHT
No,
31830
3/831
3/832

1987
25,10
28,10
6,8

SGU

Name
Williamson, C. G.
Greensmith, A. A.

DIAMOND GOAL
No,
Name
2/1560 Wllllamson, C, G,
2/1561 Greensmith, A, A.

Club
COlswold
Bristol & Glos
Fulmar

GOLD DISTANCE

ALL THREE DIAMONDS
No,
240
241

Name
Clarke, C, J,
Barker, K 0,
Greensmilh, A, A.

VARIO TEST KITS, .... , , .. , .... , £5,00
FLIGHT PLANNING RULERS"., £4.00
Clear plastic protective wallets. , .. ' , ... 50p

SAE for product details

(The first two DiarllOllds were flown from Aboyne, the third
from Dishforth,)

RUNNING ON EMPTY
Brand new! A 25 minute film of the Masters of Soaring contest flown in Arizona last year by the
current world champions. See Brian Spreckley wave the Union Jack!
Thi.s is a masterpiece of soaring photography and storytelling and is available exclusively from
the BGA on VHS video cassette for only £18.95 (plus £1 for postage and packing).
Buy your own copy for home viewing. Buy a copy for your club to entertain members and to use

as a recruiting tool for non-members. Only £19.95 by mail order.
Order these items from

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB
or ask us to send you our complete sales list

April/May 1988

Telephone 0533 531051
87
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o

servlce
-.--.r--.L. :...~ ..".,

---.#.,....

~_.

we'vealways'-

aimed to give flyers ...
the best possible service.
So when we were appointed
Licenced Repair Agents by
.
Grob and awarded an exclusive
~
spare parts franchise for their gliders, motor gliders and light aircraft,
it was a time for celebration, reflection and considerable investment.
Similarly, being stockists for Tost launch equipment and exclusive agents
for their winches, gave us a bit of a lift.
Having the bits and the responsibility is now a pleasure and if you ever have
a forced landing, it's comforting to reflect that Chiltern can take care ofthe problems
of getting your aircraft back to base or into our fully-equipped workshops.
Our large stock of parts, repair material and accessories
then comes into play. Whether you repair it yourself
or use our expertise, you can be sure that you're
getting the best.
Every repair by Chiltern is backed by a
customer protection policy with full product
liability cover - a mark of confidence in their
products and our workmanship.
A telephone call will bring our recovery
trailer to your aid and all the backing you need.
Licenced to repair all Grob products.
Sok Concessionaires for spare parrs for
gliders, motor gliders and light aircraft.
.-=:::c

GROB

-==_

Booker Airfield, N r. Marlow, Bucks, SL 7 3DR.
0494445854 (works) or 0865890517 (outside office hours).
Access and Barclaycard accepted with pleasure..
Grob demonstration and sales - Tel: 049137184
88
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CHRIS GARTON

AIRSPACE

CHANGES

Chris, chairman of the BGA
Airspace Committee, writes
about the rules relating to
gliders crossing airways

A l l gliding clubs were sent acopy of NOTAM

A803 during December with an instruction to
publish it among their fllembers. Tl1is concems
changes in the rules relating to gliders crossing
airways, and sin<;e, it is essential that all pilots
understand the new legislation, it is repeated
below.
The exemption published In the ,UK Air
Pilot permitting glider crossings of all airways
has been withdrawn and superseded by' a
new Rule 2.1A which has been, added to the
Rules of ti<le Air arid Air Traffic Control
Regulations. Rule 21A Ipermits gliders to
cross specified airways only, excluding Purple Airways. The map accompanying the
NOTAM shows the crossable airways and the
maximum heights at which they may be
crossed. Note especially that glider crossIngs of Daventry and Worthing CTAs are no
longer permitted.
The new Rule also specifies the manner of
crossing, as follows:
(a) The crossing Is to be carried out in the
most expeditious manner and, as far as is
practicable, at right angles to the
arway centreline.
(b) Th, crossing must be carried out in VMC,
by day.
(Above FL245 the whole of the country is covered
by the Upper Air Space Special Rules Area - Rule
39 - and gliders are exempted from the provisiOns of this Rule).

Background
The airways crossing exemption for gliders
has been under attack from the airlines since it
was lirst introduced some thirty years ago.
Although such "mixed" airspace use has been
withdrawn in some areas (eg the London TMA up
to 5000ft was accessible to gliders until 1975),
our airways crossing exemption remained
unscathed despite continually rising traffic levels.
During all that time there were very few reports by
airlne crews of glider sightings in airways and no
serious incidents.
In 197BNATS adopted a new tack.. The CM
Ieoal department had advised that the existing
exemption, consisting solely of ani entry in the UK
Air Pilot, was without statutory backing. The
BGAchallenged this interpretation, but since the
only way to resolve the issue would be through
the courts, which would have been expensiVe
and of uncertain outcome both legally and
AprillMay 1988

politically, it eventually accepted NATS' request
to negotiate.
During 1984 the BGA undertook a consultation exeroise with its clubs to try to determine a
negotiating position which WOiJld entail the least
damage to our operations. Then followed a series
of meetings between NATS the BGA and the airlines, culminating in the formal ratification by
NATMAC 01 the (lew arrangements last May.
TI1ey could be said to represent a reasonable
compromise in that the areas from which gliders
are now excluded are those containing the most
intensive traffic levels and hence the greatest
potential for an, incident. Needless to say, the airlines accepted the compromise only with considerable reluctance - they would still prefer tQ
see gliders excluded from airways entirely, or at
least require them to be transponder equipped.

'Br,ize Norton
An agreement has been reached between the
BGA .and Brize Norton ATC to facilitate glider
transits of the Brize Norton Special R-ules Zone in
accordance with the existing rules, ie obtaining
radio clearance from Bn.ze Norton ATC. The
agreement applies:
1. DUring the hours of daylight, from 30min
after sunrise until 30mln before sunset.
:2. Throughout the week, although pressure
of traffic from Monday to Friday is normally
such that crossing clearance is unlikely to be
Issued. Glider pilots are, therefore, advised
not to plan a weekday crossing.
3. To individual glider pilots, not competitors
in organised competition.

Procedures
To obtain crossing clearance, glider
pilots must:
1. Contact Brize Radar 3min before reaching
the SRZ boundary on Brize Zone frequency
1, 19.0Mhz. Thereaft.!', maintain a continuous
listening watch during SRZ transit, advising
Brlze Radar before departing en route.
2. Endeavour to crOS$ on the preferred
route: north-south or south·north to pass
directlv overhead, Brize Norton airfield.
3. On initial contact pass aircraft type, position, heading and height together with
r.quest~ track through the zone.
4. set the Brize Norton QFE and remain at or
above 2000ft a91 during $RZ transit.
$. Comply With ATC instructions. If this
Is impoSsible due to nature of glider f1yin.g,
clear th,e SRZ by the shortest available route,
compatible with Brize Radar requirements.
6. Obtain clearance before deviating from
declared track or commencing c'irCling. The
latter Is defined as any manoeuvre Involving
heading changes of more than 1,80° and
should be confined to a minimum within
the SRZ.

'Emergency Procedures
Military activity may demand that areas of
fhe SRZ be cleared quickly. In this event
Brize Radar will pass revised ATC Instructions
to individual' pilots. The revised instructions
are to be complied with.

General
Every effort will be made by controllers to
accommodate ,requests for transit. Pilots are

requested to minimise time within the SRZ,
and to notify Brize Radar as early as possible
of any specifiC requirements for the safe conduct Of their flight.

Background
The discussioos leading to this agreement
followed in the wake of the dispute over the
Upper Heyford MRA, when suggestioos were
heard that some relaxation or the-fiUles at Brize
Nortoo mighl be forthcoming by way of compensatiOl1lor Upper Heyford. In the event, andnot for
the first time, any such possibility was vetoed by
MoD. Furthermore, NAT$ pOinted out that
although traffic levels at Brize Norton had sunk to
a low ,ebb in the late seventies, more recently
there had been substantial' growth occasioned
by increases in, the transpot:1/tanker force following the Falkl'ands conflict, to the extent that :Brize
certainly now qualified for protectioo by Special
Rules Airspace eVerl if it had been deregulated
earlier.
The BGA has been complaining about the
Brize SRZ for some fifteen years or more to no
avail. Faced with this latest impasse, we decided
the only sensible course was to purs\Je what was
on offer, namely the opportunity to regularise
glider transists in accordance with the existing
rules. The outcome is a Letter of Agreement between Brize Norton and the BGA, the terms of
which are described above.
At first sight it may appear that the agreement
offers nothing that was not theoretically available
before. However, the advantages are that glider
pilots can now plan a transit of Bdze Norton at
weekends with reasonable confidence that they
will be accepted, and glider pilots and controllers
alike will know that both parties are working
to agreed procedures. Nothing in the agreement,
of course, prevents a glider pilot from contacting
Brize Norton at any lime, and it is clearly better to
do so than to run the risk of an infringement.
·Our hope is that during the coming season
glider pilots will take advantage of the new
arrangements thus building the experience of
both parties to the agreement leading to the
possibility of further improvements in future.

a

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
Repairs and overhauls
carried out
Approved for PZL and Winter
Instruments
'
Barograph Calibration centre

Write or phone:

M. G. Hutchinson
'Tanfield'
Shobdon
Nr. Leominster
Herefordshire HR69LX
Tel. 056-881-368
(answering machine)
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JOHN KENNY

NI

ick's hobby was tormenting instructors;
he also had a penchant for slow rolling Ford
Anglias. He was mad - completely.
An instructor should be like a confessor; the
secrets of the cockpit should never be revealed
but 1I am not very nice and this all happened
twenty years ago when '8laniks were hot
ships.
On the rare occasions when l:1e flew solo :Nick
was competel'lt and responsible; when he flew
dual he was competent.
Once we were peacefully soaring the ridge,
myself in the back seat admiring the beautiful
lIiewand light and trying to ignore Nick's dreadful
attempts al whistling when suddenly the land and
skyscapes changed places. Oh dear, he must
have been reading the Pilot's Notes again. We
regained a semblance of equilibrium, I was·green
and Nick was laughing llike a drain. After landing
and counting Ihe rivets in the wings I resolved
thall would vanish for acup of tea next time I saw
him approach the launch point.
He caught me again about a month later. It was
another good ridge soaring day and having just
landed I was still strapped in the Blanik's back
seat. A !lead appeared round the canopy and
said: "Hello, Inice day, I think fm next."
"Yes it's a good day-er-how about trying- for
your live hours in the Swallow?"
"Not tooay," !le replied." I prefer the Blanik.
Can t, come with you?"
"Um, er, yes sure, jump in but do give me prior
notice of any unusual urges that might come
upon you."
"OK, but you're a categorised instl1,Jctor, you
should be able to cope."
The wind was about 20kt and we took a wire
launch through the rather unpleasant curl-over,
but the ridge was working well and Nick's
accurate flying was only spoiled by his infernal
whistling. It made me think though.
Audio variometers were the in toys that year
and music of the right type does help to smooth

WORLD RECORDS CLAIMED
The following claims for World Records were
received too late for inclusion in our Annual
Lists on pp84-85. They are all subject to
homologation.
Single-Seaters: 750km Triangle at 170.05km/h
(OG-400) by B. Boengle, W. Germany, in
Sooth Africa on 7.1.1988.
Single-Seaters (Women): Height Gain
9936m by Yvonne Loader, New Zealand on
12.1.1988.
Two-seaters: 300km Triangle at 171km/h
(ASH:·25) ,by H-W. and Karin Grosse, W. Germany, in Australia on 8.1.1988.
SOOkm Triangle: at 163km/h (ASH-25) by H-W.
and Karin Grosse, W. Germany, in Australia on
20.1.1988.
750km Triangle: at 147.98km/h (Nimbus 3D)
by K. Holighaus and Ft van Tonder, W. 'GermanY,in South Africa on 8.1.1988. Also at
151..37km/h on 9.1.1988. At 161'km/h (ASH25) by H-W. and Karin Grosse, W, Germany,
in Australia on 1iO.1.1988.
1000km Triangle:al 135k.m/h (ASH-25) by
H-W. and Kannl Grosse, W. Germany, in
Australia on 9.11.1'988. At 138.15km/h iNimbus
3D) by K. Holighaus..and E. van Tooder, W.
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THE EARLY BIRD
AND THE WORM
John recalls one of those "different" flights that stick in the
memory
out one's flying. Couldn't one of those newfangled cassette recorders be wired into the
circuit so· as to play different tracks according to
the strength and character of the lift? For a
smooth, weak thermal La Ronde. For ·a bubbly
inconsequential thermal that bit where the lord
Chancellor dances in G. & S.'s 'Iolanthe; a perfect
British Standard Thermal would need Mozart;
Beethoven for the big stuff and Wagner for
CtJ-nims.
I would sell the idea, make a fortune, buy a
good glider and become World ChampiOfl - but
then if everyone else had bought one. Goodness!
We had wound up to 3500ft in a thermal and Nick
was muttering about going on a cross-country.
'1 didn't have time to tell him why not. A few
minutes steaming downwind and we were going
cross-country willy nilly.
"Where shall we go John?"
At last I had a smart answer and quoted Christopl1er Robin from A. A. Milne's When We Were
Very Young.
If you were a bird, and lived on high,
You'd lean on the wind when the wind came by,
You'd say to the wind when il took yOU' away:
"That's where I wanted to go today!"
Which meant that we would go straight downwind to our neighbouring glidirlg club about forty
miles away.

The next cumulus was working and I resumed
admiring the view while we circled under it. Small
fields, hedges and stone walls; on the northem
side of each hedge were white lines - snow!' Not
to be wondered at because it was the first week in
February. What was I doing going cross-country
at this time of year? Old Nick had caught me on
,tbe hop again whirst I was day dreaming.
No use looking back now, we onlYl1eeded one
more good clim b after this. one ,to arrive, and there
was another well developed cl,lmulus on track,
press on Old Nic·k.
We arrived at our cloUd at about 1500ft and
found snow, then rain, then sink. The cloud was
over-ripe. Down we went and all around was
rock-strewn moor. I was. scared, not for my own
safety and certainly not for ON's, but by visions of
a wrecked Blanik alld! irate CH
"OK John, you ,carltake over now."
Well that da'ywasn'tlsaac Newton's day 10 get
me. We found some weak lift and scratched away
along with the wind to our goal, landed and tried
to look nonchalant as we asked for a tow
home.
Our club awarded us the :annual Early Bird
trophy lor the first oross-countryof the season tor
this epic trip. Only the two of 'us who were in the
cockpit knew which was the early bird and which
the worm!

Germany, in South Africa on 10.1.1988. At
157.6km/h (ASH-25) by H-W. and Karin
Grosse, W. Germany, in Australia on
11.1.1988.
Motor Gliders Single-Seaters: Goal & Return
Distance 1020km (?) by U. Knaus, W.
Germany, in South Atrica on 19.1.1988.
1070km (ASW-22M) by O. Schauble, W. Germany, in South Africa on 9.1.1988.

100km Triangle: at 191.19km/h (OG-400) by
B. BOnzli, SWitzerland, in South Africa on
18.12.1987.
500km Triangle: al 170JOOkm/h (Nimbus 3) by
B. BOnzli, Switzerland, in South Africa on
29.12.1987.
750km Triangle: at 150.81 km/h (OG-400) by
B. BOnzli, Switzerland, in South Africa on
27.12.1987.

TWO-SEATER
COMPETITION
1988
21st - 27th August

ALL TWO-SEATERS
ELIGIBLE
For details,
write or ring
The Airfield
POCKLlNGTON
East Yorkshire Y04 2NR

Tel. 0759 303579

a

Motor Gliders lWo-seaters: Goal & Return
Distance 790km (ASH-25MB) O. Wegscheider
and W,Schoeffer, W. Germany, in South Africa
on 19.12.1987. Also 1015kms with O.
Schroeder On 9.1.t988.
SOOkm Triangle: at 1: 56km/h (ASH-25MB) by
O. Wegscheider and W Schoeffer, W. Germany, in South Africa on 2.11.1988.
750km Triangle: at 127km/h (ASH-25MB) by
W. Binder and O. Wegscheider, W. Germany,
in South Africa on 25.12,1 i 987.
Your Letters. We love getting your letters and
have a record number in this issue, but do try to
be concise. The 'shorter ones often make more
Impact and certainly have more chance of being
read. Eo.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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WHY TUGS WENT LEFT
Dear Editor,
I was interested 10 see Or Murray Wilson's
letter in the December issue, p313. The
reasons for Doncaster/Burn GC being out of
step over which way to turn after release from
aerotow are beooming lost in the mists of antiquity but being a bit of an antique myself (I
must be, I was there when the decision was
made) I can give the main reasons for Doncas!er practising tug I'eft, glider right.
We were using! an Auster and with the pilot
sitting on the left it was agreed "e had a much
better view below and to the left of the area in
which he propo$ed to descend as rapidly as
was safe and possible. Other considerations

were:
1. The glider turning right remained in the tug
pilot's viewing sector for a slightly longer
period.
2. At the lime the club two-seaters were T-21 s

and with the instrl.lctor sitting on the left a right
tum kept the tug in view longer.
3. We also, had$eVeral aircraft with unshrouded skids and mud position hooks{eg
Swallows) and i1 was felt that if anybody
released badly oul of position with a slack
rope there was ,less chance of the rope fooling
the skid in 8 right turn.
Regarding Or Murray Wilson's final point
about tug engine failure on the ground, this
seems to be a case for using initiative rather
than writing rules.
M. the club Where I now fly (Wolds) we
aerotow off a 25yd grass strip bordering a
50yd wide decaying concrete runway. This
would ,be a scenario for a disaster. One aircraft would go into the crop and the other
would probably €ollide with the cable tractor
or a landing aireraft.
The besl advice lean think of In this case is
for the tug to stop as slowly as possible to
give the glider a chance of stopping too,
Needless to say the glider pilol can see which
way the lug is going jf he walches the rudder.
To add 10 the confusion, my copy of Avialion Law for Pilots, p1,28, states that in
respect of aircraft. on the ground: "A flying
machine which is being overtaken has the
righl of way and the overtaking flying machine
shan keep oul of lhe way of the other by altercourse ,ta the left."
MIKE USHERWOOD, York

ng

MORE SENSE TO BREAK RIGHT
Dear Editor,
Prior to my leaving the UK in 1972, we always
broke left after release from aerotow. When I
got 10 hlstraJia I discovered that we broke
righl down here. IWe still do.) A mere, regional
difference I thought, like manyotner things we
do differently. But on further reflection it evenlUaIly penetrated my thick skull that it really
does make rnore sense to break right In Ihe
gilder. The simple, reason for this is that the
1ug wll naturally break left, and this is important in side-by-side machines 'like Austers,
Cessnas and two-seat Pawnees, Where the
command seat is conventionally on the left
side. Breaking left <lescends the aircraft Into a
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bit of sky which it is quite 'easy to ensure is
clear. Breaking right takes the aircraft into a
giant blind spot. I know which I would rather
have. I may be wrOll9, but I believe there was
a fatal accident in Switzenand some years
ago, where a tug collided with a K-6 after
releasing another glider. I believe it happened
for this very reason.
On the matter of the engine failure on the
ground, we have recently changed oor procedures to allow theglide~ to go Whichever
way is practicable. A directionally \Instable
taildragger glider in a crosswind from the left
will be incapable of turning right on the
ground, and that fact musl be recognised. It is
impossible 'in these circumstances to lay down
ahard and fast rule, as so much depends on
exactly when the ,failure oocurs during the
take-off ,run. At low speeds, the tug pilot
should ideally just trundle 00 ahead, not using
the brakes, watching the mirror to see which
way the glider goes and keeping out of the
way as besl he can. At higher; speeds the
problem is not so acute, as the tug will nat'urally roll much lurther am'IWay, giving the glider
manoeuvring space. I;m just afraid tnatloo
rigid a rule will precipitate 41 collision Which the
'rule was originally designed to avoid.
'MIKE VALENTINE, National Coach,
Gliding Federation of Australia

THOSE BLANK WALLS
Dear Editor,
Why not a contest for the most interesting
illustration or decoration on the side of a
trailer. Judging by the illustrations in S&G
there is quite enough talent to produce some
amusing results.
BRENNIG JAMES, Marlow Common, Bucks

"NOBBLED" BY THE CAA
Dear Editor,
There' is a far more sinister explanation for
the BGA's often deafening silence on important gliding malters than the "pressure of
work" excuse recently advanced by Barry
Rolfe. The most likely reason our esteemed
officers behave like hypnotised rabbits when
confronted with the Need to Ma1<e a Decision
is that they have been "nobbled" by the CM.
Last year, as a consequeAce of my becoming involved in the Upper~yford fiasco, Lord
Trefgarne 'penned a steaming letter to my MP
bitterly accusi'ng the BGA of disseminating
infonlilation containing material Inaccuracies.
My credibility with my MP descended rapidly
40 zero, closely followed by the BGA's
credibility with me and their subsequent failure
to answer my request tor an exPlanation
simply adds to my curiosity as to who is
conning who and to what purpose.
'I can see how some sylleptic, scribbling
gnome mighl emerge briefly from the bowels
of 45 Kingsway, WC2 to prevent the gliding
movement giving crippled children their annual
treat by the outrageous ploy that the disabled
as a class are not capable of receiving tuition
and therefore cannot have flights in gliders.

What I cannot see is, after the megalomaniac
reality behind the facade has been exposed by
the inclusion of SCouts in the prohibition, we
are all expected to sit back and do nothing
about it.
By Royal decree: no one must be
allowed to enjoy themselves.
With HRH The-Princess Royal concurrently
presenting Institute of Advanced Motorists
membership certificates and the Department of
Transport organising Mobility Roadshows for
the Disabled, it is patently ,untrue Ihat disabled
people are debarred from gliding on the basis
of an inability to receive instruction.
The BGA's mute acquiescence in this latest
disgraceful affair clearly demonstrates the
urgent need for a militant Glider Pilots' Rights
Association whose initial brief is to make loud
anti-CM noises and threaten some
embarrassing public demonstrations. Convince
the authorities that the capability and the will
exists to bring Heathrow to a standstill half
way through a peak period and I guarantee
the gliding movement will have no more hassle
from the CM as from 9 o'clock the following
morning.
Before the land reverberates to shrieks of
horror from the apologists, there are several
precedents worth considering from which valuable lessons may be learned. When. the Home
Office last caught a bad case of "tegislatitis"
the Shooters Rights Association worked
wonders for its members, while the CB Radio
fraternity simply stuck two fingers in lhe air
and continued happily about their business.
The ramblers, the horse-riders and kindred
leisure sports have no worries about compulsory medicals, insurances, tests, Ilicences
and all the gallimaufry of official regulation they simply enjoy lheir chosen recreation to
the full and operate without 'harassment from
the authorities.
In a word, if the. BGA cannot be motivated to
';stiffen the sinews and summon up the blood"
in its dealings with the CM,it should be
ditched, Now!!
JOHN G. STaRRY, Boston, Lines
Ben Watson, BOA chairman, replies: I
enjoyed John Storry's invective which sent me
twice to the dictionary. However his idea of the
GPRA blocking IHeathrow is a bit
although a splendid daydream. WOlild it really
win support? If the BGA is to be regarded
as a responsible organisation capable of regu·
lating gliding safely it has to be seen to act
sensibly while still forcefully arguing its case.
On all the current issues we have had
numerous meetings and volumes of correspondence with the CM at all levels including
the highest. We now have a meeting planned
with the relevant Minister, Lord Brabazon on
February 22 to press our arguments. Please
read my Chairman's report for more details.
We can of course give trial lessons to anyone
including the disabled and SCouts. Many disabled are able to become pilots even if some
of them can never fly as Pis. However, we still
believe that straight forward joy rides should
also be permitted as they were for many years
without the gallimaufry of commercial glider
pilots licences etc.

on
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SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LTD
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REPAIRS AND C OF A INSPECTIONS UNDERTAKEN
ON ALL MAKES AND lYPES
ROLLADEN SCHNEIDER FACTORY TRAINED
STAFF AVAILABLE
SOLE SUPPLIERS OF GENUINE 'AEROLENE' FABRIC

LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR
Telephone HERRIARD (0256 83) 359
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The CM believes that members of the
general public expect CAA to regulate gliding
as though it was public transport if money is
to be paid for a joy ride (but not if it is free!).
We consider this is nonsense and that all
sporting, and recreational flying should ,have its
own ~cencing category separated, from public
transport and aerial work with their romplicated definition of hire and reward. We are
certainly not "mutely acquiescent hypnotised
rabbits". We light on! And please, don't always
believe Ministerial replies forwarded by your
MP (your paragraph on UHMAA). You should
have perserved; and not been put down by
officialdom. Several of the statements in that
standard reply were incorrect and misleading.

EVEN MORE ABOUT AIR CADETS
Dear Editor,
I feel I must comment on both the article "Poles
Apart" (August issue, p192) and the letters in the
February issue, 1)39. I have seen both sides as a
Flight Staff Cadet at 618 VGS and latterly as an
AEI at Surrey Hills GC.
The regimented system of the Air Cadets is
idealforthe training they are doing -and I believe
atight rein is essential when dealing with young
people near potentia'lIy lethal cables, Landrovers,
winches and gliders. The average BGA club
member is considerably older and therefore
requires less supervision. Also at this age pupils
realise there ,is more to gliding than just going
solo. And this is where there is the fundamental
Eliflerence between the two systems - the BGA
are training pilots to. soar and go cross-country
whereas the first solo is the end of training for the
majorily of Air Cadets.
I disagree with Mike Cuming's statement that
"the majority don't enjoy their training." When I
went solo I enjoyed it immensely as did everyone
8se I sPQke 10 during my seven years with the
ATC.
I remember seeing the qualification for BGA
aquao training volunteers - under 30, keen and
with your own Standard Class glider. Well I
Qualified 00 two out of three - guess which

ones!
Whatever is said about the Air Cadets and the
BGA (and they both have their faults), we are all
glider pilots and should co-operate more than we
do. At least the Air Cadets are doing something
for the young pilot. What are the BGA doing?
S. E. ABBOn, Keston, Kent

HELP WANTED TO MOTIVATE YOUNG
Dear Editor,
On the one hand we l1ave the Air Cadets
teling us they are "doing their bit": on the
aher hand we have "A Poor Pilot" (August

issue, p203) telling us not 10 subsidise gliding
for young people, and on a third hand we have
a Junior -Nationals coming up - partly funded
by the Sports Council grant which the B6A
has wOlKed so hard to hang OIl to. If we had a
fourth hand we couldl give up gliding and play
bridge instead, but we don'!. So what?
"A Poor Pilot" probably, like me', had to sell
his train set for his first years' gliding club subscription. I wonder what made him do it?
AprillMay 1988

Perhaps l1e was just tired 01 train sets, but
more likely /he was excited by the thought that
real nying was within his reach. :He was, of
course, quite right when he said that many
young people could manage to learn to fly - if
they set their minds to it - but he didn'l
identify the vital ingredient: motivation.
Thai motivation is sparked off by things like
the Junior Nationals, the Junior Squad
scheme, the Air Cadets' training and by some
of the club's own initiatives (notably Booker
and Lasham at present),. These motivating
schemes, are generally started' up by dint of
hearty voluntary effort, but their lasting .Impact
seems to depend more on the amount of subsequent pUblicity and follow-up action - and
such post-processing of even the best meant
schemes is, regrettably, conspicuously lacking.
On the plus side, I am happy to report that
lhe BGA have already taken up some of my
suggestions (most irtilmediately in the form of
an excellently written pamphlet "Gliding in
Btitain ~ a Guide for Young Pilots") and that I
have been invited to visit the Air Cadets'
Central Gliding School.
Additionally, the BGA have allowed me to
use their mailing facilities to send out a questionnaire to all clubs about the extent of their
efforts for young people and to establish what
fonow-up does take ,place, if any. I have also
invited each club to nominate a contact person
tG ,help to motivate the young. So who will give
me a hand?
MIKE CUMING, London

GLIDER RADIO INTERFERENCE
Dear Editor,
I must congratulate Colin Dews on his
excellent article in the December issue on
radio interference problems, p290. But there is
one point that I feel I must bring to readers'
attention - the suitability of tantalum capacitors
for supply filtering.
These very small devices are excellent for
use in signal circuits.They cannot, however,
withstand the current surges and voltage spikes
on a high current supply line. The "tant" is
likely to fail/short circuit under these conditions. This may blow the supply fuse, or
worse, the suppression components may burn
up_
Polyester or polycarbonate capacitors are a
better choice. These are bulkier than "tants"
but seldom give problems.
I hope this ,information may be of help.
IAN W. RUDGE, Dundee

Colin Dews re,plles: Mr Audge is quite correcl in his statement regarding tantalum capacitors in that When they do collapse they fail
giving a short circuit condition which will blow
the supply fuse_ My reason for suggesting the
use of tantalum capacitors in the interference
lillers was because of their extremely small
size enabling them to be fitted very close to
the source of the interference. There is undoubtedlya risk that with high voltage pulses
the tantalum capacitors cQUld collapse and
therefore they should nol be used in the filter
circuits. Polyester capadtors should be used

instead for the values of 1 microfarad and 0.1
microfarad (100v working). Apologies for this
error and many thanks to Mr Rudge for
promptly pointing it out.

COME OFF IT BILL!
Dear Editor,
I missed the last deadline with my reply to
Bill Scull's fatuous arguments against the older
pilot in the October issue, p228. My congratulations to those whose letters were on
time for the last issue, p40, on their concisely
presented facts which demolished Bill's statistical gobbledegook. But even in his reply 10
Dennis Neal Bill couldn't resist throwing in
some totally unrelated facts and figures. Surely
by now he realises that it's this that we are
trying to point out to him - an of us.
As to the overriding communication problem
and how to rectify the attitude of our representatives at the BGA that they are always right
by virtue of the fact that they say we are
wrong, might I suggest a "league of gentlemen
instructors" who could afford us some degree
of control over the players? Come off it Bill.
Dennis did tell you his needs and he is now
telling you what little good it did him. Perhaps
another forum is required?
They could also bring their attention to bear
upon the tinkering with an instructors' system
which has stood the test of time thanks to our
CFls whose power they seem intent on interfering with. If an overhaul is required, it might
be a good idea to start with their mandate. It
seems to me that there is now a body of
opinion which feels that sweeping changes
such as are contained within the 1988 coaching programme should in some way be
referred to the grassiest members.
PETER STURDGESS, Fishguard,
Pembrokeshire.

THROW AWAY THE RADIO!
Dear Platypus,
I have the answer to your radio problems.
(December issue, p292.) Throw the damn
thing out. Be honest, when was it ever anything but a distracting irritation, and unreliable
with it?
Why bother with some hissing, crackling
nuisance which occasionally comes out with a
burst of garbled rubbish, in which the only
readable bit alarms you, or you hear your crew
insisting on knowing where you are before
they go for lunch, just as you are struggling
desperately in zero sink over some unappetising field in the back of beyond. (Dunstable?)
By the time you think you've told them, you've
lost concentration, and are in the field. They've
only got half the message, manage to misunderstand that, and dash off 100 miles in the
wrong direction to the other Throgthorpe-onDene.
I repeat, throw the radio out, replace it with
one of those personal stereos and listen to
pleasant and appropriate music instead. Much
more restful.
Can you imagine a triumphal final glide to
the accompaniment of rousing brass band
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music? I would choose "Colonel Bogey". Or a
gloomy descent ,into some muddy field miles
from Mywhere, accompanied by the more
sombre parts of Brahms 1st?
Interesting? Think about it.
PAUl BIBBY, Bolton

SAFETY BELOW 500FT
Dear Editor,
Derek PiggoU's sage advice (S&G April
1987, p69) appears to have been interpreted
by some as a general instruction always to
achieve the chosen approach speed while the
(basic training) glider is still on the downwind
leg. While this is surely good practice at some
sites, we are of the opiniOfl that there are real
advantages to, be gained from delaying the
build-up, to the f\.lll approaCh speed until the
final tUrlil where training at flat sites is concerliled. Chief among, these are the benefits
accruing from the extra time in the air thus
made available. The extra potential energy can
also be useful.
As Oereksays, inexperienced pilots always
find a Shortage at time. This problem is
exacerbated by unnecessarily high speeds
with their associated higher sink rates which
reduce. the pilot's options, particularly when
circuits or landing areas are congested.
The glider must, of course, always be flown
at a speed safely above. the stall. The circuit
speeds used on a given day clearly depend on
the conditions. When wind and turbulence are
light, two or three knots above the normal
<:ruise speed should provide an adequate
safety margin on the downwind leg, assuming
that the glider Is property trimmed. Loss of the
usual attitude references from then on requires
that the specified airspeed be monitored by
frequent reference to the ASI (its susceptibility
to yaw error being fully understood), and we
emphasise the importance of speed control by
this means from an early stage.
We like to see a substantial base leg giving
time fot late adjustments to place the glider in
the right place ·for the final turn, believing this
to be an important habit for embryo crosscountry pilots t6 acquire. We advise students
to fly this leg at a speed intermediate between
the downwind and approach speeds, the latter
being reached (and the glider trimmed approp-
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riately) shortly before the final turn is initiated.
At sites where tight circuits and 180 0 turns
from the end of the downwind leg are
necessitated by the topography and clutching
hands, our more sedate circuit practice is
clearly inappropriate. To say this is, of course,
merely to agree that there should be good
reasons for advising a particular technique,
that the student should be helped to understand them and that what is taught at one site
may not be universally applicable.
ALAN DIBDIN, CFI, written on behalf of the
Cambridge University GC panel of instructors

TUG UPSET ACCIDENTS
Dear Editor,
John Gibson's article in the last issue, p10,
makes many good points but I think misses the
fundamental one.
The only thing common in all upset accidents
is that the poor tug pilot is pulling back on the
stick with all his strength. Thus surely the best
and simplest cure is to arrange a system that
cuts/releases the rope if the tug stick is pulled
against the back stop with a force of more than
say 1501b.
I thought there were only two pilots' rules for
aerotowing:
1. Aim the glider at the tug.
2. If you can't see the tug pull off.
I have taught various people to aerotow over
the last 15 years and 1 works so well that 2 has
never been needed.
TIM MACFADYEN, Stroud, Glos.

NO PILOT IS PERFECTI
Dear Editor,
John Gibson's article was interesting but did
not get to the root of the problem. It matters
not how a pilot achieves and maintains his
position behind the tug. The essential factor is
that the person in the glider must not allow the
glider to get high.
All of the pilots who take aerotows have
been assessed as safe to undertake the task
and have probably demonstrated their ability
to remain behind a tug in more or less the
right place. In major tug upsets it is clear that
the glider pilot has failed to maintain position
and has not reacted in time to avert disaster. It

is nearly impossible to recognise the potential
killer in advance although a lot of pilots will be
in the "suspect" category.
These are the "over-controllers" who perpetually waggle the stick and generate their
own turbulence. Sure, they stay in position -on
tow but what bad pilots they really are. There
is no doubt in my mind that there are as many
bad pilots as there are bad car drivers. You
will know a few of the latter but if they offer
you a lift do you refuse?
Until there is an auto-release we are stuck
with having glider pilots about who will cause
an accident. No pilot is perfect!
LEMMY TANNER, Aboyne
John Gibson replies: The article did not miss
the fundamental point about aiming the glider
at the tug - it waS a central issue. One letter
and one sentence in an article, both in Soaring, and Tim MacFadyen's letter are the only
references I know to the primary use of this
method. Derek Piggott's "Back to Basics"
(December 1985 issue, p271) mentions it very
favourably but as an optional extra Experienced aerotow instructors of my acquaintance do not know of it and none ever taught it
to me . Lemmy Tanner's stick thrashers might
become less bad pilots on tow if they were
taught it.
Yes, indeed, if only gliders were always
pointed at the tug there would be no upsets,
but I do not think it is enough. I seem to agree
with both critics!

AEROTOW UPSETS
Dear Editor,
I have read with considerable interest both
John Gibson's and Bill Scull's articles in the
last issue of S&G (p10 and 12) on the subject
of aerotow upsets.
Bill asks the question "Is John's article the
blinding flash of brilliance we have been looking for to solve the aerotow upset problem?"
He also listed a number of possible remedial
actions.
Of the ideas put forward, only the upward
releasing hook gets to the root of the problem.
The others minimise the risk, but won't prevent
it. If I were to make any sort of priority, the
reference point tecfmique would be almost at
the bottom ot the list.
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I am amazed that one :pal1icular item is mis-

sing from Bill's list. What, I ask, is wrong, with

the low tow position? Why has this not beerl
oonsidered? Other countries do it, why not IUS?
~ shOUld be quite apparent to anyone who
does aerotows that a glider lin the low tow
position is very unlikely to precipitate an
aerotow upset. The relative height change between tug and glider will have to be at least
double to bring it aboul as compared to the
high tow position, I honestly feel that the problem could be almost eliminated at one stroke
Wthis tow position is adopted.
I would be the first to admit that the low tow
position can Introduce other difficulties (see
my article in the June 1987 issue, p124), and
aI some sites it could be hazardous below 200
QI' 300ft. This would be a small price 10 pay as
compared with a tow pilot's life. It would nol
be essential to maintain the low tow position
lhroughout a launch,as clearly there is a
safety height from whioh a tow plane would
recover from an upset mode. I venture la suggest a height of lOOOfl agl, but this might no!
be quite enough 10 enstJre safety for all Iypes
plane.
Lel's be honest ,about this, Aerotow upsets
are caused by three tl1ings:
1) Lack of concentration (allowing oneself
briefly to look away from the lowing aircraft).
2) Lack of experience on Iype, or just lack of
experience.
3) Sudden entry into rough air (such as rotor

«tow

1Iow),
I regret to say thallhe "reference point
technique" does nothing to prevent the
consequences of 1) or 3).
MICHAEL P. GARROD, Wokingham, Berks

BI SCuDl, BGA director ()f operations,
replies: So far the attempts to design and
develop an upward releasing hook have not
been successful. Any mechanism must of
course remain serviceable under Iypical conditions and therefore has to be mechanical
rather Ihan electromechanical. (The Technical
Committee doubt now whether such a hook is
feasible.) The low low ,position has been considered and rejecled by Ihe BOA Instructors'
Committee as flot being a solution. The
lWidence from accidents and incidents in Australla i'ldicates that upsets still do occur from
low t<7N and the transition to low tow at 200roof! stHI means Ihat the tug pilot is exposed
to the risk in Ihe critical height band. Incidenlally,
tle margins are certainly not double those in
!he '11igh tow" position (as Mike terms it) when
canparing positions just above and jusl below
lhe slipstream.
The possibility of l:ISing a "reference poinl
tecIv1ique" is interesting and Is currently being
looked at by Ihe Insln,lclors~ Committee. Usiflg
this method to 'keep the glider pointing at the
lug ildicales Ihal the glider pilo! control inpul
corrects Ihe cause of an evenlual displacement before it occurs rather than correcting an
actual displacement. It is Ihe hurried correction
when th$ glider is perceived as bein,g loo low
which is one circumstance which causes the
"s1ingshol effecl" qescribed by John Gibson.
The risk can be minimised wilh better supervisial. Instructors and pilols have, perhaps,
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become a llittle complacenl witl1l increasing use
and familiarity with aerotowing.
In terms of risk management a tow mpe of
~8Oft (55m) is now being recommended. If
rope length squared is the function 01 time to
reach a critical displ;:lcement then clearly there
is a rope length which would allow enough
time for the tug pilot to react.

der from the Ministry of Defence a Tipsy, Tiger
and Miles Whitney Straight.
My favourite was the Miles but so far as I
know nobody else flew the Gull.
Sadly in abool1950 he and Mildred were
lost when the Whitney Straight hit a Swiss
mountain during a RAC rally. Fond memories
of a wonderful couple.
DENNIS DAWSON, Reading, Berks.

HIGH TOW/LOW TOW?

AMY'S FIRST FLIGHT

Dear Editor,
Recently I experienced two towrope failures,
both at the tug end and in the high tow posilion. (See letters in the June issue, p147, the
October issue, p257, and Ihe February issue,
p39.) In, each case the rope fell away well
clear of Ihe glider without incident. In Ihe low
tow position the rope would have passed very
much closer, and ... well, your guess is as
good, as mine!
Fortunately, towroPe failures are rare compared with cable breaks, bullhey dO occur for
one r,eason or another, mainly due to wear and
tear, failure of the weak links, or incorrect
attachment to the low hook.
Whatever advantages are claimed for the
low low position, it certainly is not Ihe best
place to be when a rope failure occurs!
DENNIS CAREY, CFI, Lakes GC

Dear Editor,
Amy firsl did three "ground hops" (her
words) in an open Dagnal (sic) on September
12, 1937, followed by two flights in a
nascelled Dagnal (sic) belonging to the London GC on the same day, gaining her A certificate and the first leg of a 8 certificate.
The following day she had a further flight on
the Downs in a Falcon 2 to complete her B
certificate. These A and B flights lasted for a
total of four minutes.
I have seen a pen and ink drawing of a
nascelled Dagling in a booklet contemporary
with her flights which would appear to confirm
that the upper photograph is of such a glider.
It seems likely it was taken before or after the
flight on September 12.
Amy ,only ~ad two bungy launches, bolh at
Dunstable in March 1938. The first was in her
own H-17 and the second in a similar glider
belonging to a Mr. Sanders. The lower
photograph could be of the H-17 and if so, it
would be a reasonable assumption that Amy
was helping to launch it before or after she
was launched by Ihe same means. This would
mean the photograph was laken on either
March 6 or 27, 1938.
DAPHNE POYNTER, trustee of the Amy Johnson
Memorial Trust
(John Sproule tells us that the glider in Ihe top
pholograph was a Wren and most likely the
Green Wren built by the Reid brothers.)

DANGER OF lOSING FIELDS,
Dear Editor,
There has been a 101 of correspondence
lalely on aerospace regulations and how our
precious airspace is conslantly being eroded
by Ihe powers U1al be, and I am sure Ihat
,every glider pilot is etemally grateful to Ihe
members of Ihe BGA who carry <>n the good
fight on behalf of our movement. However, I
sometimes Ihink Ihe gliding movement is in
danger of suffering from a form of myopia in
8S muchl as we lend 10 spend a lot. of time
gazing skywards.
Although airspace is very impodant it mighl
be more prudent ,10 look at what is happening
on the ground, especially in Ihe south. I am
'referring to urban development If it continues
apace wilhout any restrictions we are in grave
danger of losing our green and pleasant land
and the term "field landing" will disappear
from the gliding vocabulary because there
won't be any fields in which to land. And
should this day arrive then I am afraid that
gliding will be finished as a sport.
TONY PALMER, Reading, Berks

IDENTIFICATION
Dear Editor,
Was this Amy's firsl flight? (See Ihe pholographs in Ihe December issue, p305.) Well I
wouldn't know bul four founder members of
Ihe Leicestershire GC are certain Ihal the
gentleman leaning over Ihe cockpit is that
great enlhusiast, Jack Rice, chairman, CFI,
winch builder, Dixon Primary conslruclor (wilh
one or two others) and a lot more after Ihe
war. Jack flew a Gull. He also boughl by len-

Wow! That was some Thermal!! Cartoon by
Gerry Bennett
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Copy and photographs for the JuneJuly Issue of S&G should be sent to the
Editor, 281 Queen Edith's Way, Cambridge CB1 4NH, tel 0223 247725, to
arrive not later than April 5 and for the
August-September issue to arrive not
lat~r June 7.
GllLlAN SRyeE-SMITH
February 10

ANGUS (Arbroath)

At t/:1e December AGM retiring CFI, Les Joiner,
received an engraved glass memento and our
thanks for' 6 years' 0f service. Our best wishes
to '-es and his successor, Alex Black. Mike
-Davidson continues as chairman.
Congratulations to Andrew Miller on going
sob two weeks atter his 16th birthday, bad
weather preventing him from soloing, on the
actual day. Also to' new solO pilots including
Angie Gibb, Susan Burke and Bob Welch; Alan
Black on his full Cat rating; to Mark Davies
(SOkm}and OallidrPorteous on Gold height on his
first solo flight at Aboyne.
A Pirat from Sweden joins the club fleet.
Visitors are always welcome.
HP.McK.
AVRO (Woodford Airfield)

The annual awards and trophies presented at the
AGM on November 20 were: Cross-country
trophy, Steve Blundell; the Most Meritorious
Flight trophy, Ron Asplin; Jimmy Orrell trophy
(greatest gain of height), Malcolm Brocklehurst;
Dennis Davenport trophy (instructional effort),
Jeremy Niman and the Chairman's award and
the Sir Harry Broadhurst trophy, Nigel Jennings.
Congratulations to them all.
Chris Webster and Helen Lawless went solo in
December - well done.
A.G.C.
BANNERDOWN (RAF Hullavington)

Congratulations to Mark Minary, Martin Ryan,
Harry and "Cookie" on going solo. The Discus
went north in October, Bruce Hodges taking it to
Gold height at Dishforth and Jon Amold to Diamond height at Aboyne.
The K-21 has had a re-fit and the motor glider
given engine and airframe repairs.
Tom Eagles was appointed CFI at the AGM
wi~ich was followed by a greatly enjoyed dinner
with Dick Stratton, BGA chief technical officer, as
guesl speaker. Dick presented the following
trophies;Oaniels cup, Simon Hutchinson for
competition success in the Discus; GSA
George Lee tfOJ)hy (highest placed in Nationals
In his first year coming' 5th) Brian Logan; BTilton
trophy, Jon, Amold; Navigation cup, Martin Goodwin, for an extended 300km; Dawson trophy,
received by John J04ner on behalf of his team of
workers who keep us flying and Tony Johnson
won the BGG cup (continued flying progress)
and for success on the club ladder, the Mike
Parkin plate, donated by Jill in memory of her
husband.
D.C.F.
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Andrew Miller, Angus CG, photographed by
lain Wlght after going solo, with his instructor, Boyd McLaren, centre, and Alex Black,
new CR.
BASSETLAW (Gamston Airfield)

On February 1 we were within eight of our 2000lh
launch with our mini winch continuing to give
splendid launches - tM Swallow reaches' 400ft
when the wind is 45° off the runway.
There has been much flying progress despite
poor weather. Keitli Hebdon, ran Stoneham,
Derek Taylor and Scott Gozney have gone solo,
SCot! two days after his , 7th birthday. John
Launders, Alan Marshall and Michael de Torre
have re-soloed and Peter Clayton, our secretary,
and Adele Swannack have AEI ratings.
We have applied for a grantlloan from the
Sports Council, primarily to buy a second singleseater, and are negotiating with ou r landlord for a
grass strip beside the runway to improve our
operations.
We held a most enjoyable party before
Christmas - Eric and Margaret Marshalllaid on a
magnificent spread and we made over £150,
mostly from a Tombola.
Things are really looking up and we are confident about the future. Visitors by air and road are
very welcome (weekends only).
T.H.B.B.
BATH & WILTS (Keevil)

Our annual dinner-dance was a great success.
The Gordon MeaJing trophy for outstanding contributions to the club was awarded to Dave
Strange; the Keevil Ladder to Graham Calloway
and the Club Ladder to Phil Gasgoine.
Recent successes were Gold heights for
Malcolm Smith and Graham Calloway; 5hrs for
Terry Knight, Tony McBride and Mlck Gilder;
Bronze Cs for Tony McBride, Dave Pengelly and
Ron Sexty with Dave Hooper, Charlie Cornelius,
Dennis Clack and Antti Joppi going solo.
Our successful six weekend mini courses
brought almost a 50% increase in membership in
1987 and we are running several more starting
in March.
A recently acquired Bocian gives us four club
two-seaters and the new winch means we have
three independent launching systems.
We have four soaring weeks and an expedition
to the Long Mynd.
We celebrate our 25th anniversary on July 9

with a party to which all past and present members are invited.

M.G.
BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)

Many weekends have been washed out by fog
and rain but the first weekend in February
brought good soaring weather for so ear1y in the
year with one pilot airborne for over 2hrs.
We say goodbye to "Mossie" Williams, posted
to Leeming, and "Nipper" Stonebanks, who has
moved to Australia. Our ,thanks to them for all
their work and we welcome John Armstrong.

C.&.G.
BOOKER (Wycombe Air Park)

Our new insurance scheme is working so well
that most private owners are saving more on their
premiums than the cost of their annual
membership.
Enough bits have been acquired to add up to a
fifth Pegasus and a sixth K-13 is expected
shortly.
M.F.e.
BORDERS (Galewood)

Members from North Weald again visited us over
the Christmas/New Year period and enjoyed
plenty of soaring. Our all year soaring is becoming more widely known encouraging several new
members from less fortunate clubs.
The Super Cub C of A was delayed with a wait
for spare parts, but the T-53 is at last flying
again.
AJ.B.
BRISTOL & GLOUCESTER (Nympsfield)

Our tug pilots are enthusiastic about our new
Pawnee which should be safer for the heavier
gliders in crosswinds. A four bladed propeller is
deemed essential to keep the neighbours happy.
Our K-7 has been converted to a K-' 0 giving us
three K-' 3 style gliders.
We had our usual winter expeditions to Sutton Bank, Talgarth and Aboyne, sadly in indifferent weather, while back home there have been
some good wave flights with Ray Lemin
getting 12000ft.
Sadly Pat and Claude, our manager and
manageress, are leaving to start a hotel business
in Cornwall after two years of exemplary service
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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man, Stuart Cooper, who has emigrated to New
Zealand. he will be greatly missed not only for his
friendly personality but his engineering skills. We
wish him and Pim happy soaring and lots of
Diamonds! Dave Asquith is our new chairman.
D.L.S.
CRANWELL (RAFGSA)

Congratulations to Matt Hocking on his assistant
Cat rating.
Our thanks to Helen and Norman Quirke for
their hard work and we wish them and Maria and
Kevin good wishes on their posting to
Germany.
Our clubroom is now finished and looks very
smart. Visitors are welcome. We have expeditions
to the Long Mynd and Talgarth.
S.J.H.
CRUSADERS (Cyprus)

Bassetlaw GC's winch was bUilt on an exnayal 1'12 ton dockyard· truck for less than
£2000. The twin drums are powered by a 3.5
VS Rover engine and :in ten months ,il has
gIY8It nearly 2000 launches at 1'2/14
launches/gallon. Photo: Barrle Cooling.
lorwhich we are most grateful. Our thanks and
best wishes to them.
Our membership continues to grow and we
have a strong. contingent from Bristol University
who hope to bring a K-6 on site this year. Extra
facilities to cater for this increase including a
significant clubhouse extension to provide extra
training, briefing, catering and accommodation.
We look forward to hosting the Standard Class
Nationals .and visitors are always welcome.

M.W.
BUCKMINSTER (Saltby Airfield)
Despite poor weather, seven members have
gone solo and Roger Keay, Phil Walsh and Dave
Housleyhave Bronze Cs. Congratulations also to
Noel Buller (Silver Cl and to Doug Upson and Phil
Walsh for Silver distances in excess of 10Okm.
We have fIVe members with new AEI ratings.
A K-8 has joined the club fleet, we hope to
replace !he Skylark with a higher performance
machine and the privately owned fleet now has
en Astir and Mosquito.
Many members have made winter expeditions
tl wave sites. The firework night party was a fittilg farewell to Guy Campion who has left for

Blackpool.
We are ~n seven days a week during the
season with courses from April to October.
Visitors are welcome.

R.c.
CAMBRIDGE UNlVERSI1Y (Dwcford Airfield)

Congratulations to Michael Paton, David Levien
and Mario Pontiero on going solo and to lain
Baker on 'his Silver height at Dishforth in the club
Astir to complete his Silver C.
ApriIlMay 1988

There are still places on our three and five day
courses. For further information contact Gillian
Foreman, tel. 0223 67589.

LAW.
CHANNEL (Waldershare Park, Nr Dover)

We are re-covering our Motor Falke and buying it
a new engine for this season. We nave added a
Blanik 10 our fleet.
Ron Armitage is our course instructor.

S.B.
CLEVELANDS (RAF Dishforth'
The wet, windy winter produced some good
wave with several visitors claiming Oiamond
heights - congratulations to E~nst Specht on his
Diamond and to Graham Pitchfork and Arthur
Chadwick on their Gold climbs. Arthur jus!
missed his Diamond but did his 5hrs. Congratulations also to our German member, Biam
Anderson, who soloed when just 16.
Christmas!New Year brought many friends
with over 50 flights on Christmas Day, some to
11 oooft, before sitting down to Mandy's
excellent dinner.
The mild winter has given us the unusual sight
of hangar bats hunting in broad daylight in
January.
JP.
COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworlh)

During winter wave expeditions to Dishforth
Jerry Landerick and Emst Specht climbed to
over 20000fl for Diamond heights. Pat Piggot
came close and Gary Wills just missed Gold.
Our holiday courses start in April and in addition we are trying advanced courses on thermalling techniques and cross-country flying. Our
Regionals is from May 28-June 5 and our club
task week from July 23-31. Visiting pilots are
welcome.
In January we had a farewell party for our chair-

Our thanks to Nipper for flying out from Ihe UK the Falke couldn'l have had a C of A without his
help. John and Pete are ,renovating the bar.
Bruce Bensted iis the new engineering member. lhe Christmas "do·" went well and congratulations to the traphy Winners, particularly
Myra and Atidrea. With luck the pigeons will soon
be permanently evicted from the hangar.
Would be visitors can get more information
about the club from Peter Ralph, c/o Officers'
Mess, Ayios Nikolaus, BFPO 58.
T.J.D.
DARTMOOR (Brentor)
Our very popular CFI, Peter Williams, was injured
in a serious car crash. Our thanks to Ivor Phillips,
who did so much in founding the club. for being
0\,1 r temporary CFI.
During the awful winter weather a gallant band
unloaded the new hangar.
Three courses are ,planned, our usual charity
activities, a 70th birt/;lday party for our oldest solo
pilo!, Dick Toop (and we all hope to be as fit,
enthusiastic and skilled when we reach his age),
Bill Evans' fun, week and the longest weekend
when members are going to bivouac on the field
to ensure an ear1y start and high launch rate.
F.J.M.
DEESIDE (Aboyne)
The second half of December produced mild
westerlies with abundant wave, after all the
visitors had departed of course!

PIGGOTT
-=..---

~-

Windcones made in Ministry of Defence
Hypalon~. also in nylon and cambric.
Landing Marker Sets in bright orange.
Flags
and
National.
Advertising
Banners.
Canvas Covers for all requirements.
Flagstaffs supplied and erectedin Steel.
Aluminium. Fibreglass and Timber suitable for Windcones.
Towing Cable Drogues.
PIGGOTT BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Stanford Rivers. Nr. On90r. Essex CM5 9PJ
Tel 0277 363262

Telex 995457 (Piggol)
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BRIAN WEARE

PESCHGES -

GLIDER WORKS
DUNKESWEll AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON
Tels: Luppitt 338 (9-6 pm)
HonIton 41,041 (after 6 pm)

THE BEST ELECTRONIC
VARIOMETER AND
N'AV COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD, GLASS-FIBRE, OR METAL.
ALSO AESPRAYS GLIDERS AND
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
C of A OVERHAULS
B.G.A., C.A.A., P.F.A. APPROVALS

..

GRANGE

VISITING

• UNBEATABLE VP4
SERIES FROM £740+VAT
• AMAZING VP3 & VP5
FOR DEDICATED
X-COUNTRY FLIERS
• EXCEPTIONAL WARRANTY

;.
THE

OODIJIDBJ)

PORTMOAK?

The GRANGE welcomes glider pilots and
their families.
Friendly comfortable accommodation.
Evening meals on request in 19th century
dining room.
Ony Y2 mile from airstrip
B&S from only £8.50
Phone now for brochure and rales.

• CHOICE OF TOP PILOTS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Neogene

CANOPIES

*

TED LYS

BOB SZULC

54 TOR BRYAN

46 GREAVES AVE
WALSALL
Tel: (0922) 30810

INGATESTONE
ESSEX CM4 9HN
Tel: (0277)352418

EVENINGS

MOST
SHAPES
AND SIZES
IN STOCK

*

C OF A OVERHAULS

Tel Worcester
(0905) 821334

C666 Scheme "Z" Type
Enamels For Unsupported
Fabrics

C/E DTD 751

C668 Low Tautening Dope To

*

SchoolHouse
Norton, Nr Worcester

C665 Aluminium Surfacer To
C/E DTD 753

FULL TIME SENIOR INSPECTOR

9ANSONWAY
BICESlER, OXON
rei: Bicester 0869 245422

BOB REECE, Rematic

C664 High Tautening Dope To
C/E DTD 753

C667 Scheme "Z" Type
Thinners

JOHN SMOKER

*

Your specialist paint
manufacturer

TO ALL TYPES OF SAILPLANES

GOOD OPTICS

FiniNG IF
REQUIRED
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plus
FLETTNER - THE BEST
ROTARY VENTILATOR
FOR YOUR TRAILER

Paints

RESTORATIONS
and repairs to wooden gliders
of all ages a speciality

C965 Fabric Adhesive
C966 Fabric Adhesive Thinner
C762 Transparent N/C Non
Tautening Dope
The above have been selected
from our range of Aircraft
Finishes.

Colour Matching Service

SKIDS

Large or small quantities
supplied

Laminated ash skids
for most of the
popular gliders supplied
from stock.
Others made to order

Consult our Technical Advisory
Service:

FABRIC
Ceconite Fabric any
Quantity supplied

Printa Inks and Paints Limited,
Neogene Works, 65 Alfred Road,
London W2 5HQ.
Telephone 01 2892271
Neogene Paints (Scotland) Limited.
45 Lanark Road, Edinburgh EH14 1TL
Telephone 031 443 8793
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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News of the lorthcoming 100km UK Crosscountry Diploma arrived at about the >tinne of our
annual feast. After dinner talk resolved that
following a mediocre 1987, 1988 would be ,the
year with Deeside making the first 1'OOknn
triangle claims by flying on New Year's day. End
of year celebrations were therefore muted.
Alistair Forres! (ASW-19) started with Ihe first
I OOkm triangle. The second launch alSd resulted
in success with rather better TP photos! (See also
Gliding Certificates.)
There have been more soaring days than usual
in January with the airiield mostly free of snow,
but not mud. The university course duringcthefirst
week was nolable for wave on most days, a first
solo and some Bronze legs.
A cattle grid' now guards the airiield ent,rance
and we no longer have the chore of opening
the gate.
.

ENSTONE EAGLES (Ens/one Airfield)
After the successluli 1987 Regionals we have
had more provisional bookings than ever before
with deposits paid O!'l a third the 1988 places.
Ken Sparkes hopes the regulars :still to enter will
do so quickly to ensure their Iplace.
Congratulations to Chris Jesty orn going solo
soon after the introductory course. Tony Cox and
lan Cook have AEI ratings and Keith Freshwater
Silver distance.
Lengthening the car launch cables has
enabled 1900ft launches on windy, winter days.
l1here are two new syndicates. The Dart, has new
owners and an Oly has joined us. We have an
increasing membership and the annual dinner
was again a greet success.

of

R.JP.B.
ESSEX (North Weald)
We had some excellent gliding during> two weeks
a\ Borders GC in October. Ken Pearson completed his Silver C with a height (he did his 5hrs at
the L~g Mynd and distance from Nympsfield);
Guy Singer and Jack Doodes flew Silver heights
and 5hrs giving Jack !;Jis badge; Alan Mason
gained Silver height and John Cendon went solo
from scratch in a week.
It was so successful we went back at the end of
the year with excellent wave flights to 15000 and
16000ft. Our thanks to the Border members for
their welcome and to Phil Marks and Angie
Wilson for organising the visit.
We had a very enjoyable Christmas dinner and
our thanks to Paul Butcher, the organiser and
cook.

L.E.N.T.
DEVON & SOMERSET (North Hill)
The AGM in December was well attended and
reports from the chairman and treasurer showed
abig improvement ill our finances with the result
we hope to buy another K-13, giving us three
two-seaters to greatly hel~ cross-country
training.
The president/treasurer, Eric Shore, chairman,
Dave Minson, vice-chairman, Les :Hill, and the
secretary, Joe Watt, were re-e'leeted with Ken
Jenkins, Barry Salter, Eddie Bromwell, Dave
Brumitt, Simon Minson and Ron Snnith on tAe
committee. The AGM was followed by a buffet
and disco.
Despite the wet weather, January gave us
some good soaring days.

J.F.

OAR.
EAST SUSSEX (Ringmer)
Repairs to the club fleet after the hurricane have
been completed, the winch and hangar are
receiving attention and the hangar now boasts a
concrete floor.
The wet January severely limited flying. We
have been taking part in efforts to limit airSpaCe
changes in Kent and Sussex to enable crosscountry flying to continue.
Apart from the storm, we had solid progress in
1987 and are determined to continue to
improve facilities.
.

F.H.

Cotswold Gliders
(Prop. T. Cos)

Majoc' or minor repairs in glass, melal and wood,
resprays and C of A Inspections - all al
economical pricesl
Kestrelllibelle aileron drive rebuilds, also rudder
drive, NOT testing,
Trailers manufacturered or repaired.

filii machining facilities for oversized wing pins,
axles, conlrol rods, etc,

Write or phone
TONY COX (Senior Inspector)
,. Stanton Harcourt Road, Witney,
Oxon oxe 6LD. 0993 674892

ApriI/May 1988

became much larger when the wing caught fire in
the workshop!
Our thanks to the Midland GC for the excellent
hospitality and bungy launches over the New
Year.
M.J.

INKPEN (Thruxlon Airfield)
At our successful Christmas dinner trophies were
presented as follows: 300km trophy, Bill Murray
(fastest 300km triangle); Marjorie Tait, Swallow
trophy, Mel Ireland (epic duration flight in the
Bergfalke) and the prestigious "soddit" awards
to Steve Lambourne and Barry Lovett for near
misses on Gold distance and Silver duration respectively. Congratulations also to Terry Baulk on
gaining his assistant instructor rating.

J.B.L.
KENT (Challock)

Les Connolly. who joined the club In April,
photographed before his first flight In his
syndicate Vega.

Obituary - Bill Corben
I

We are very sad to report the death of Bill Corbett

on January 26 after a short illness. So marclyof us
are left with very happy memories of a dependable, ever cheeriul friend and inexhaustible
raconteu r. It was a momentous day in 1968 when
he took his wife Sheila and son Guy to Bickmarsh
00 their firstgliding:holiday course. They returned
to join the Essex CC and oor lives are the richer
for sharing so much of the lest 20yrs with Bill.
He> will be remembered with gratitude for the
encouragement he gave to us all in OIJr flying, lor
his rare patience with the many pupils he taught
duriflg 15yrs 01 instructing, for t1is help with
numerous retrieves and so many de-rigs, usually
in the rain, and for the way he made it all such fun.
We offer our deep synnpathy to Shelia, Guy and
other members of his family

Mike Jefferyes
IMPERIAL COLLEGE (Lasham Airfield)
Mike Carling is the new captain and Phil Moore
tlas an AEI rating, ,bearing the brunt of1he full programme of weekend courses. We had our usual
:busy autumn with keef'l potential members havlng273 trial instruction flights.
Expeditions have 'taken us all Qver the place.
We provided the scoring system for the InterU'niversity task week. Peler Healey gained Gold
height at Gap, France" but the ASW-1>9 had minor
damage when outlanded il\l a "recommended"
lield whi€h turned oul to be full of boulders. While
being repaired back home, the small hole

The October hurricane wrought considerable
damage to the clubhouse and surrounding area.
Many of the caravans were rotated and several
trailers damaged, lhree removed with their concrete fixing pulle~ from !he ground. The
clubhouse has been repaired.
Ground equipment is being prepared for our
courses> which start in April. "Kiwi" Graham is
building a new two drum winch, which is much
lighter than oor other Iwo, and should enable us
to use our 12 mile ridge throughout the year in
SW winds and suitable weather.
The Big Band eveningl In the hangar in the
autumn was a resounding success and will be
repeated again this year.

A.R.V.
KESTREL (Odiham)
Our expedition to Dishforth gave everyone the
chance to fly in wave, although not to badge
heights. Our thanks to Dishlorth for an
enjoyable time.
Congratulations to Trevor Brown on going' solo
in January and our thanks 10 Ran Mitchell for running the bar.

J.N
LAKES (Walney Airfield, Barrow-in-Furness)
The main topic of conversation is the new club
ladder rules designed to prevenl the Nimbus winning at all costs.
Peter Craven's award was for the most
99

GRP TRAILERS
Sandwich foam lay-up in mould to provide
excellent insulation and strength, a lasting
investment at sensible price.
For full details contact:

John Sally
Lower Penylan, Glasbury-on-Wye, Hereford HR3 5NT.
(Tel: 04974 583)

OXYGEN EQUIPMENT

The Air Apparatus & Valve A.I.R. 24 series oxygen equipment for gliders,
comprising a control ,head and 680 ,litre oxygen cylinder, is now available for self
installation. With all the ,in-flight oxygen con,trols situated in the one position, this control
head has been developed from the Company's highly successful Domiciliary oxygen unit to
Drug Tariff Specification 0 I B.
The 680 litre cylinder is of British manufacture in aluminium to H.O.A.L. 4
specification and is supplied valved and charged to 2000 p.s.i.
The company also supplies oxygen equipment based on 230- and 680-litre
cylinders, and face masks complete with valves and economiser bags.
In the unlikely event of servicing be'ing required, the company operates a 24-hour
tum-'round postal system.

NOW AVAILABLE - SLlMLlNE 630 CYLINDERS

AIR APPARATUS & VALVE l TO 'fA0g"tl::Jv~1t.f
Unit 1, Blackwater Way, Aldershot, Hants. GU12 4DL
Tel: Aldershot (0252) 334581

Sunglasses

Sunglasses

Sunglasses

Sunglasses

Sunglasses

Sunglasses

Sunglasses

Ours Don't Look peculiar!
but still eliminate UV and reduce blue light

IICLOU DMASTERS"
Only £19.50 inc. VAT (£19.95 inc. VAT by post)
Cloudmasters enhance clouds, cut haze, reduce glare

RD Aviation Ltd

0865
841441

Unit 23, Bankside, Kidlington, Oxon. OX5 1JE

a complete range of airband radio equipment
TB780 hand-held transceiver (£418.88 Inc VAT, carriage £8.00) CAAAPPROVED, 118 to 136.976
MHz (receive and transmit). 108 to 117.976 MHz (NAVBAND receive only). no need for cryst.a.ls.
retalns three frequencies In memory, suppl1ed complete with mcad battery. mainS charger, hel1cal
whip aerial.

J

Ring for details of the new R838 VHFIUHF receiver.
RS378 two channel plus tunable from 118 to 136 MHz (£69.Slinc VAT. carrIage £2.00) and
)\8&8 Six channel sca.nn1ng (£lBS.S6inc VAT, carriage £2.00) pocket port.a.bles, cryst.a.l
controlled, operate on Internal dry cell or nlcad battery, cryst.a.ls not Included, £4.60 each.
.Al\8008 (receiver £487.30 Inc VAT, carriage £8.00), frequency range 26 to 660 MHz and 800
to 1300 MHz, narrow band FM, wide band FM andAM (suppl1ed with s1mple telescopic aerial and
mains power supply).

~~:;;f;~;~;;~~ICS LIMITED

I
=Iii

••••

Chesterfield Road, MatloCk, Derbyshire DE4 5LE
-", -"--C""". "
Telephone 0629 580800 (4 lines) Telex 377482 LOWLEC G
........
_
Shops In Gla.sgow 041 945 2626, Darllngwn 0325 486121. Cambridge 0223 311230, Cardiff 0222 464154, London 01 429 3256,
Bournemouth 0202 577760.

Sole importer and distributor for AOR and SIGNAL equipment
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seven days a week and able to have winch and
aerotow courses.
We have a task week at Easter, a soaring week
starting on May 2 and another from May 28 ending with a barbecue and disco 00 June 4.
We have finished the shr\Jb planting and
landscaping of the caravan site but th.e general
tidying up programme and workshop building
continues.

G.Z.A.
OXFORD (Weston-on-the-Greenj

Charles Wingfield of the Midland GC towing
4lUt hiS turbO Ventus with his 1911 Argyll car
bought new by his father and recently
restored tocQncours condition.
outstanding flight anywhere and not the worst as
stated in the last issue, p43.

M.S.
LONDON (Dunstable)
h's been a dull winter, enlivened by occasional
soaring and the return ()f MacDonald & Gray as
caterers. We have trips to Talgarth in April and
Gap, France, in June,
There are still spaces left in the Dunstable
Regionals to be directed by TrevQlf Stuart.
Welcome to our new members and congratulations to recent solo pilots.

J.AK.M.

Our flying weeks are from May 3D-June 3 and
August 22-26 with a warm welcome assured for
visiting pilots.
R.MT.
NORFOLK (Tibenham)
Although we lost two aircraft, a two-seater which
lifted its piCkets out of the ground and Terry
Duke's microlight destroyed when the roof blew
of its hangar, almost everything else survived the
October hurri€ane.
The clubhouse !ilas had an extensive face lift
with new exterior panelling, thanks to John Gammage, and the stove the late Ran Brown made is
doing a grand job.
At our successful dinner-dance Dave Stabler
was presented with the prize for doing most for
the club during the year.
M.J.R.L.

MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
Roger Andrews flew a200km cross-country in
the Tu rboVentus 00 January 31, usifilg the engine
for only 40min iin a 4hr flight.
The club fleet is being updated with our Astir
for sale. We'have some 'ne...,;glass syndicates, the
latest arrival ooiog an ASW-20F.
The central heating, has been further extended
and the club refurnished ready for the 41 course
weeks in 1988.
have an expedition to Aboyne in early
March, the task week is from May 28 to June 5
(visiting Silver C pilots are welcome) and two
advanced courses at Sisteron, France, in June.

we

J.H.
NEWAFlK & NOTTS (Winthorpe)
We are sorry Mike Ward is taking a break from
g1i<i1g. With his dOg Oly he will be missed.
(lIJr'thanks to ,those who refurbished the K-8.
The Christmas dinner, ably prepared by our
chairman, Stan Denner, was most enjoyable.
Christmas week flying was so well supported it
may be considered this year.
Congratulations to Mike Bell, John Maddison
and Slan Wright (going solo); to Chris Marriott
(Bronze C); Mike Davies (PPL) and Neil Cross
(AEI rating).
April/May 1988

NORTH DEVON (Eaglescolt Airfield)

We have our spring fly-in on May 21; the longest
day on June 18; longest wing European fly-in on
June 19 and summer fly-in on August 20. For
further details tel 07693 404.
S.C.

After a poor attendance at the AGM we appeal to
members, to make more effOf'1to tUrl1 out, if only to
grouse. The club will not improve without the support and participation of you all. OUr thanks to
Carole Parsons-Broad who" as usual, produced a
mar;vellous spread for the party afterwards.
Our new workshop and clubhoose are rapidly'
progressing, thanks 10 Ihe fine efforts of members. We should complete the move into the
clubhouse by April andlthe workshop will benefit
work on the, duo f1eel Cs of A.
A healthy influx of new members last year is
allributable to the successful ~rial lesson
evenings which also helped us achieve a record
number of launches.
Congratulations to' Colin Shepheard on
becoming an assistant Cat and to Arthur Rogerson, Chris Reynolds and John Howard on gaining their Bronze Os.
C.S.o.
PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING
(Crowland Airfield)

The clubhouse· is being' refitted with new toilets,
shower room and kitchen. A third Bocian has
joined the club fleet and although in need of
repair we hope 10 have it flying soon.
The annual syndicale shuffle resulted in
several gliders having new owners with the CFI
buying a share in the T-21.
We are sad to' say goodbye to Peter Wilson
who is moving to ~is native whippet country.
Congratulations to Roger Gretton and our
American member Bill Johnston on going solo.
We hope to rejoin the Inter-Club League and
with this in mind John Marshall, an instructor, is
ably running dedicated cross-country lectures.

MJ.

NORTHUMBRIA (Currock Hill)

PORTSMOUTH NAVAL (Lee-an-Solent)

Jack Little, our recently retired chairman, is
spending ·three months in Australia and New
Zealand with plans to go gliding.
We are repairing and refurbishing the K-?
damaged in a heavy landing to give us a fleet of
three two-seaters and two single-seaters.
We are running five day and five evening courses with trial instruction lessons on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings, club flying on Wednesdays
until dusk and on Friday evenings as well as the
weekends. Visitors are welcome - bunkhouse
and cooking faciities are available on site and
launching is by aerotow or winch at competitive rates.

Good luck to John Williams who is retiring from
the Navy and as chairman but remains an active
member. It's farewell to Fred Stephenson who
has spent many hours repairing and maintaining
our gliders and hello to our new chairman
David Murray.
'
The new bus winch is performing well during
trials, thanks mainly to the untiring efforts of Ken
Stephenson, David Wadham and a small band of
helpers. They are now going to convert a Beaver
truck into a winch.
Thanks to a lot of help from the Sailors' Fund,
we have a second tug to bring us back to four.
H.C.

RD.
RAE (Farnborough)
OUSE & HAMBLETONS (Rufforth Airfield)

We are delighted to welcome Tony Simms as CFI
and airfield manager. We are a fully operational

We operate a "prepayment" scheme with most
members paying a set fee covering all flying and
membership for the year. This means than even
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GLIDING HOLIDAYS
IN THE
- - - - - - SCOTTISH HIGHLANDS
Our gliding ,"cnln: OPCnt(C~ from Conncl Airlicld ncar
Oban. launching gliders from l400m runways (se!.:
Poolcys) ,inlo breathlaking mOllntain soaring i,:ondilions.
Wc arc dcdit.:atcd 10 makin$gliding in this· superb area

trouble free for Ihe c,lC.pcn-cnccd visiling. pilot or the
prcasolo pupil. Instruction is availnblt:: at all 'levels.
I or 5 day courses. Mnrch to October. Price$ from f2 for
monlhly membership. £240 [or a peak period 'ccommodation inclusive course puckagc.

For information and free brochures,

COnlat'1

JuNe:

ARGYLL & WESI' HIGHLAND GLIDING CENTRE
Wood march
Kinncsswood
Killross

kl:

05928~

or

PO Box 8
Ob.n
Argyll

288

•

LAUNCHING CABLES
We are specialists in wire and fibre
ropeslcables. Let us try and reduce
your running costs by quoting for
your requirements.
Special reductions on launch cable
prices when you order launch
cable parachutes and/or splicing
ferrules.

Write now and ask for details.

PERRY CLAMPS LIMITED
90 Church Street. Birkenhead
Merseyside L41 5EQ

Tel. 051-647-5751

COVENTRY

Tel•• 627826

Contact Anthony Sedgwick

GLIDING

CLUB
• Residential courses
held weekly
• 5 day and 2 day

-

on dull winter days we glide regularly and
enthusiastically.
Congratulations to Raphael Fisher on going
solo and to Arthur Pickles on his Gold C.
TokeepcQStsdown we hOpe to complete Cs of
A on all five club gliders - our thanks 10 Ihose
involvt::d for their hard work.
There is the possibility of a tug for regular
aerotows.
M.T.D.
SCOTTISH GLlDINe. UNION (Portmoak)
A dull and uninteresting period, with much wind,
!rain and low cloud since Christmas, but we have
pl8r.1s! We hope 10 host a BGA cross-country
course In MaylJune and our competition committee, led by John Galloway, is planning monthly
task weekends through the season. Hamish will
again be looking after the sl:Jmmer courses and
visitors. In order not to overload our launch
facilities, we are restricting visiting aircraft to 20 in
anyone week, so clubs planning an autumn
expedition should book early.
Congratulations to Neil MacAulay on going
solo and to Peter Glennie on his Bronze C.

MJ.R.
SHALBOURNE (Rivar Hill)

• Good field
_

• Beginners
Welcome

• AEI courses held on demand
• Good launch facilities
• Aerotow winch
• Good Food
• Excellent Bar - Real Ales
• New for the 1988 season. Advanced courses for Bronze & Silver
badges. Cross Country Flights
Coventry Gliding Club
Husbands Bosworth Airfield
Lutterworth. Leics. LE17 6JJ
Tel: 10858) 880521 . (0858) 880429

Holiday course members and visitors
welcome at our scenic club.
Courses from £115 to £160 with accommodation (flying extra). For details write to
Bristol and Glos Gliding Club, Nympsfield,
Stonehouse, Glos GL10 3TX, or phone
0453-860060.
Open all week April-OCtober

Please send all contributions
to the editorial office,
281 Queen Edith's Way,
Cambridge CB1 4NH.

When we have had flying weather the airfield has
been waterlogged but there has been good progress on Cs of A and work on the clubhouse,
workshop and hangar extension.
Visiting pilots are welcome to join us for the
task week from May 28-June 5,

S.CD.
SOUTHDOWN (Parham Airfield)

Winter flying has been poor with only one decent
northerly ridge run. It has been the wettest
January in this part of Sussex for 100 years.
With more C of A work being done on the site
we are going to extend the hangar this year.
Membership Is up and there is a waiting list of
three months.
P.C.F.
SOUTH WALES (Usk)
Our thanks to Ken Counsell for his six years as
CH Colin Broom takes over in April.
The task week is from July 23-29 and as well
as course weeks, we will be open to pilots of all

Kenl GLIDinG CLUB
Challock, Ashford, Kent TN25 4DR

Come SOAR With Us!
Experience the delights of 'Super-Silent' flight this Summer with the KENT GLIDING CLUB.
Ideally located on the beautiful North Downs. the KENT GLIDING CLUB provides LOW-eOST holiday
courses of intensive flying training to both the beginner and the more advanced pilot.
The KENT GLIDING CLUB also offers its full facilities to members of other BGA clubs for a reciprocal
membership fee of only £1.00 a day!
For free details. phone CHALLOCK (023374) 274.

£185-£225

4 or 5 day holiday courses

March-October. (ALL INCLUSIVE OF PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. ACCOMMODATION, MEALS AND
VAT.)
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standards from July 1'8-22 and August 8-12.
The wet weather has curtailed flying but the
K·B has been ,recovered and Saturday night
lectures, from February 10 April, start with a talk
on wave at I:Jsk.
Congratulations to Mike Rossiter on using a
dry day to gain Sll'ver height.
LR.B. & J.M.B.
STAFFORDSHIRE (Morridge)

We recently celebrated our 25th anniversary with
a buffet supper - our thanks 10 the organisers,
Pauline and Roy Goodwin.
There has been lil1le winter 'flying, though Dick
Bowyer completed his Silver C and on January
31 Eddie Willis had the first soaring flight of the
year in the K-18.
There has been a lot of fel1ling and our thanks
to the devoted band of engineers who have given
so much time preparing for the season.

M.J.P.
STRATFORD ON AVON (Snitterfield)

We are thoroughly enjoying the new site and
reansing the possibilities of superb soaring and
indications of wave 10 be explored. A new T-Iine
hangar designed by Slan MacDonald and fabricated in steel has been erected for club twoseater$ with plans for the main hangar project to
be ratified this week ready for the sum mer. Waler
IIld the telephone are shortly ,to be connected.
Summer courses will be run July/August and
IIle trial instruction evening ,programme Is under
way. Graham Aniss has, soloedand I'an Lang
cawerted 10 Ihe K-8. An ex RAF 1-21 has been
syndicated with ten enthusiasts and Srian Marsh
has his ASW'20 ready to go.

Haw.

STRUBBY (Strubby Airfield)

Mike Fairbaim, our new MT officer, has given
our winch a new lease of life and is converting our
recently acquired single-drum winch to a twin
drum.

e.C.
ULSTER (Bel/arena)

We close for two weeks from mid February for Cs
of A. and open Ihe season proper with our nine
day Easter task week beginning on April 2 to
which GB visitors are welcome, WIth or without
wings. Tel 0247 457794 for details. We also have
OI!.Ir second open day on the May Bank
Holiday.
In June the Twin Astir will be slung from the roof
of the King's Hall, Belfast tor the Great Outdoors
Show, a big leisure pvrsuits exhibition in which
we've scrounged a free place.
Also taking shape is a trial scheme under
which the Spor1s Council for NI will subsidise
100 ftights for the deserving youth of three
Limavady schools.
A single-seater is 'being sought to replace the
K-6 on 'loan from a syndi<i:ate. Meanwhile our
depleted PlO fleet is grOWing again - the Willis
brothers have hauled an SHK from Germany;
Alan Sands' long restoration, of a Grunau Baby 2
nears completion and another vintage machine
may be on the way.

BLACK

WREKIN (RAF Cosford)

The year finished with several good wave flights
and Mick Davies and Pete Evans managed the
first hour of the year with a slow climb from a
1200ft winch launch to 3500ft. On the same day
Mick Boydon climbed to 620011 but ran out of
daylight.
Our chairman, Joe Wall, flew for 5hrs on the
Wrekin, mostly only 300ft above the top except
when a snow storm increased the wind and gave
him 240011.
The K-13 is having a major inspection and
being re-covered - our thanks to the Centre
staff.
We have an expedition to the Long Mynd and
Aboyne in late March.

M.B.

R.R.R.
WYVERN (RAF Upavon)

WELLAND (Middleton)

Congratulations to Barry Chadwick and Keith
Scat\: on their Gold heights at Dishforth and to
Bernard Underwood on his Silver distance to
beyond Boston. (see p76.)
We hav6 a super K-8B 10 add to our club fleet
and have .sold our Swallow to our CFI, Peter
Andrews.

Our winter season has been filled with parties but
lil1le flying. Our thanks to Sarah Deck for hosting
an enjoyable New Year's party and to Paul Lutley
for again organising the Christmas draw.
Ephy Dambrook, posted to YorkshIre, had a
good send off with a "flat cap" party.

D.B.

R.H.S.

YORKSHIRE (Sutton Bank)

Obituary - Ray Clarke
It is with great sadness that we report the death of
our former chairman, Ray Clarke. Ray was a tireless worker on behalf of our club and it was his
strong guidance that steered us through some
difficult times. We obtained our present site due

A long run of winter westerlies gave welcome
ridge and wave days on the rare occasions the
rain stopped.
The club fleet is back to full strength with an
excellent range of single-seaters - Astir,
Pegasus, DG-200, DG-300 and K-8. We have
three tugs and two winches in use. Visitors are
always welcome.

Roger Partington has his Bronze C and many
thanks to WOlds GC for the use of their Falke and
their CfI, Bob Fox. The Bocian, looki ng and flying,
well after her refit, is being entered in Wold GC's
Two-Seater Competition.

to Ray's persistent and dedicated efforts.
After his retirement and sale of his engineering
business he concentrated his efforts on instructing, both at Middleton and Saltby. He gave so
much of his time to this that he rarely found time
to fly his EoN Baby.
His enthusiasm for gliding and the friendliness
he showed to all will be sorely missed. We extend
our deepest sympathy to Irene and all his
family.
Dick Short

PL

MOUNTAINS
GLIDING
CLUB
(TALGARTH)
S<lUated in the Brecon Beacons National Park amongst
lhe highest mountains in South Wales. Talgarth has
more scarable days than any other UK gliding club.
Longest ridge routes; wave in all wind directions.
Gel lIOurself fit for hopefully a super soaring season. by
lIying our ridge and maybe wave, starting mid·March.
Holiday courses run from May to August inclusive.

Bookings: Secretary, BMGC
Troed-yr-harn
Talgarth
Powys

0874-711254

April/May 1988
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countryaldl clo.. to thl MS-ld..1for both
glidlr pilou end flmily.
BEGINNERS'

TASK WEEK

SUPERCAT

1st-6th
~~'ft:u::~::
£125
August
£1.75
Apply: Normln Jon,. t, WllllallY WlY,
Churchingford, Somerall. lel: 1082380) 3t5

5 Day Course
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Obituary - Alistair Sheridan
Alistair was killed in a mid-air collision at Sullon
Ban~ on August 16. {See October issue, p250.)
AI 35, l1e was a keel\club member and conscientious full Cat i'nstructor.
Having join.ed af Sul10nnearly 20 years ago, he
started his professional flying career with 18
months as a tug pilot in 1972-73. Against
seemingly impossible difficulties, he entered
Hamble in 1974 and went onto fly Iighltwins until
his arrival at Britisn Midland where the Viscount
and 707 were followed by command on the
F27.
His fund of stories, particularly from darkest
Africa, seemed endless and while those close to
him will recall a careful and considerate friend,
most will remember his non-stop humour.
Our sympathy is with his mother and
finance, Michelle.
Christopher Wilson
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LONDON GLIDING ClUB
Dunstable DQwns, Bedfordshire
Telephone: Dunstable (0582) 63419

Come and fly the
hill lift into those stronger

Open for gliding 7 days a week
throughout the Yearl
Thermal, Hill and Wave Soaring

thermals.
All inclusive 5 day holiday courses for
beginners or the more advanced from
£185.00.

Modern, all-glass solo and 2-seater fleet

Private owners welcome (Prior booking
necessary)

*
*

Details from:
Roy Dalling.
Midland Gliding Club.
long Mynd.
Church Strenon.
Shropshire SY6 6TA
Tel. Hnley (058861) 206

*
*

Courses:
BEGINNERS COURSES. Places available
from May
AEI RATINGS
ADVANCED FLYING ETC.
SOARING COURSES. Details on request
Resident instructo,s, full catering,
licenced bar, accommodation

Visitors and New Members Welcome:
Ring Us Now for Details!!

DEESIDE GLIDING
CLUB

Cross country and height gain
tasks in wave and thermal

Task Week:
June 19th-25th

The club is open to everyor,e.
We winch and aerotow from Duxford
throughout the year, mostly at weekends.
We run 3 day "Introduction to Gliding
Courses" in April and May, and full 5 day
courses for Ab-Initios and Solo pilots from
the end of May to the end of August.
For general information write to

The Secretary
55 Moorfleld Road. Duxford. Cambs
For Course details write to

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
DINNET. ABOYNE. ABERDEENSHIRE
Tel. 033985 339 or 033985 236

LASHAM
Does yOU< home club operate only at weekends?
At Lasham we operate all week. every week which
means we could provide a useful supplemenlto your
train"g. Whether you are nol yet sclo and would
benefitlrom a week's consclidated instructiOn. or a
budding cross· country pilot needing scar"'9 or
field·landing training. we have the expertise and
facilities 10 help.
Apart from our large two-seater flee I and excellent
aerotow and auto tow facilihes. we haYe a
comprehensive briefing room for lectures or
instructiOnal videotapes if bad weather prevents IIy.,g.
On· site accommodation for club eXpeditions is always
available by arrangemenl.

AbSOlufe beginners are of course always welcome we have a large choiCe ot courses and types of
membership 10 surt your needs

The Course Secretary
6 Camside. Chesterton. Cambridge
Tel. (0223) 67589

PORTMOAK
IS THE PLACE

FOR WAVE - UK altitude record made from
here in 1980

FOR RIDGE - our two hills give more
soaring

opportun~ies

FOR THERMALS - they're not bad,
either!

OBITUARY - DENNIS SCHUIT

Good accommodation, catering and bar.

Friends of the Dutch gliding team and other
visitors to the 1987 World Camps will be saddened to hear of the tragic death, at the age of 18,
of Dennis Schuit in Australia. He was killed in
January when the tug he was flying hit power
wires and crashed near Jerilderie. The other
passenger in the plane was rescued before it
caught fire.
Dennis held two Diamonds and became the
youngest entrant in a World Competition when he

Recently expanded single and two-seater fleet
7-day flying April-November.
VIsrrORS ALWAYS WELCOME

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION

Nr. Alton, Hants

PORTMOAK, SCOTLANDWEll
Nr. KINROSS
Tel. 059-284-543
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FORMER WORLD CHAMPION KILLED
Kees Musters, the 41 year-old Dutch former
World and European Champion, was killed in a
hang gliding accident in the French Alps near La
Plagne on December 27, He was captain of a
Boeing 737 flying for Transavia Airlines.
Our deepest sympathy goes to his wife Gretha
and family.

Holiday courses for all levels.

lasham Gliding Society
Tel Herrl:1rd (025 683) 322 or 270

FRENCH MARIANNE PROGRAMME
The French Gliding Association lFFWl is supportinga re-equipment programme to replace
the 250 ageing Bijave tWCFsealers belonging to
its member clubs by Cenlrair's GRP trainer, the
Mariar:me. Thirty have already been bought by
regional clubs and five, belonging to the FFW, are
on loan to clubs. The French Air Force Gliding
Association has ordered a further six and the
French Aeronautical Training and Technical Cootrol Service is, awaiting delivery of two.
Reaction to FFW support of the Marianne programme has been mixed and the opinion has
been voiced that FFW is under pressure to promote Marianne simply because it is produced by
a French company. However, a recent report by
Renni Grasset on the glider's qualities as a club
training aircraft in Vol Voile magazine, was more
supportive.
Following two flights, he concludes, "After
hearing so many opinions on this aircraft, mostly
from people who have not flown it, I didn't know
what to think. But now I have an opinion of my
own: even though the Marianne does not have
the interior luxury and comfort of some machines,
it fulfills perfectly its role as a modern, high performance club trainer. And above all, it is vice
free, which is one of the most important considerations when a club is looking for a training
aircraft. The Marianne is also pleasant to fly."
Renni liked its good looks; its surface finish,
the cockpit layout, its handling characteristics
and especially its lack of vices; the ease of piloting; the noise level, the airbrakes; the all round
visibility in the front cockpit and lateral visibility in
the rear cockpit.
He liked less the trim lever; forward visibility
from the rear cockpit; the time spenl in rigging
and the wheel brake.
And didn't like the access to the rear cockpit;
the lack of comfort of the rear cockpit (this must
be improved) and the rudder pedal design in both
the front and rear cockpits.

a

BEST OF THE
SUMMER WAVE
Sport Vega available at £90
per week

Please send news and exchange copies of
journals to the Editor, 28,1 Queen Edith's
Way. Cambridge CB1 4NH, England
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K~13 tn ~mmaculate condition, excellent aluminiuril traik!rl
rigging aids. Equipped for cross-country .use. Recent C of A.
Std Cirrus. aluminium trailer, T&S. NH, Oittel LX tOOO. winter
barograph. air brake modilicatiQf1. Excellent condition. Recent
C of A. Contact Phi"ip Walker, 0453 46367 Work,.or 0453
69847 Home.

WANT TO BUY one of these super ships now? Low cost
secured loans available Ior glider purchase or other purPQses.
Tel 0494 29532, K H Ross & Partner, Licensed Credit
Brokers.

new In the Nimbus 30 with his father George at
Benaffa, where they came 14th in the Open
Class. His sense of humour and love of life will
always be 'remembered by those who knew
him.
In Dermis we have lost a gliding friend who had
such a promising future. We send our deepest
sympathy to his family. - Martin Judkins

PLANEUR CHANGED
Ary Ceelen, editor of Planeur the Dutch gliding
magazine, tells us that after 15 years they are
changing it's name to Aerosport-Info and the format from A5 to A4.
Congratulations to Ary for being awarded lhe
Paul Tissandier Diploma for his critical editorials
against superiluous aviation rules by the
government.

Adllertisement&, with remittance, should be sent
10 Cheiron Press lld, 8 Amersham Hill, High
Wycombe, Bucks. Tel 0494 442423. Jlate 40p a
word. Minimum £8.00, We ean accept black and
White phOtographs at £3.00 extra. BOll Numbers
should be sent to the same address, the (lloslng
date tor classified advertisements for the JuneJuly Issue Is May 4th 1'988.
FOR SAlE
LS3. 15m, With full Compelilion Panel, radio. AIH, Kernel
.trailer. Currently Lasham based. £15500. telephone Elslead
(0252) 703500 roost evernings.
00·202-17. Based GamphiM. Top qualily cullil inc Cobra
lra~er. Two 'I. shares or complele cutfit for sale. 1 yr C 01 A. lan
Carmichael, 061-1'07 2222. Reason for sale 00-600.
PARACHlJJES, 2 Irvin EB62'& Good condnion. Tel 08692

MORE GLIDERS FOR KENYA

43030.

AngeIa Pollard of the Gliding Club of Kenya tells
us they have recently ,imported two Cirrus 758
and aStd Jantar to give them a full range of gliders
to exploit Kenya's excellent conditions. The club
is 001/ al Mweiga, 15km north of Nyer'.

GRUNAU ,BABY 211. lovingly restored. Wing trailing edges
and tail. clea{ dope finish. Basic panel. Almost new enclosed
trailer. C 01 A to June. £1400.0767210241.

CAN ANYONE HELP?
The Adelaide University GC are rebuilding their
Bocian lE damaged in high winds but are having
difficulty in find ingl a replacement canop,y. If you
can help, please contact Catherlne Hehir, 'secretary, The Universityol Adelaide, GPO Box 49E!,
Adelaide. South Australia 5001.

CAMBRtDGEGROUNO .et. 4 channels. 129.9 130.1.
130.125,130.4. Excellentwor1<ing Of'der.£120 ono. Ann WooK,
tel 0256 56540.
GROB 109. 'I. share at £3500 000.720 channel radio, VQR.
fuN panel. 600 mile range, £20 pe, month + £12 per hr engfne
on. Based Boo!<er. TeI 0296 77227.
BREGUET-FAUVEn!!905-515m, 605hrs, no prangs. recent
respray. altimeter, vario, compass. T&S, ASI. TM-6 radio,
parachute. aluminium trailer, two-man rig. £3800. TeI 0939
250130 (eves).
l.-SPATZ 55, 1963, including radio. parachute and,lrailer. New
C of A. £1750 ono. Tel 0993842763 (eves).

WHY WASTE TIME
Experience gliding at its best
at

BOOKER
Advanced
Soaring
Cross-Country
training
11 dBI' courses priced ro suit rhe weather
For details contact:
Booker Gliding Club
Wycomba Air ParI<. Marlow. Bucks.
Tal: (0494) 29263

EAGLE - MAflOGANY bomber. excellent value Club twoseater. basic instruments. Privalely owned last 7 years. Offers
in region of, £4500. TeI 0522 793656.
BERGFALKE 2 (two seater) with sheeted Irailer, C of A till Sapl
68. FlJllinstruments. blown canopy, glass·libre nose. Excellent
condition, £2300. L-Spatz wnh box trailer. re-painted April
1967, presenlC of A,lilI May 68 will give newC of A a' sale. Full
instrumenls. £2000. Tel 0905 424676.
K-6cR immaculate condition, recenlly refurbished. With trailer
and 2 man rigging aids. Complete with NH. T&S, Cook vario,
banery and parachute. 12 months C of A. £6500. Can deliver.
TelOOO8 210106.
00-400 50: 1 Sl!MG, V. shares available, syndicate 10 be
formed in Yorkshire Spring !l6. Details from 0723 373417.
K-6cR. excellent condition. new canopy and Irame, parachute.
comprehensive instrumenta1ioo, towing oot gear, trailer retur~
bished 1987. Booker based. Complete outln £6000. 'It share
PQssible. Tel 062-682 21' 11.

IMAGINE
Mountltin loltring,
wltve .nd 'hermltl flying
In glorious Sp.in

SUMMER GLIDING COURSES

One-week training courses at the Club's superb ne~
site at Sninerfield. only 1 Y, miles from Stratford and
perfeclly located for visiting the Warwickshire and
Cotswold countryside. Very friendly atmosphere.
beginners most welcome. Forinformation and booki011 please contact:
Tony Edhn. Cour••

Secrele....
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VISITORS AND Nf,W MEMBERS WELCOME
TRIAL LESSONS AVAILABLE

AprillMay 1988

* * holidays
*
*' Join us for tailor·made
* Families or individuals welcome
* taking
8011inners and pundits alike will enjoy breathscenery in our Grob 1098
* instruction
Instrument lIying. cross·country. field landing
* experience
Relax in our luxury private villa, with pool, and
the holiday of a lifetime
Contact
Th., 88,lon5 01 449 9346/01-953-9fiB9

GLIDING IN SPAIN

SZD JUNIOR Club Class glider. 35:1 performance, K·la
handling. Only 4Ohrs. £1 o500 +VAT incl basic inSlrumenls. Tel
049429532.
HOFFMAN DIMONA H·36 motor glider. 154 hrs. All mods fit·
led. Part exchange car or glider Genuine reason for sale. Tel
05395 60215 (eves).
M lOOS, full panel, barograph. ground and air radios, on open
(sheeled) trailer. THIS IS NOT A K·61l SPATZ. 32:1 glide with
26 to 125 knols' Offers around £4200. Ring Grayham 0646
601534, (home 06462 2274).

SKYLARK 4, Excellent condition. Trailer, radio, parachute.
barograph. C of A to 1969. One owner Irom new. Offers around
£5000. PO Box No. 598.
PIK-20E, full instruments. 720 channel radio. oxygen. barograph. parachute. Manufacturers glassfibre trailer. Oust sheets.
spares. £17900. TeI 0733-61569, 0362-620239.

STD CIRRUS, superb condition. £12750. Tel Oxford 52797
for details.
OPEN CIRRUS vtC, 1913. Full panel, oxygen, 3 channel
radio. Storcomm, parachule, rigging aids, 4 wheel trailer. All
good ,condition. £1,0500. Tel (wo"') 0631 63519, (homel
063164395.
PEGASUS (CLUB), 20 months old, excellent condiliorJ, always
hangared or stored Inside. lID = 1:40, goes up on a sparrows.
Available immediately from sole private owner. (049481)
4820.
OG-1 00, well instrumented, radio, Oxygen,- parachute.llluminium trailer. towing gear. Standard price approaching £13000.
Stephen, 172 Oeeside Gardens, Aberdeen 0224 325024.
UNEXPECTED CHANGE makes available Delafield I Srn fibreglass trailer, plywood on steel trame 1loOr, £1600. Westerboer

VW 910/920 Nav. Computer unit C9~. Bohl compass £275.
60mm instruments. Winter 160 knot ASl £110. Winter vario 100-10 knots ffask and MacCready £ 140. Altimeter Aerosonic 7
o'clock dial £130. Tel 04974-563.
ULF-1. Construction plans (unused) for this Ultra-light. foot·
launched sailplane as 'eatured in saG FebiMar 1980. £90. TeI
Derby 559096.
00-400. Trailer, T20channel r~dio. glide computer, low engine
hours. £34000. 8 Easlall 0273 562636; 0 Frapple 0323
24716.

00-200 CompleteoutNt Including SXlooo, Director, Varie,
BOhli, parachute. barograph, oxygen, Metal trailer. New C of A.
£14800. TeI 0442634230.
METAL TRAILER - cfassic I 5m design, curved sides, droop
snout,.aised tail. 7.50kg autoreverse axle, front and rear doors,
ramp, rails. jockey, vents. Built 10 high standard. Brand new
throughout. £ 1995. Tel 0202 526370 (G Dale).
SLINGSBY T31 approved conversion into cheap very practical single seat motor glider. Details from P Martin, 7 Froxhlll
Walk, Brixwor1h, Northampton.
SCHEMPP BUILT 15-m Cirrus. excellent condilion. wilh
sprung undercarriage. long nose and wing IiIlels by Jones.
Bare hull at £10 750. Also Wells builltrailer with fibre-glass fittings £1500. Ou"it PQssible. Ring Oymock (053 185) 375 for
full details.
PYE WESTMINSTER car radio. 3 glider channels. w~h
speaker & mlphone. £100 ono. Winchester (0962) 54565.
ASTIR CS, 'h share. Lasham based. full panel including director, oxygen. parachute, barograph, new Schofield trailer Feb
87, tOWing out aids, bills paid liII Jan 69 £3150. TeI 01-653
8607.
DART 15 (597) Immaculate condition recently refurbished
trailer, barograph, radio. basic instruments plus audio vario,
NH, accelerometer £4600. TeI 0934-620309.
SKYLARK 3 outfit, wooden trailer, parachute, basic instruments. rigging aids. good condition. New C of A. £3900 ono.
View Bidford. 0769 66276 or 056 442528.
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QUALITY ALUMINIUM TRAILERS AT ECONOMICAL PRICESI
* Trailer components, axles,

couplings, wheels and tyres
at unbeatable prices

* Our hand-built trailers

include many extras as
standard

* Complete,
or part built for
home completion
For brochure and specification contact:
DAVID SCHOFIELD ' SCHOFIEL,D AVIATION ' UNIT 6e SOUTH: :MARSTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
lEl.: 0793 822300 124 HOURS)

SF 25 E Super Falke in damaged state. part repaired at completely refurbished, Most ot damage to wooden strUCiure, To
view lel 0488 71774.
SKYLARK 3F, enclosed wooden trailer, good conditiion. new
C of A. £4000 ono. Contact W Munns. Leicester 530200
303804.

SWINDON· WILTSHIRE

ASW-H. COMPLETELY relinished in acrylic. Metal Irailer.
instrumenls include 6all electric vario~ystem and 720 channel
radio. The best handling of the 20m gliders.. Whv pa,y £ 1 ~ 000
plus for 40: ; peformance. get 48:1 for £ 16 000 complete. This
gide< was 21m cup winner. 2nd overall in 1986 Open Class
Nationals. Tel 0223 892444 (work). 0223 893237 (home).

LAUNCHING CAelE Ex MOD (new). 9OOm. drums. £195+
VAT. discountforQuantily. Bob McLean 0904 83653. John Ellis
076589431.
PlRAT in good flying condition with freshly painted fuselage.
No trailer, £2750 ono. TeI (0892) 653694 or (0424) 721841).

GLIDING AT DINNEr,
ABERDEENSHIRE THIS YEAR!
Try Ihe Charleston Hotel. Aboyne. Five minutes drive
from the Club. Family-run Hotel. excellent food and
comfortable accommod,a'lion. Also self-catering
cottage to sleep 5 in Hotel grounds. We specialise in
serving food until 1O.30pm daily.
KIWlITOP The new motor glider trom valentin. FlUGZEUGBAU
(see this ed~ion). Also the new Taifun 17E Mk2. Contact Nine
Four Aviation Lld (Steve White) 0494 36888.

MARIANNE high performance two-seater (plus Pegasus
single-seater). Contact Nine Four Aviation Lld (Steve Wh~e)
049436888.

PYE CAMBRIDGE, dash mounting, 128.6, 129.9, 130.1 and
130.4. Pye Bantam 130.1. 130.125 and 130.4 with built in
rechargeable batteries and charger. £100 each or both for
£180. Tel 0476 71497 evenings.
OPEN METAl. trailer, new lyres, good condition, ex K·6. £325.
Tel 0572·57342.
VEGA, Instruments. radio, aluminium trailer, towgear, covers,
no gloops. 222 launches. Offers or syndicale Mynd or Lasham.
0491 873375.

rei: 0339 2475

KESTREL19, competition no 319. metal trailer. radio, para'
chute, oxygen, £12000 or nearest. Tel 05422 7934.

OLY 29 Col' A June 1988 enclosed trailer. basic panel, f&S.
barograph. ,parachute. radio £2000 ono TeI 0382·739092.

PlK 200-78. Carbon spar. Vgc. Fac10ry trailer. NH. T&S, 2
varios. Bohli compass. Oxygen, radio. barograph. parachute.
Owned by original PIK agent since new. 1 year C 01 A. Tel
0954 210860.

EAGLE TWo,SEATER glider. fuN inslruments. C of A, good
condition. £2900. Trailer £900. Tel 0283 63054.

ASW-HI!. Carbon fibre fuselage. belly chute. complete com·
petition panel; parachute. all rigging aids. ine one·man, towing:
equipment. German glass-fibre trailer, wing covers. C of A 12
monlhs. TeI F Pozerskis. 0536 85552 (daYS~ 0658 67723'
(eves).

K·8 basic instruments £4250. Tel 0283 63054.

IMMACULATE, FULLY refurbished Astir CS· 77 Club. Fully
instrumented. new C of A trom purchase. £10ooo+VAT.
Chiltern Sailplanes Ltd, Booker Airfield. Nr Marlow, Bucks SL7
3DR. 0494 445854.
PIK-20B In Sweden, 1974. 1BBhrs, £9500 ono. Also Jantar 2,
20,5m, 1977, BOhrs. £12500 ono. Both full instruments, 720
radio, trailer, Jan Johansson, Box 20020, 72020 Vasteras.
BOCIAN 1D, BGA 2734. buill1959. 1234hrs. 2047 launches.
basic instruments, good condition. new C of A. No trailer.
£4000 ono, Tel 05422 7934.

VINTAGE GLIDER, Skylark 36. Needs attenlion and TLC. Last
Iiown FebruaryBB. With radio, inst, trailer. £2oooovno. Tel0403
752580.

VENTUS B 18.6 Approx 250hrs and 160 launches. Never
damaged and in immaculate condition. Prepared to sell hull,
instrumenlation and trailer separately. Based Yeovllton, Somerset. TeI Mike Gale. 0935 872336.

TRAILER, metal. constructed Jan BB. ail new parts. suitable for
15m glider. £2200. Ring 0773 872151.

ASW·15, new C of A. basic instruments "in vgc. 0283
75283.

ELFE S4D and trailer. 1Srn grp glider. Best lIO 38: 1. Tel
0525384301.

SCHlEICHER ASK-14 molor glider. Low hrs with electric sJarl
and instruments. 0283 75283.

teOM IC-A2-UK; 720 channel hand held. Ex-demonstrator.
boxed complete. charger. Warranly. one only. £350 inc. ICOM
authorised dealer. Tel 02814-4202.

ASTIR CS 77, New C of A, Merlin alloy trailer. Easy 10 Ity glass
glider with good brakes. Complete outfit £ 12 500 (0494'
35005)
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Parachute - offers. AIH with invertor. C30. TeI 0283 63054.

S1'D CIRRUS 1972. Good condition. fully inslrumented. Trailer
elc. Phone after 8pm. 0203 362190.
MOSQUITO - fUll:. panel, parachute, oxygen, barograph,
trailer. rigging and towing aids. £16000. Tel Graham Davey.
Swindon 0793 871031.

VENTUS B 16.6m
Complete with full panel inclUding C NAV
50, Flight director and ATR, 720A radio.
Good basic trailer with fittings. Full year of
C of A supplied.

Tel: 0869 243030.

lS-7, THE NEW Standard Class sajlplane from Rolladen
Schneider. Contact Matyn Wells (home) 060884 217. (work·
shop) 060 885 790.

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

SITUATIONS VACANT

Harry Mendelssohn
DISCOUNT SALES

INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED lor minimum period 01 1 month.
maximum 3 months. Full Cat inspector preferable. A Pollard.
Box 926. Nyeri. Kenya. Tel 254 171 2969.

TRANSCElrVERS

WANTED

STD/OPEN CIRRUS, Janlar, DG-1 00. Sport Vega. Astir 77 or
Similar. Complele ou«il in excellenl condition preferred. Tel
SIeve. 0663 63667 (home). 061 834 8441 ext 2289 (work).

K'6e, K'&CR, Oly 463 or similar with lull rig and closed trailer
req<lred. Tel 0372 376319 (eves).

SCHEIBE SF27M Molor Glider. Damaged repairable one considered. J. Dixon, Beech Acre. Church Road. Colkirk, Fakenham.
Noriolk NR21 7NA. Tel: 0328-51517.

WOODEN MOTOR glider or glider lor resloration proiect cash wailing - anything considered. Tel 0795 75262 (eves).

TRALER SUITABLE Falke, T-21 etc. Any condilion conSid"'ed. Barograph wanted in good condilion. Tel 0795

New-King KX 99
STS AV7600vOR
Tefra TPX720
Icom IC·A20

Sale Price £355
Sale Price.£289
Sale Price £289
Sale Price £365

We accept ACCESS and VISA
Cheques
.....
C.O.D. (£2.50 extra) i~1
...
Add VAT at 15%
'~c:..:::I
DISCOUNT SALES
34 BUCKSTONE ROAD
EDINBURGH
EH106UA

PHONE NOW
031-445 4444
031-445 3896

9a.m. - 10p.m.

BAROGRAPH -

SPARES and canopy lor Swallow. Tel 0304

AS\II-2DL or LS·3A. Hull onlyor cornpleleou«il. Cash available

now. TeI Mike Jordy. 0602

821942.

NIMBUS 2C. Contact David Evans Cambridge 356740.

COMPETITIONS

B&B \llCTORIAN Farmhouse, log fires, en suite/leamaking
tc.:trrties. 10 mins from Avon Soaring Centre. EveninQ meals.
M<s G Lyon, Winton House, Upper Quinlon, Warks. Q7I,!9

Aerotow facilities throughout

Book early as numbers may be limited to:

NATIONAL UNIVERSITIES GLIDING CHALLENGE

CAIRNGORM GLIDING CLUB
Kincraig, Inverness-shire

This year's Task Week is being hOsted by Oxford University Gfiding Club at RAF 8iceslet', from August 21-27.
K is open 10

ACCOMMODATION

Soar over the
spectacular Cairngorm
Mountains and experience the wild solitude
of the Scottish Highlands.
The club is within easy
reach of Aviemore
with its vast range
of recreational facilities and accommodation.

Sept. & Oct. (other times by
arrangement)

me2 (eves~
363\1 (eves~

F

LY
ESHIE

a~

UIliversity and Polytechnic Clubs.

For lull details and an application form, contacl:
Phll Woodruffe, RAFGSA Centre, Royal Air Force,
Bleesler, Oxon.

720S00.
BED ANO BREAKFAST near Sulton Bank. Listed Georgian
twse, C.H. Tea/coffee lacilities. Unrestricted access. Mike and

COURSES

MOO. Wood, Buckingham House, Helmsley (0439-706113)
£8.00 per nigh~ reduction lor ionger stays.
HOLIDAYS

AUSTRALIA! Excellent soaring, easy access. Full lacilities.
On·site accommodation. Winch and aerotow e,very day. Hire
Iloutty, daily or weekly. Blanik, 8-4. Aslir, LS-3, PIK 20, Kestrel,
etc, ele. Euroa Soaring Centre, PO Box 172, Euroa 3666, VicIoria, AuslraJia. Tel (057)95 3391.

CLUBS

SOllTH WALES GLIDING CLUB (USK)
Wave, Mountain and Thermal Soaring
COURSES. Every summer month.
Visiling pllols/Gliders welcome.
181h-22nd July and 8th-12th August
(Aerolows and Winches)
Task week 23rd-291h July
8ookln~; Course Secretary, South Wales Gliding
Club, Gwemesney, Usk, Gwent. Tel: (0291) 690536.

SWINDON GLIDING CLUB
Sandhills Farm, Shrivenham. Oxon
Try <l weeks gliding course at Swindons
new site on the Wilts Oxon border.
Excellent residential accommodation
available. All areo tow courses. ideal
for beginners.
Write for brochure to:
Course Secretary
Miss Nicky Rowan
Priors Farley Farmhouse
South Marston. Swindon SN3 4SX
0793827999
or 0793 822300

Holiday Gliding Courses
for Beginners
Stay

in

lovely 16th Century farmhouse

Ring liz

or Sarah
on

0304824888

The "LS" Agent in UK - Sales • Spares • Repairs
MARTYN WELLS
(Wells Design Ltd.)
Whichford, Shipston, Warks
Tet 060 884 217
Workshop Tel. 060 885 790

FULL REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
FACILITIES IN OUR
PURPOSE BUILT WORKSHOP
April/May 1988

NEW FROM

LS 7 STANDARD CLASS
LS4 CLUB
LS6B
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SChofield Aviation
SCottish Gliding Union
J L Smoker
Soaring Equipment
Soaring Magazine
Soaring Oxford
Southdown Aero service
Southern Sailplanes
Speedwell Sailplanes
Stratford-upon-Avon GC
Suntiger Europe
Brian Weare
Wells Design
Weslley Aircraft
C P Witter
Welds GC
Yorkshire GC

94

73
61
92

•
•
•
•

Wave • Thermal • Ridge
Minimum Air Traffic Restrictions
Hard Surface Runway
All Aerotow • 2 Two Sealers

OPEN tHROUGIIOUT JUNE-AUGUST

BC

Visitors .nd plrti.s Wl/lCom.
Courllllsnow booking

56
105
60

98
107
83
107
90
108

•
•
•
•
•

Parachute packing,
Barograph, instrument servicing
Caravan, Camping, Trailer Spaces
Canteen, Bar, Airfield 'Facilities
Full membership (rom £45

HEREFORDSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
Shobdon ,Airfield, Nr. Leominster
Telephone (056 BB,I} 89()8 weekends

MARCHINGTON GLIDING
CLUB
Situ~ted

CORNISH GLIDING CLUB
at

Perranporth, Cornwall
Courses from May lo Seplember

Under BGA instructors, Beginners welcome.

108
59
60

Trevellas Airfield is only one mile from
Perranporth's golden sands, one of
Cornwall's favourite family holiday centres.

54
87
102
104
54,104
58

BOSWENS, WHEAL KITTY, ST AGNES
0872 73892 (day) 087255 2430 (evening)

RUTH B. PHILLlPS

in the Midlands. Offers holiday
courses from April to September.

Good local soaring and cross-eountry.
Courses to suit your requirements.
Private owners welcome.
Please contact:
Course Secretary
Marchlngton Gliding Club
Marchlngton AIrfield, Morton Lane
Marchington, Nr Uttoxeter ST14 8LP
Telephone: 0283 222040

100

82
108

57
107
104
IFC

98
108
92

102
56
97
92
l00,IBC

98
100

83
56
83

S&G

COTSWOLD GLIDING CLUB
HOLIDAY GLIDING COURSES IN
THE
PICTURESQUE AND
FRIENDLY COTSWOLDS WITH
COURSES TAILORED TO SUIT
YOUR NEEDS.
FULL DETAILS FROM:
ERIK BLACK, "LAMONT",
56a SCHOOL ROAD
CHARLTON KINGS
CHELTENHAM GL53 8BE
Tel: 0242-31031

SOAR YORKSHIRE
For your COURSE!

Holiday courses (rom June to Septemberbeginners to Silver C, Book nowl
Motor Glider Courses throughout the yearBronze or Silver C to PPL (SLMG).
Visiting Aircraft welcome - ideal crosscountry site - cheap aerotows and temporary membership.
Friendly club - accommodation on site ...,
licensed bar,
Write to The Course Secretary. B. L. Owen. 64

Lan., Wymondham. Norfolk NR18 OON. Tel:
Wymondham 605444 Evenings

Chapel

SUTTON BANK

For your EXPEDITION!

For your HOLIDAY!

We offer top class accommodation, instruction facilities and opportunities
RIDGE SOARING - 12 miles in suitable conditions
THERMAL SOARING - Club record is 582km from aerotow. 524km from the winch
WAVE SOARING - Club absolute record is 32670ft. Club record gain is 31 050ft
Our rates are amongst the best - £8.90 for aerotows to 2000ft. Visit us and stay in our fully licensed
residential clubhouse. Full catering available in season. Self catering at other times.
COURSES -

April to OCtober

Visitors always welcome, please book in advance

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK
Tel: 0845 (Thirsk) 597237
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SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Choice and Service

_

Tighten your turns - Therma/s are here again!
can supply the A to Z of your equipment needs
. . . but not the thermals
.,.
i

.~
.

"0
lI)
c
III

5J96JII40

and please remember that RD advice is freely available
to help you decide and, after purchasing, RD gives
you full after sales support
and

@:_

Authorsed Distributor forSchleicher. spares in the UK
(by arrangement. JJ Associates)

PLEASE WRITE OR 'PHONE FOR OUR FREE 1988 ILLUSTRATEO CATALOGUE

~

~

EXPORTS ARE NORMALLY VAT ZERO RATED

RD Aviation Ltd
Unit 23. Bankside,
Kidlington, Oxon. OX5 1JE.
Telex: 265871 Monref G (Quote MAG 1,0189 in all messages)
Fax: 0865·842495

~

0865-841441
(24hr Answering)
)

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
Membury Airfield, Lambourn, Berks. Tel: (0488) 71774

THE PREMIER R·EPAIR ORGANISATION IN UK AND
AGENT FOR SCHEMPP-HIRTH

IF YOUR GLIDER ISN'T IN THIS PICTURE, NO DOUBT
WE DID THE C OF A SOME OTHER TIME

YOU WOULDN'T ACCEPT SECOND BEST, WOULD YOU?

